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Kurzzusammenfassung 
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit werden verschiedene innovative Ansätze verfolgt, um die dominanten 

Verlustmechanismen in den heutigen kristallinen Siliziumsolarzellen zu verringern. Das Augenmerk 

wird dabei auf folgende Komponenten einer Solarzelle gerichtet: (i) den Metall-Halbleiter-Kontakt auf 

dem n
+
-Emitter, (ii) den löchersammelden Kontaktbereich, (iii) die Rekombination im 

Siliziumvolumen und (iv) die Oberflächentexturierung des multikristallinen Siliziums. 

Die Implementierung einer ultradünnen ALD-AlOx-Schicht als neuartige passivierende Tunnelschicht 

zwischen einem phosphordotierten n
+
-Emitter und einer aufgedampften Al-Vorderseitenmetallisierung 

einer PERC-Solarzelle wird erstmals untersucht. Eine optimale ALD-AlOx-Schichtdicke wird 

identifiziert, welche die Al-Kontakte passiviert, das Al-‚Spiking‘ verhindert und einen guten 

Stromtransport gewährleistet. Durch den Vergleich der Messergebnisse einer Solarzelle und einer 

Lebensdauerprobe wird die Effektivität der AlOx-Kontaktpassivierung bestimmt. Eine Zunahme der 

AlOx-Schichtdicke über das Optimum hinaus führt zu einer Abnahme des Füllfaktors, was auf die 

drastische Abnahme der Tunnelwahrscheinlichkeit zurückgeführt wird. PERC-Solarzellen mit einer 

optimalen Dicke der ALD-AlOx-Tunnelschicht erreichen einen unabhängig bestätigten 

Rekordwirkungsgrad von 21,7% und eine Leerlaufspannung von 673 mV. 

Ein neuartiger Polymer-Silizium-Heteroübergang wird analysiert, basierend auf dem löcherleitenden 

Polymer PEDOT:PSS. Mittels Lebensdauermessungen wird erstmals ein überraschend niedriger Wert 

der Sättigungsstromdichte J0 des PEDOT:PSS/c-Si-Heteroübergangs von 46 fA/cm² gemessen. 

Solarzellen mit PEDOT:PSS auf der Vorderseite eines n-Typ c-Si-Wafers werden realisiert und 

erreichen einen Rekordwirkungsrad zum Zeitpunkt der Publikation von 12,3%. Die PEDOT:PSS-

Dispersion und die Vorbehandlung der c-Si-Oberfläche werden bezüglich niedriger J0-Werte und 

Kontaktwiderstände RC optimiert. Ein neuartiges Konzept wird eingeführt, die sogenannte 

„BackPEDOT“-Solarzelle, mit einem realistischen Wirkungsgradpotential von 22%. Erste 

experimentelle BackPEDOT-Solarzellen werden realisiert mit einem Wirkungsgrad von 20,6%, 

welcher den höchsten bislang erreichten Wirkungsgrad einer PEDOT:PSS/c-Si-Solarzelle darstellt. 

Degradationsexperimente am PEDOT:PSS/c-Si-Heteroübergang werden durchgeführt. Die J-V-

Kennlinie einer Solarzelle unter Beleuchtung entwickelt einen ‚S-förmigen‘ Verlauf bei Lagerung an 

Luft. Der Kontaktwiderstand RC wird identifiziert als der am meisten beeinflusste Parameter, wobei 

die Luftfeuchtigkeit als Haupursache der Degradation identifiziert wird. Mithilfe der Kelvin-Sonde-

Messung wird die Abnahme der Austrittsarbeitsdifferenz ΔWA der PEDOT:PSS/c-Si Probe bei 

Lagerung an Luft detektiert. Ein Modell wird entwickeln, bei dem die Reduzierung der Austrittsarbeit 

WA der PEDOT:PSS die Band-Offsets an der PEDOT:PSS/c-Si-Grenzfläche verändert, was zu einer 

Barriere für den Löchertransport führt. Eine neuartige Verkapselungsmethode der BackPEDOT-

Solarzellen wird eingesetzt und ein stabiler Wirkungsgrad bei Langzeitlagerung an Luft nachgewiesen. 

PERC-Solarzellen auf multikristallinen Silizium (mc-Si) Wafern werden hergestellt. Unsere 

Simulationen und Solarzellenergebnisse zeigen, dass bei Verwendung eines hochreinen 

Schmelztiegels und der Ausdehnung der monokristallinen Flächenanteile des mc-Si-Materials 

vergleichbare Ergebnisse wie auf monokristallinen Silizium erreichbar sind. Auf einer ausgewählten 

mc-Si-Fläche von 1 × 1 cm² wird eine sehr hohe Effizienz von 20% erreicht, welche zu dem Zeitpunkt 

der Publikation nur marginal unter dem Effizienz-Weltrekord für mc-Si-Solarzellen von 20,4% lag. 

Eine direkte Lasertextur (DiLaT) auf PERC-Solarzellen wird implementiert. Der Vorteil der DiLaT-

Textur ist die Abwesenheit von jeglichen Maskierungsschichten und die Anwendbarkeit auf jede 

Kristallorientierung, sodass auch diese Methode ideal geeignet ist für mc-Si-Wafer. An Float-zone-Si-

Wafern werden für die RP-texturierten und für die DiLaT-texturierten Solarzellen vergleichbare 

Resultate erreicht. Auf mc-Si-Wafern wird ein unabhängig bestätigten Jsc-Wert von 39,3 mA/cm² 

erreicht, welcher zum Zeitpunkt der Publikation der höchste berichtete Jsc-Wert für eine mc-Si-

Solarzelle war. Dieses Ergebnis zeigt das hohe Potenzial der DiLaT-Textur. 

 

Schlagworte: Aluminiumoxid, PEDOT:PSS/c-Si-Heteroübergang, Multikristallines Silizium, 

Lasertextur 
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Abstract 
In the present thesis, we introduce different innovative approaches to reduce predominant loss 

channels in today’s crystalline silicon solar cells. The following components of a solar cell are 

examined: (i) the metal-semiconductor contact at the n
+
-emitter, (ii) the hole contact region, (iii) the 

silicon bulk recombination and (iv) the surface texturing of multicrystalline silicon. 

The application of ultrathin ALD-AlOx as a novel contact-passivating tunneling layer between the 

phosphorus-doped n
+
-emitter and the Al-evaporated front metal grid of a lab-type PERC solar cell is 

investigated. An optimal ALD-AlOx layer thickness is identified, which passivates the Al-contacts, 

prevents the Al-spiking and allows for a good current transport. Comparing the solar cell results and 

the lifetime sample measurements, we determine the effectiveness of the AlOx contact passivation. 

Increasing the AlOx thickness above the optimum leads to a decrease in fill factor due to a drastically 

reduced tunneling probability. PERC solar cells featuring an ALD-AlOx tunneling layer show an 

independently confirmed record-high efficiency of 21.7% and a Voc of 673 mV. 

An in-depth analysis of organic-silicon heterojunctions based on the hole-conducting polymer 

PEDOT:PSS is performed. Using lifetime measurements, we determine for the first time the 

surprisingly low J0 value of 46 fA/cm² of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction. Heterojunction solar 

cells with PEDOT:PSS on c-Si n-type silicon wafer front surfaces are realized and a record-high 

efficiency at the time of publication of 12.3% is achieved. PEDOT:PSS dispersion and the silicon 

surface pre-treatment are optimized towards reduced J0 and the RC values. We introduce a novel solar 

cell concept – the so-called ‘BackPEDOT’ solar cell – with a realistic efficiency potential 22%. First 

BackPEDOT experimental devices are realized with an outstanding efficiency of 20.6%, which is by 

far the highest efficiency for a PEDOT:PSS/c-Si solar cell to date. 

Degradation experiments on our PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction solar cells are performed. The 

illuminated J-V curves show an ‘S-shaped’ form with increasing time in air. The contact resistance RC 

is identified as the most affected solar cell parameter with the humidity as the major source of 

degradation. Using Kelvin-probe measurements, we detect a decreasing work function ΔWA difference 

of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si samples stored in air. We develop a model, where a decreasing WA of the 

PEDOT:PSS alters the energy band configuration, forming a barrier for holes. A novel effective 

encapsulation method for BackPEDOT solar cells is applied with stabilized efficiency under long-term 

storage in air. 

We fabricate PERC solar cells on block-cast multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) from an industrial 

supplier and from a laboratory-scale high-purity crucible. Our simulations and solar cell results show 

that the reduced bulk quality is largely avoidable using a high-purity crucible during casting and by 

extending monocrystalline areas. On a selected mc-Si area of 1 × 1 cm² we achieve a very high solar 

cell efficiency of 20.0%, which was during the time of publication only slightly below the record value 

of 20.4%. 

We implement a direct laser texturing (DiLaT) process into lab-type PERC solar cells. The advantage 

of the DiLaT texture is the absence of any masking layer and its applicability to any crystal orientation 

as it is the case for mc-Si wafers. On FZ-Si substrates we obtain similar cell parameters for the DiLaT 

as compared to random-pyramid texturing. On mc-Si we achieve an independently confirmed Jsc value 

of 39.3 mA/cm², which was the highest reported Jsc value at the time of publication for any mc-Si solar 

cell, highlighting the enormous potential of DiLaT for the application to mc-Si solar cells. 

 

 

Keywords: aluminum oxide, PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction, multicrystalline silicon, laser texture 
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Glossary 
Δn   Excess carrier concentration     [cm-3] 

θ   Temperature      [°C] 

η0   Initial energy conversion efficiency    [%] 

η   Energy conversion efficiency     [%] 

η0   Initial energy conversion efficiency    [%] 

ηrelative   Relative energy conversion efficiency    [%] 

ρ   Resistivity      [Ωcm] 

σ   Conductivity      [S/cm] 

μe/ μh   Electron / hole mobility     [cm²/Vs] 

χ   Electron affinity      [eV] 

n/p   Capture time constants     [s] 

   Lifetime       [s] 

eff   Effective lifetime      [s] 

Auger   Auger lifetime      [s] 

rad   Radiative lifetime      [s] 

int   Intrinsic lifetime      [s] 

SRH   Shockley-Read-Hall lifetime     [s] 

ω   Angular velocity      [m/s] 

A   Area       [cm2] 

A(λ)   Absorbed light fraction 

ALD   Atomic layer deposition 

AlOx   Aluminum oxide 

ARC   Anti reflection coating 

a-Si   Amorphous silicon 

B   Coefficient of the radiative recombination   [cm³/s] 

BSF   Back surface field 

C   Capacitance      [F] 

c1, c2, c3   Coefficients 

Cn, Cp   Auger coefficients      [cm6/s] 

c-Si   Crystalline silicon 

Dn/ Dh   Electron/hole diffusion coefficient    [cm²/Vs] 

D(E)   Density of states      [cm-3] 

Dit_midgap   Midgap interface defect density    [eV-1cm-2] 

ECR   Electron contact region 

EC   Conductance band       [eV] 

EV   Valence band      [eV] 

EF   Fermi-level      [eV] 

EFn/ EFp   Quasi-Fermi-level of electrons / holes    [eV] 

Et   Defect energy level      [eV] 

EG   Band gap       [eV] 

EQE(λ)   External quantum efficiency     [%] 

f   Metallization fraction     [%] 

f(E)   Fermi-Dirac- distribution      
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FSF   Front surface field 

FF   Fill factor      [%] 

G   Generation of a casted silicon ingot 

G   Generation rate      [cm-3s-1] 

Gth   Thermal generation rate     [cm-3s-1] 

GPC   Growth pre cycle 

geeh / gehh   Enhancement factors for a eeh and ehh Auger process 

HCR   Hole contact region 

HOMO   Highest occupied molecular orbital    [eV] 

HF   Hydrofluoric acid 

i   Current       [mA] 

I   Current       [mA] 

Impp    Current at the maximum power point    [mA] 

IQE(λ)   Internal quantum efficiency     [%] 

J   Current density      [A/cm2] 

Jsc   Short-circuit current density     [mA/cm2] 

Jph   Photogenerated current density    [mA/cm2] 

Jmpp    Current density at the maximum power point   [mA/cm²] 

Jrec    Recombination current density    [mA/cm²] 

J0   Saturation current density at the surface/HCR/ECR  [fA/cm2] 

J0_cont_unpass  Saturation current density at the non-passivated contact  [fA/cm2]  

J0_cont_pass   Saturation current density at the passivated contact  [fA/cm2]  

J0_bulk   Saturation current density in the silicon bulk   [fA/cm2] 

J0_rear   Saturation current density at the rear surface of a solar cell  [fA/cm2] 

J0_cell   Saturation current density in a solar cell   [fA/cm2] 

k(λ)   Extinction coefficient, as function of wavelength 

kB   Boltzmann constant     [J/K] 

KOH   Potassium hydroxide 

LUMO   Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital    [eV] 

L   Minority-carrier diffusion length    [µm] 

Lmin   Minimal minority-carrier diffusion length   [µm] 

m   Metallization factor     [%] 

mc-Si   Multicrystalline silicon 

MO   Molecular orbit 

NA/ND   Doping concentration of acceptors / donors   [cm-3] 

NC   Effective density of states in the conduction band  [cm-3] 

NV   Effective density of states in the valence band   [cm-3] 

Nt   Defect density      [cm-3] 

n / p   Electron/hole concentration      [cm-3] 

n0 / p0   Electron/hole concentration in equilibrium   [cm-3] 

ni   Intrinsic carrier concentration    [cm-3] 

n(λ)   Refraction indices, as function of wavelength    

nid   Ideality factor  

nid   Local ideality factor       

one-sun Illumination intensity of 1000 W/m2  

PECVD   Plasma-enhances chemical vapor deposition   
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PERC   Passivated emitter and rear solar cell 

PEDOT:PSS  Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):(styrenesulfonate) 

PSG   Phosphorus silicate glass 

PCD   Photoconductance decay 

POCl3   Phosphoryl chloride 

p   Pitch       [cm]  

Plight   Power density of  the light irradiated on the surface of a solar cell [W/cm²] 

P   Power density      [W/cm²] 

pFF   Pseudo fill factor      [%] 

pη   Pseudo energy conversion efficiency    [%] 

Qf   Fixed charge density     [cm-3] 

QSSPC   Quasi-steady-state photoconductance 

R   Recombination rate      [cm-3s-1] 

R(λ)   Reflectance as function of the wavelength   [%] 

Rwgh   Weighted reflectance with the AM 1.5G spectra [%]  

Rs   Series resistance      [Ωcm²] 

Rsh   Shunt resistance      [Ωcm²] 

Rsheet   Sheet resistance      [Ω/] 

Rsheet_Si   Sheet resistance of a silicon layer    [Ω/] 

Rsheet_PEDOT  Sheet resistance of a PEDOT:PSS layer   [Ω/] 

RC   Contact resistance      [Ωcm²] 

RPM   Revolution per minutes      [min-1] 

STC Standard testing condition of illuminated J-V curves.  

STC implies one-sun illumination, a temperature of 25°C  

and the AM1.5G spectrum 

SRV   Surface recombination velocity    [cm/s] 

S   Surface recombination velocity    [cm/s] 

Smax   Maximal surface recombination velocity   [cm/s] 

SEM   Scanning electron microscope 

S   Surface recombination velocity    [cm/s] 

Si   Silicon 

SiOx   Silicon oxide 

SiNx   Silicon nitride 

TEM   Transmission electron microscope 

TMA   Trimethyl aluminum 

t   Time       [s] 

tdeg   Time constant      [s] 

T   Absolute temperature     [K] 

U   Net recombination rate     [cm-3s-1] 

V   Voltage       [mV] 

Voc   Open circuit voltage     [mV] 

VT   Thermal voltage        [mV] 

Vmpp   Voltage at the maximum power point    [mV] 

W   Wafer thickness      [cm] 

WA   Work function      [eV] 

Z   Wavelength enhancement factor     
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1  Introduction 
 

The sun is the major source of energy available on the surface of the planet earth. The solar cell is an 

electronic device which directly converts light into valuable electrical energy based on the 

photovoltaic effect. 

 

 

Figure 1: A basic schematic of an arbitrarily shaped solar cell with the essential components (taken from Cuevas et al. [1]). 

 

Figure 1 shows schematically an arbitrarily shaped solar cell with its essential components according 

to Cuevas et al. [1]. A solar cell has a light transparent skin. Photons penetrating the skin are absorbed 

in the volume of the solar cell and generate electron-hole pairs. The majority of the photons are 

absorbed in the base. The excess carrier density of electrons and holes is Δn and Δp, respectively. The 

base is typically a semiconductor and requires a sufficiently high conductivity (σ) for electrons σe and 

for holes σh, respectively. The base of today’s solar cells is doped with acceptors (for silicon a material 

from the 3
rd

 group of the periodic table e.g. boron) or donors (for silicon a material from the 5
th
 group 

of the periodic table e.g. phosphorus), which defines the base as p-type or n-type material, 

respectively. Both types of charge carriers move through the base driven by drift and diffusion. 

Separation of the carriers is performed by semipermeable filters, following the nomenclature of 

Würfel [2]. Such filters can be described by regions in the solar cell were conductivity for one charge 

carrier exceeds the conductivity of the other: σh >> σe and σe >> σh for the hole contact region (HCR) 

and electron contact region (ECR), respectively. The contact region with the opposite polarity 

compared to the base is often referred to as the ‘emitter’. The term emitter is a historic term since the 

semiconductor structure of a solar cell is similar to a diode. In the image of a diode, a solar cell 

operates in the reverse bias where the emitter collects charge carries. By closing the external circuit at 

the contacts, charge carriers flow and power a load. 
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of today’s industrial standard standard c-Si solar cell. (b) Calculated solar cell energy conversion 

efficiencies. 

 

Figure 2 (a) shows a simplified schematic of today’s industrial standard crystalline silicon solar cell. 

This solar cell has a boron-doped (p-type) silicon base. The electron contact region (emitter) is located 

at the front facing the sun and is phosphorous-doped in a high-temperature diffusion process. The 

emitter is partially metallized by a Ag-metal grid. The HCR is formed by covering the silicon wafer 

rear with Al-paste followed by firing in a conveyor belt firing furnace. The front skin is a non-

metallized textured emitter region passivated by a transparent silicon nitride layer, acting as 

antireflecting coating and to reduce front surface recombination losses. 

Figure 2 (b) shows simulation results for different configurations of the recombination currents for the 

industrial standard solar cell. We simulate the solar cell efficiency for the standard industrial solar cell 

with separately reduced and successively reduced recombination channels. A set of the solar cell 

parameters used in our simulation is given in Table 1. The simulation is performed with the software 

Quokka 2 [3] (PVLighthouse.com.au v. 2.2.4). 

 

Table 1: Typical solar cell parameters for an industrial solar cell. Solar cell simulation is performed with successively and 

simultaneously reduced recombination in the HCR and in the bulk. 

Saturation current density in Industrial BSF Bulk Synergy 

HCR      [fA/cm²] 400 42 400 42 

Bulk      [fA/cm²] 285 285 15 15 

Efficiency  [%] 18.50 19.01 19.22 20.3 

 

The simulated solar cells with the industrial standard parameters as given in Table 1 result in an 

efficiency of η = 18.50%. By reducing the saturation current density in the HCR from 400 fA/cm² to 

42 fA/cm² we simulate an efficiency of η = 19.01% which is a gain of 0.51%abs compared to the 

industrial solar cell. Assuming a saturation current density of 15 fA/cm² in the bulk compared to a 

saturation current density of 285 fA/cm² we simulate an efficiency of η = 19.22% which is a gain of 

0.72%abs compared to the industrial solar cell. If we simply sum up all the efficiency gains to the 

industrial solar cell we obtain a total efficiency of 19.73%. A different result is obtained when all two 

saturation current density are reduced simultaneously in the simulation, where we obtain η = 20.3%. 

The additional gain of 0.57%abs is due to synergetic effects [4], [5]. 
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Figure 3: Visualization of (a) equally distributed power losses (yellow arrows) in a solar cell. (b) Effect on the three power 

losses when one power loss channel is switched off (in this case the bulk recombination). The black square represents a unit 

volume in the solar cell with the corresponding excess carrier density Δn. 

 

Figure 3 (a) visualizes power loss channels in the bulk, in the HCR, in the ECR and at the skin. When 

one power loss channel (e.g. in the bulk) is switched off, the total recombination current in the solar 

cell decreases. However, this has an impact on the other loss channels, see Figure 3 (b). As a result the 

excess carrier density (Δn) increases in a volume unit of the solar cell. Visually, the increased Δn 

apply pressure on the remaining power loss channels and therefore increases the recombination in 

those channels. This image illustrates the importance of the simultaneous reduction of several power 

loss channels at the same time. 

The present thesis focuses on reducing recombination losses of various relevant loss channels. The 

following components are studied: the metal-semiconductor contact at the electron contact region, the 

hole contact region, the silicon bulk and the skin. As exemplary solar cell structure we use the 

passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) throughout this work with crystalline silicon as the base 

material. However, our results are not limited to one particular solar cell structure. 

In more detail, this work is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 introduces the basic parameters of a solar cell and the characterization techniques 

employed during this work. Current density-voltage (J-V) and quantum efficiency (QE) measurements 

are discussed and a brief overview of physical mechanisms of recombination processes (power loss 

channels) in silicon is given. Furthermore, contactless lifetime measurement techniques based on 

photoconductance decay (PCD) and infrared lifetime mapping (ILM) are described. 
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Chapter 3 describes the fabrication sequence of our laboratory-scale passivated emitter and rear cell 

(PERC) devices, which is the baseline process in the present work. We present for the first time the 

application of an atomic-layer-deposited aluminum oxide (Al2O3) passivating tunneling layer in-

between the phosphorus-doped emitter and the aluminum contact on the front surface of the PERC 

solar cell. A set of solar cells was fabricated without and with aluminum oxide of varying layer 

thicknesses, clearly proving the advantage of our newly introduced AlOx tunnel layer. 

Chapter 4 covers a detailed investigation of the passivation properties of an organic polymer 

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):(styrenesulfonate) [PEDOT:PSS] layer on the silicon surface. 

Employing the PCD measurement we determined for the first time the saturation current density for 

this organic-silicon junction and demonstrate hereby its application to high-efficiency crystalline 

silicon solar cells. By combining ellipsometric measurements and using ray-tracing simulations we 

show the limitations of the present organic-silicon heterojunction solar cell concepts employing 

PEDOT:PSS on the front surface of the solar cell. We propose a novel organic-silicon solar cell 

concept (BackPEDOT), where the optical and the recombination loses are minimized. The influence of 

different PEDOT:PSS dispersions and silicon surface preparations prior to the PEDOT:PSS deposition 

on the saturation current density and contact resistance is examined in detail. Finally, we realize a 

high-efficiency BackPEDOT solar cell showing the highest efficiency of this novel type of 

heterojunction solar cell achieved so far. 

Chapter 5 examines the long-term stability of our PEDOT:PSS/c-Si solar cells. In this thesis, we 

analyzed for the first time the degradation of the organic-inorganic solar cells based on PEDOT:PSS 

and crystalline silicon. By storing the solar cells in different environmental conditions we localized the 

source of degradation. A well-founded hypothesis regarding the major degradation mechanism is 

presented and – based on that – various approaches to improve the long-term stability of organic-

silicon solar cells are presented. 

Chapter 6 presents PERC solar cells based on cost-saving multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) as the base 

material. We fabricate solar cells on pre-selected areas of mc-Si wafers to demonstrate the efficiency 

potential of this material. We implement commercially available as well as high-purity mc-Si wafers 

as the base material into our PERC solar cells. The high-purity mc-Si material is made at the purest 

possible condition at the time of fabrication. Finally, we compare SENTAURUS Device simulation 

with the PERC solar cell results. 

Chapter 7 presents an alternative surface texture suitable for mc-Si. We developed a texturing 

technique based on direct ablation of silicon using a laser system and a post-treatment in an alkaline 

aqueous solution. We present mc-Si PERC solar cells with our newly developed direct-laser-textured 

surface and compare the performance of solar cells with planar surface, random pyramid and direct-

laser-textured surfaces. The light path enhancement factor of the best random-pyramid solar cell is 

compared to that of the direct-laser-textured solar cell. 

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and summarizes the main results. 
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2  Fundamentals and characterization 
 

In this Chapter, we introduce the basic solar cell parameters and the major characterization techniques 

used in this work. The basic physical mechanisms of carrier recombination processes in silicon are 

given and the lifetime measurement techniques employed in this thesis are described. 

 

2.1  Solar cell parameters 
 

A solar cell produces an electric current density (J) at a given voltage (V) when it is contacted and 

illuminated. The function J(V) is the so-called J-V curve. The point on the J-V curve where the 

produced power density (P) reaches its maximum is defined as the maximum power point (MPP) with 

PMPP = JMPP × VMPP. The efficiency of a solar cell (η) is defined by: 

𝜂 =
𝑃MPP

𝑃light
 , (2.1) 

where Plight is the power density of the light irradiated on the surface of a solar cell. The illuminated 

J-V characteristic of a solar cell can be described by the equation: 

𝐽(𝑉) = 𝐽ph − 𝐽rec(𝑉) = 𝐽ph − 𝐽0_cell (𝑒
𝑉+𝐽(𝑉)𝑅s

𝑛id𝑉𝑇 + 1) +
𝑉 + 𝐽(𝑉)𝑅s

𝑅sh
  (2.2) 

where Jph is the photogenerated current density, Jrec is the recombination current density, J0_cell is the 

saturation current density, VT = kBT/q is the thermal voltage (25.7 mV at a θ = 25°C), T is the absolute 

temperature, q is the elementary charge (1.6 × 10
-19

 C), nid is the ideality factor (nid = 1 for an ideal 

diode), kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.4 × 10
-23

 J/K), Rs is the series resistance and Rsh is the shunt 

resistance times device area. The saturation current density J0_cell contains the lumped information 

about all present recombination channels. The most relevant saturation current densities in solar cells 

are: J0_bulk in the bulk, J0_HCR in the hole contact region, J0_ECR in the electron contact region, and J0 at 

the surface (skin). The J0_cell in this case is described by the equation: 

𝐽0_cell = 𝐽0_bulk + 𝐽0_HCR + 𝐽0_ECR + 𝐽0 . (2.3) 

 

Figure 4 shows calculated J-V curves using the equation (2.2) and the typical values. In case the 

illuminated solar cell is operated in open-circuit condition V = Voc, with Voc being the open-circuit 

voltage, then: J(Voc) = 0. In case the illuminated solar cell is operated in short-circuit condition J = Jsc, 

with Jsc being the short-circuit current density, then: J(V = 0) = Jsc. In open-circuit condition, assuming 

JPH ≈ Jsc and Rsh ≥ 10000 Ωcm², we obtain an important relation for the so-called ideal Voc (Voc_ideal): 

𝑉oc_ideal = 𝑛id𝑉T ln (
𝐽sc

𝐽0
− 1) . (2.4) 
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Another important solar cell parameter is the fill factor (FF), which is defined by the quotient: 

𝐹𝐹 =
𝐽MPP × 𝑉MPP

𝐽sc × 𝑉oc
. (2.5) 

Figure 4 show an exemplary J-V curve, a Jsc-Voc curve shifted by Jsc and a P-V curve. The Jsc-Voc plot 

corresponds to the J-V curve without the influence of the series resistance. 

Extrinsic conditions for an operating solar cell are temperature, illumination spectra and illumination 

power density. A widely-used set of measurement conditions for solar cells are the standard testing 

conditions (STC) that imply a temperature of 25°C, the AM1.5G illumination spectrum, and a power 

density of 1000 W/m² (international standard IEC 60904-3-Ed2). AM1.5G means that the sun light 

passes 1.5 times the earth’s atmosphere (which corresponds to a zenith angle of 48.2°) and the global 

spectra (partially diffuse and direct light). In the present thesis all solar cells are measured as close as 

possible to STC.  

Combining equations (2.1) and (2.5), we obtain a useful relation: 

η =
𝐽sc × 𝑉oc × 𝐹𝐹

100 mW/cm2
 , (2.6) 

 

where the importance of the essential three solar cell parameters Jsc, Voc and FF becomes evident. In 

order to achieve high energy conversion efficiencies, Jsc, Voc and FF have to be optimized at the same 

time. 

 

Figure 4: Current voltage J-V curve (blue), short-circuit current open-circuit voltage Jsc-Voc curve shifted by Jsc (red) and 

power density voltage P-V curve (black). 
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2.2  Solar cell characterization 
 

All J-V and QE measurements of solar cells in this thesis are performed using the LOANA tool (PV-

tools GmbH, Germany) [6].  

 

2.2.1 Quantum efficiency (QE) 
 

The quantum efficiency (QE) is defined as the ratio of extracted charge carriers from a solar cell to the 

amount of irradiated photons of a certain wavelength. In the external quantum efficiency [EQE(λ)] all 

irradiated photons arriving at the surface of a solar cell are taken into account. For the internal 

quantum efficiency [IQE(λ)] only the absorbed photons in a solar cell are taken into account: 

IQE(λ) =
EQE(λ)

1 − 𝑅(λ)
 , (2.7) 

where R(λ) is the wavelength-dependent reflectance. We do not consider transmittance since all solar 

cells used in this work have a metal layer covering the entire rear surface. 

 

2.2.2 Current-density voltage characterization (J-V) 
 

Solar cell characteristics are measured on a temperature-controlled brass chuck which is used to 

contact the rear. The front bus bar is contacted by two needles (while the other two contacts are on the 

rear) to measure the solar cell in the four-point probe method. The J-V curve is measured in the dark 

and under illumination. The illumination is kept constant to acquire a J-V plot or is varied to acquire a 

Jsc-Voc plot. Illuminated J-V curves are measured at a constant light intensity of 1000 W/m² (also 

denoted as ‘one sun’) and at a temperature of 25°C to match STC. The light intensity in our 

measurement setup is adjusted by using a calibrated reference solar cell, calibrated at the CalLab 

(Fraunhofer ISE in Freiburg, Germany) under STC. The exact AM1.5G spectrum is not realized in the 

LOANA tool. Differences between our light source and the AM1.5G spectrum are compensated by 

employing a spectral mismatch correction. Hereby, the external quantum efficiency [EQE(λ)] of our 

solar cell is measured and compared to the EQE(λ) of the reference solar cell. With the knowledge of 

the EQE(λ) the difference between the known spectra of our light source and the AM1.5G spectrum 

can be corrected. For the measurement of the Jsc-Voc curve, a light source with variable intensity is 

required. The variable light intensity at different points in time ti in the LOANA tool is realized by an 

LED-array, where a family of functions Jsc(Voc(ti)) is acquired. 
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2.3  Dependence of open-circuit voltage on excess carrier 

concentration Voc(Δn) 
 

The electron concentration in silicon conduction band is calculated using the following equation: 

𝑛 = ∫ 𝑑𝐸
∞

𝐸C

𝐷(𝐸)𝑓(𝐸) , (2.8) 

where E is the energy, D(E) is the density of states, f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution and EC is the 

conduction band edge. Calculation for holes is performed in a similar way. Assuming that the 

difference between EC and the Fermi level EF is much larger than kBT, the Boltzmann statistics can be 

applied and the solution of equation (2.8) for the electrons and holes is: 

𝑛 = 𝑁C𝑒
(𝐸Fn−𝐸C)

𝑘B𝑇     (2.9) 

 

for the electron density in the conduction band, and 

𝑝 = 𝑁V𝑒
(𝐸V−𝐸Fp)

𝑘B𝑇    (2.10) 

 

for the hole density in the valence band. 

NC = 2.8 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 and NV = 3.1 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 are the effective density of states in the conduction and 

valence band, respectively, and EFn and EFp are the Quasi-Fermi energies of electrons and holes, 

respectively. At room temperature and in an excited state (for example due to illumination) 

n = n0 + Δn and p = p0 + Δp, where Δn and Δp are the excess carrier concentrations for electrons and 

holes, respectively, and n0 and p0 are the electron and hole concentration in equilibrium. We assume 

that no trapping states for charge carriers are present and therefore Δn = Δp. By multiplying the 

electron and hole concentration we obtain: 

𝑛𝑝 = (𝑛0 + ∆𝑛)(𝑝0 + ∆𝑛) = 𝑁𝐶𝑁𝑉𝑒−𝐸𝐺 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ 𝑒(𝐸Fn−𝐸Fp) 𝑘B𝑇⁄ = 𝑛𝑖
2𝑒𝑞𝑉A 𝑘B𝑇⁄ .  (2.11) 

 

VA is the potential between EFn and EFp, EG = EC – EV is the band gap and ni is the intrinsic carrier 

concentration. In the case that no current is extracted, VA is the open-circuit voltage (Voc). After we 

solve the equation (2.11) for Voc we obtain: 

𝑉oc =
𝑘B𝑇

𝑞
ln (

(𝑛0 + ∆𝑛)(𝑝0 + ∆𝑛)

𝑛𝑖
2 ). (2.12) 

 

Except the extrinsic parameters like temperature, Voc is a function of the excess carrier concentration 

Δn. To realize high Voc it is important to achieve a high Δn. For further information see [7], [8]. 
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2.4 Recombination channels 
 

The excess carrier density Δn increases with an increasing electron-hole pair generation rate G. The 

counterpart of the generation rate is the net recombination rate U, which is defined as the total 

recombination rate R minus the thermal generation rate Gth: U ≡ R - Gth. Recombination is the process 

where an electron in the conductance band recombines with a hole in the valence band. Furthermore, 

extraction of charge carriers from the solar cell reduces Δn, which can also be seen from the continuity 

equation: 

𝜕∆𝑛

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐺 − 𝑅 +

1

𝑞
div(𝐽) . (2.13) 

 

Equation (2.13) highlights the importance of the reduction of the recombination rate (besides a high 

generation rate) which is the limiting factor to achieve a high Δn. In a silicon wafer or solar cell 

typically all recombination mechanisms occur simultaneously. The dominant recombination channels 

in silicon solar cells are the intrinsic (radiative and Auger) recombination, Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) 

recombination and the recombination at the surfaces. 

A useful correlation between Δn and U is the carrier lifetime () defined through the equation: 

 τ =
∆𝑛

𝑈
 . (2.14) 

 

In following, the lifetimes for different recombination channels are described. 

2.4.1 Radiative recombination 
 

In the process of the radiative recombination, the energy set free during one electron-hole 

recombination event is transferred to a photon. The net recombination rate is proportional to the 

concentration of electrons and holes 𝑈rad ∝ 𝑛𝑝 and the lifetime is hence described by the equation: 

𝜏rad =
1

𝐵(𝑛0 + 𝑝0) + 𝐵∆𝑛
 ,  (2.15) 

 

where B ≈ 1 × 10
−14

 cm
3
/s [9] is the coefficient of radiation recombination of crystalline silicon. 

Silicon is an indirect semiconductor and this recombination process is typically not the dominant one. 

2.4.2 Auger recombination 
 

In the process of the Auger recombination, the energy set free in a recombination event is transferred 

to a further carrier, which thermalizes within the conduction or valence band. The recombination rate 

involves three carriers and the net recombination rate is hence given by 𝑈Auger ∝ 𝑛2𝑝 for n-type and 

𝑈Auger ∝ 𝑝2𝑛 silicon and p-type silicon. The lifetime is described by the equation: 

τAuger =
1

𝑐1 + 𝑐2∆𝑛 + 𝑐3∆𝑛2
  .   (2.16) 
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For doped silicon (n0 + p0 >> ni) are 𝑐1 = 𝐶𝑛𝑛0
2 + 𝐶𝑝𝑝0

2 , 𝑐2 = 𝐶𝑛𝑛0 + 𝐶𝑝𝑝0 + (𝐶𝑛 + 𝐶𝑝)(𝑛0 + 𝑝0) , 

and 𝑐3 = (𝐶𝑛 + 𝐶𝑝), with Cn = 2.8 × 10
−31

 cm
6
/s and Cp = 9.9 × 10

−32
 cm

6
/s [10]. To account the 

Coulomb-enhanced Auger recombination, the factor Cn is to be replaced with geeh×Cn and the 

factor Cp is to be replaced with gehh×Cp [11]. The state-of-the-art parameterization is published 

by Richter et al. [12], where Auger and radiative recombinations are considered. The intrinsic 

lifetime int is described by the equation: 

1

τint
=

1

𝜏rad
+

1

𝜏Auger
 .  (2.17) 

 

2.4.3 Shockley-Read-Hall recombination 
 

In the process of the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination an electron in the conductance band 

recombines with a hole in the valence band via a defect with energy level (Et) within the silicon band 

gap. The lifetime is described by the equation: 

τSRH =
𝜏𝑝0(𝑛0 + 𝑛1 + ∆𝑛) + 𝜏𝑛0(𝑝0 + 𝑝1 + ∆𝑛)

𝑝0 + 𝑛0 + ∆𝑛
 ,    (2.18) 

𝑛1 = 𝑁C𝑒(𝐸t−𝐸C) 𝑘B𝑇⁄
      , 𝑝1 = 𝑁V𝑒(𝐸V−𝐸t) 𝑘B𝑇⁄

 ,   (2.19) 

 

where the n0 = (nvthNt)
-1

 and p0 = (pvthNt)
-1

 are capture time constants for electrons and holes, 

respectively. Nt is the defect concentration, vth is the thermal velocity and n and p are the capture 

cross section for electrons and holes, respectively. 

2.4.4 Recombination at the surface 
 

One way to describe recombination at the surface is the saturation current density J0. This 

nomenclature is often used to describe recombination at electron/hole contact regions. The lifetime for 

a p-type silicon wafer of doping density NA, thickness W and with the identically fabricated surfaces is 

then described by the equation [13]: 

τS =
𝑞𝑊𝑛𝑖

2

2𝐽0(𝑁A + ∆𝑛)
  (2.20) 

An alternative description of this recombination channel is the surface recombination velocity S. This 

quantity is often used to describe recombination in non-contacted regions. For a sufficiently low S 

[14], the lifetime S is described by the equation: 

τS =
𝑊

2𝑆
  (2.21) 

Combining equation (2.20) with (2.21) results in a relation between S and J0: 

𝐽0 =
𝑞𝑛𝑖

2𝑆

𝑁A + ∆𝑛
  .  (2.22) 
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2.4.5 Total lifetime 
 

The total recombination rate is the sum of all recombination rates present. The total lifetime, also 

referred to an effective lifetime eff is hence described by the equation: 

1

τeff
=

1

𝜏rad
+

1

𝜏Auger
+

1

𝜏SRH
+

1

𝜏S
  (2.23) 

2.4.6 Determination of the saturation current density J0 
 

 

Figure 5: Plotted measured inverse eff minus inverse int to determine the J0 value of a lifetime sample after the method of 

Kane and Swanson [15]. 

 

The recombination parameter J0 is of special interest to the characterization of the electron contact 

regions and hole contact regions. A widely used method based on effective lifetime measurement to 

determine J0 was proposed by Kane and Swanson [15]. This method is applicable if following 

requirements are fulfilled: 

- The base is in high-level injection Δn > NA (here for p-type silicon) 

- The SRH lifetime is constant at high-level injection SRH ≠ f(Δn) 

- The excess carrier lifetime is homogeneously distributed in the bulk Δn = Δnaverage  

 Rearranging the equations (2.20), (2.17) and (2.23) we obtain: 

1

τeff
−

1

τint
=

1

𝜏SRH
+ 2𝐽0

(𝑁𝐴 + ∆𝑛)

𝑞𝑊𝑛i
2   (2.24) 

 

for a symmetrical lifetime sample where the emitter (described by the J0) is on both surfaces of the 

wafer. The intrinsic lifetime int is calculated according to the Auger parameterization by Richter et al. 

[12]. Figure 5 show plotted 1/eff – 1/int values as function of Δn. The eff values are experimentally 

measured as function of Δn. A J0 value of 80 fA/cm² is determined from the slope of the 1/eff – 1/int 

plot in Figure 5. 
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2.5  Photoconductance-based lifetime measurements 
 

 

Figure 6: Schematic of the PCD measurement setup (image taken from Ref. [16]). 

 

One lifetime measurement technique predominantly used in this work is based on the 

photoconductance decay (PCD) method [17]. Figure 6 shows a schematic of the PCD measurement 

setup developed by Sinton [17]. To perform this measurement, a lifetime sample is placed on a coil, 

which is part of an RF circuit. The lifetime sample and coil are inductively coupled and the 

conductivity of the lifetime sample is measured. A flash lamp is positioned above the lifetime sample. 

A reference solar cell integrated into the measurement equipment monitors the time-resolved 

illumination intensity during the measurement. A flash lamp illuminates the sample and the reference 

solar cell simultaneously. The illumination changes the conductivity (σ) of the lifetime sample. To 

determine the effective lifetime, knowledge of the time dependent excess carrier density (Δn) is 

required which is a function of σ: 

∆𝑛 =
σ

𝑞𝑊(μn + μp)
 ,  (2.25) 

 

where W is the wafer thickness, μn and μp are the mobilities of electrons and holes in silicon, 

respectively. By rearranging the equations (2.13) and (2.14) and by neglecting lateral current flow 

div(J) = 0 in the lifetime sample, the effective lifetime can be described by the following equation: 

𝜏eff =
∆𝑛

𝐺 − 𝜕∆𝑛 𝜕𝑡⁄
  ,  (2.26) 

 

where G is the generation rate within the lifetime sample. G is determined by the measurement of the 

light intensity with the reference solar cell and by scaling the different optical properties of the 

reference solar cell and the lifetime sample. By using a ‘long’ (decay time ~ 2.1 ms [18]) light pulse 

compared to the decay time of Δn, the measurement is performed in a quasi-steady-state condition, 

where  𝜕 ∆𝑛 𝜕𝑡⁄  ≈ 0. Equation (2.26) for the quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC) 

measurement is hence simplified to: 

𝜏eff =
∆𝑛

𝐺
 .  (2.27) 
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By using a ‘short’ (decay time ~ 30 µs [18]) light pulse compared to the decay time of Δn, the 

measurement is performed in a transient condition. Hereby, the decay time of Δn exceeds that of the 

light pulse and therefore G ≈ 0 can be assumed. Equation (2.26) for the transient measurement is 

hence: 

𝜏eff = −
∆𝑛

𝜕∆𝑛 𝜕𝑡⁄
 .  (2.28) 

 

The elegancy of the transient measurement is that only the absolute value of Δn and the derivative of 

Δn with respect to time is required. The limitation of the transient method is the case where the 

duration of the decay of Δn is not significantly longer than the duration of the ‘short’ light pulse. A 

rule of thumb is a that transient measurement is applicable for lifetimes exceeding ~100 µs. The 

commercial lifetime-tester used in this work is the WCT-120 [19] (Sinton Instruments Inc., USA) 

which is the standard wafer lifetime tool employed in photovoltaic research today. 

 

2.6  Camera-based lifetime measurement techniques 
 

One disadvantage of the lifetime measurement using the WCT-120 – as described in the previous 

Section – is the relatively large detection area of a few square centimeters. To obtain spatially resolved 

lifetime mappings, two camera-based techniques are used in this work. 

 

Figure 7: Schematics of the camera-based lifetime measurements setups (a) the infrared lifetime mapping (ILM) (image 

taken from Ref. [20]) and (b) the photoconductance-calibrated photoluminescence lifetime imaging (PC-PLI) (image taken 

from Ref. [21]). 

2.6.1 Dynamic infrared lifetime mapping (ILM) 
 

Figure 7 (a) shows a schematic of the infrared lifetime mapping (ILM) setup [20]. A lifetime sample is 

positioned on an aluminum mirror at a temperature of 70°C. The elevated temperature improves the 

signal-to-noise ratio. An LED array (λ = 930 nm) periodically generates excess carriers (Δn) in the 

lifetime sample. An infrared camera positioned above the sample detects the change in the free-carrier 

emission (λ-range of 4 - 5 µm) that is proportional to the change of Δn. Applying the lock-in 

technique, the effective lifetime is determined. The dynamic approach of the ILM method does not 

require calibration. Further details on the method can be found in publication of Ramspeck et al. [20], 

[22]. 
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2.6.2 Photoconductance-calibrated photoluminescence lifetime imaging 

(PC PLI) 
 

Figure 7 (b) shows a schematic of the photoconductance-calibrated photoluminescence lifetime 

imaging (PC-PLI) setup [21]. A lifetime sample is positioned on a coil setup similar to the PCD to 

calibrate the measurement. An laser beam (λ = 808 nm) homogenized over the entire lifetime sample 

excites excess carriers. A Si-CCD camera positioned above the sample detects the band-to-band 

photoluminescence (PL) radiation. A stack of filters in front of the Si-CCD camera lens blocks the 

808 nm excitation wavelength. The detected PL signal can be converted into Δn. The light generation 

G is measured by the reference solar cell positioned in the coil setup table. The effective lifetime is 

calculated using the quasi-steady-state approach. Further details on the method can be found in 

publication of Herlufsen et al. [21], [23]. 
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3 Contact passivation with ALD-AlOx tunneling 

layer 
 

In this Chapter, a novel passivation scheme for the metal-semiconductor contact of the n
+
-emitter is 

introduced. The possibility of using ultrathin atomic-layer-deposited (ALD) aluminum oxide (AlOx) 

films as tunneling layer for the passivation of solar cell metal contacts is shown for the first time. The 

advantage of ALD is the thickness control on the atomic layer scale. This precise thickness control is 

one essential requirement for the formation of a tunneling layer. The ALD-AlOx tunneling layer is 

successfully applied to a high efficiency solar cell process. Comparing the solar cell results and the 

lifetime sample measurements, we determine the effectiveness of the AlOx contact passivation. 

 

3.1  Experimental details 
 

In this Section, we present fabrication sequence of n
+
-emitter and passivation schemes. 

3.1.1 n+-emitter fabrication 
 

The front-surface of a typical solar cell has a non-metallized light-transparent area and a metallized 

area. The majority of n
+
-emitters in the photovoltaic industry are fabricated by a phosphorus diffusion 

in a quartz-tube furnace [24].  

 

Figure 8: (a) Schematic of a quartz-tube furnace. (b) Temperature profile during a phosphorus diffusion. 

 

Figure 8 (a) schematically shows a cross section of a quartz-tube furnace. The main components are an 

electrically heated quartz-tube, a quartz-carrier for the sample storage and gas inlets. Figure 8 (b) 

shows a temperature profile with the corresponding process steps during the n
+
-emitter formation 

sequence. Prior to the diffusion, all samples are RCA-cleaned [25]. In step (i), the silicon samples are 

loaded into a quartz-carrier and moved to the 800°C pre-heated quartz-tube furnace. A nitrogen flow is 

maintained during each process step as carrier gas. In step (ii), the furnace is heated up to a 

temperature of 855°C. In step (iii), oxygen (O2) and the phosphoryl chloride (POCl3) are injected into 

the furnace. On the silicon surface, the O2 and POCl3 react to phosphorus silicate glass (PSG) which is 

the source of phosphorus during the diffusion. In step (iv), the O2 and POCl3 injection is stopped and 

phosphorus continues to diffuse from the PSG into the silicon surface and forms the n
+
-emitter. In step 

(v), the temperature is reduced to θ = 600°C and in step (vi), the samples are unloaded at θ = 600°C 
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from the furnace. Figure 9 (a) shows an n
+
-emitter profile with a sheet resistance of ~100 Ω/ as 

typically used in this work. The emitter profile shows the electrically active phosphorus-atom 

concentration as function of the depth from the silicon surface. The measurement is performed with an 

electrochemical capacitance voltage (ECV) profilometer (WEP, Wafer Profiler CVP21). Figure 9 (b) 

shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a RP-textured front surface of a solar cell with 

a phosphorus-diffused n
+
-emitter. In the SEM image, the n

+
-emitter appears darker compared to the p-

type base, as a result of the work-function difference between the base and the n
+
-emitter. 

 

Figure 9: (a) Phosphorus-diffused n+-emitter profile with a sheet resistance (Rsh) of ~100 Ω/ as typically used in this work. 

(b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a RP-textured  front surface of a solar cell with a phosphorus-diffused n+-

emitter. In the SEM image, the n+-emitter appears darker compared to the p-type base. Black-dotted line indicates the 

boundary between p-type base and n+-emitter. 

 

3.1.2 Passivation schemes 
 

A well passivated silicon surface is a necessary prerequisite for a highly efficient solar cell. The 

surface passivation is frequently realized by the deposition of an amorphous dielectric layer on the 

silicon surface. The deposited dielectric layer has two purposes: (i) saturation of dangling bonds 

(‘chemical’ passivation) and (ii) repulsion of one carrier type from the silicon surface (‘field-effect’ 

passivation). Repulsion of the carriers is realized by the fixed charge density within the dielectric 

layer. Silicon nitride layers contain e.g. fixed positive charges while aluminum oxide has a fixed 

negative charge density. In this Section, deposition of passivating silicon nitride and aluminum oxide 

layers will be discussed. 
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3.1.2.1 Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of silicon nitride (SiNx) 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Schematic of microwave-remote plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) chamber for silicon 

nitride (SiNx) deposition. 

 

Figure 10 shows a schematic of a microwave-remote plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

(PECVD) reactor as used in this work (Oxford Instruments, Plasmalab 80+). NH3/N2 gas mixture is 

ionized by a microwave generator with a power P = 150 W in a quartz-tube above the process 

chamber with a frequency f = 2.455 GHz. SiH4 flows separately into the process chamber. NH3 ions 

react with SiH4 molecules within the reactor chamber to amorphous SiNx and H2. Through the ratio of 

SiH4/NH3 the amount of nitrogen in the deposited silicon nitride films can be adjusted. The ratio is a 

crucial factor to the performance of the SiNx layers. In photovoltaics, there are two basic functions of 

the SiNx layers: (i) as an anti-reflectance-coating (ARC) and (ii) as a surface passivating layer. 

(i) Antireflecting properties of SiNx 

 

The optimal refractive nARC_optimal index for a single-layer ARC coating is calculated using the 

following equation: 

𝑛ARC_optimal = √𝑛Si × 𝑛air = √3.6 × 1 = 1.9. 

A single-layer ARC with a refractive index n ≈ 1.9 can be realized using stoichiometry SiNx layers 

with n = 1.9 show further a low parasitic light absorption and is optimal for anti-reflection coating 

applications. Unfortunately, SiNx with n = 1.9 provides typically a relatively poor passivation of a 

silicon surface. 

(ii) Surface-passivating properties of SiNx 

 

A SiNx film with a refractive index of n ≈ 2.4 shows excellent passivation properties [26], [27]. SiNx 

layers with a refraction index of n ≈ 2.4 can be realized by a SiNx layer with an increased silicon 

content. 
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Figure 11: (a) Schematic of an asymmetrical saturation current density J0 sample. (b) Inverse effective lifetime 1/eff-1/int as 

a function of the excess carrier density Δn of a representative J0 sample before (blue squares) and after (red circles) annealing 

at 350°C in air for 2 mins. The black lines show linear fits in the Δn range from 6.7×1014 cm-3 – 1.2×1015 cm-3 (yellow area). 

 

Figure 11 (a) shows a schematic of an asymmetrical saturation current density J0 sample. The J0 value 

within this test structure represents the saturation current density of the non-metallized front surface of 

our solar cell. We start with a high-resistivity (~150 Ωcm) boron-doped 300 µm thick float-zone (FZ) 

silicon wafer. The wafer is laser-cut into five equally processed 2.5 × 2.5 cm² samples. After RCA 

cleaning, a SiNx (n = 1.9 at λ = 632 nm) protection layer is deposited onto the entire rear surface. The 

protection layer prevents the later texture and diffusion. Next, the front surface is random-pyramid-

textured in a KOH/2-propanol solution. After RCA cleaning, an n
+
-emitter is formed in a quartz-tube 

furnace. Next, the phosphorus silicate glass (PSG) is removed in a 5% dilute HF solution for 1 hour. 

After an additional RCA cleaning the rear surface is passivated by a 100 nm PECVD-SiNx layer 

(n = 2.4 at λ = 632 nm) at a temperature of 400°C. Then, the front surface is passivated by a PECVD-

SiNx double-layer consisting of a 10 nm thick well passivating layer (n = 2.4 at λ = 632 nm) and a 

70 nm thick layer (n = 1.9 at λ = 632 nm) at a temperature of 330°C. The 70 nm SiNx layer (n =1.9 at 

λ = 632 nm) serves as the ARC in our solar cell architecture. 

Figure 11 (b) shows the measured inverse effective lifetime 1/eff minus inverse intrinsic lifetime 1/int 

as a function of the excess carrier density Δn of a representative sample before (blue squares) and after 

(red circles) annealing at 350°C for 2 mins. The saturation current density J0 is extracted using the 

method proposed by Kane and Swanson [15] (see Section 2.4). A linear fit is performed within the fit 

range of 10 × ND ± 30% [15], [28], which is in our case : 6.7 × 10
14

 cm
-3

 – 1.2 × 10
15

 cm
-3

 for 

ND = 8.9 × 10
13

 cm
-3

. The average J0 has a value of (221 ± 19) fA/cm
2
 and (171 ± 47) fA/cm

2
 before 

and after annealing, respectively. Assuming a realistic Jsc value of 40 mA/cm
2
, we calculate an ideal 

open-circuit voltage [equation (2.4)] Voc_ideal = (666 ± 2) mV and (673 ± 10) mV for cells before and 

after annealing, respectively. By annealing, the Voc_ideal increases by 7 mV. In addition, using the 

WCT-120 tool, an average emitter sheet resistance of Rsheet = (89 ± 9) Ω/ was determined. 
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3.1.2.2 Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of aluminum oxide (AlOx) 
 

Aluminum oxide (AlOx) deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) receives high interest for 

photovoltaic applications due to its unique homogeneity, its precise thickness control on atomic scale 

and its high level of surface passivation on p- and n-type crystalline silicon (c-Si) wafers, as 

determined from carrier lifetime measurements [29], [30], [31], [32]. On device level, an excellent 

ALD-AlOx rear side passivation of p-type c-Si PERC was demonstrated [33], [34]. The excellent 

passivation property of ALD-AlOx originates from the high fixed negative charge density of 

Qf = - (4 ± 1) × 10
12

 cm
-3

 [32] and a low midgap interface defect density of 

Dit_midgap = (2 ± 1) × 10
11

 eV
-1

cm
-2

 [32]. 

 

 

Figure 12: (a) Schematic of a plasma-assisted (PA) atomic layer deposition (ALD) reactor chamber for AlOx deposition. (b) 

PA-ALD process sequence. 

 

ALD is a cyclic deposition process, whereby the ALD of AlOx consists of two half-reactions. Figure 

12 (a) shows a schematic of a plasma-assisted (PA) ALD reactor chamber for AlOx deposition. The 

vacuum in the process chamber is maintained by a turbo molecular pump. The metal-organic precursor 

tri-methyl-aluminum [TMA with the chemical structure Al(CH3)3] is dosed by a pneumatic valve. O2 

plasma is generated remotely by an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) source. After each precursor 

injection the chamber is purged with oxygen. During the entire deposition process the sample is 

positioned on a heated stage. 

Figure 12 (b) shows schematically one cycle of the PA-ALD of AlOx consisting two half reactions. 

Each one is a self-limiting reaction. In the first half-reaction, the silicon surface is exposed to the TMA 

precursor. TMA molecules react with the OH-terminated silicon surface but not with the other TMA 

molecules. That allows the growth of only one monolayer. Please note that one methyl group is 

removed during the oxidation process. A saturation occurs when one monolayer of Al[CH3]2 covers 

the surface. In the second half-reaction, the Al[CH3]2-saturated surface is exposed to the plasma-

ionized oxygen which removes the residual methyl groups and oxidizes the aluminum. After each 

half-reaction the residual reactants are purged with oxygen. Two half-reactions result in one 

monolayer of AlOx. The final AlOx thickness is determined by multiplying the number of cycles with 

the growth-rate per cycle (GPC). For our plasma-assisted ALD setup (Oxford Instruments, FlexAl™) 

the GPC is 0.12(1) nm [35]. Note that all passivating layers applied in this work have an amorphous 

structure. To achieve an excellent surface passivation, annealing at 425°C for 15 mins is performed 

[35]. 
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Figure 13: (a) Schematic of a symmetrical lifetime sample. (b) Measured effective lifetimes eff as a function of the excess 

carrier density Δn (red circles) and calculated surface recombination velocity (green squares). The blue symbols show the 

intrinsic lifetime according to the parameterization of Richter et al. [12]. 

 

Figure 13 (a) shows symmetrical lifetime samples. Boron-doped float-zone (FZ) silicon wafers with a 

resistivity of 0.5 Ωcm and a thickness of 300 µm are used as base material. After RCA cleaning, both 

surfaces are passivated by a 30 nm ALD-AlOx layer. After deposition, the samples are annealed at 

425°C for 15 min. After annealing, a 100 nm PECVD-SiNx layer [n = 2.05 at λ = 632 nm] is deposited 

at a temperature of 400°C on both surfaces. 

Figure 13 (b) shows the measured effective lifetime eff and calculated intrinsic lifetime int [12] for the 

FZ-Si and the calculated surface recombination velocity S of a symmetrical AlOx/SiNy lifetime sample. 

For the AlOx/SiNx lifetime sample we measure a eff = 630 µs at Δn of 1 × 10
15

 cm
-3

. Based on 

measured eff and a int value of 1300 µs (according to the parametrization given in Ref. [12]) and 

using the equation: 

𝑆 =
𝑊

2
(

1

τeff
−

1

τint
)  (3.1.2.1) 

 

we determine an S value of 14 cm/s. The eff and consequently S are quite constant over the Δn range 

between 1 × 10
13

 (approximately Jsc condition) to 1 × 10
15

 cm
-3

 (approximately Voc condition) which is 

the typical operating range of our solar cells. Consequently, we can use this determined S value for the 

entire solar cell operation range. Note that the equation (3.1.2.1) is an approximation for sufficient low 

S values [14]. 
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3.2 Solar cells with AlOx tunneling contacts 
 

In this work, the thermally grown SiOx tunneling layer traditionally used in MIS-n
+
p solar cells [36], 

[37] is substituted by an ALD-AlOx tunneling layer with its precise thickness control at the sub-

nanometer scale. To mention is the starting ALD cycle that considerably differs from the later cycles 

described above. For the formation of an AlOx tunneling layer, we start with the oxidation of the 

surface using the O2 plasma followed by the TMA exposure. With increased cycle numbers, the 

aluminum content increases rapidly and saturates at a stoichiometric Al:O ratio of 2:3 [32]. In this 

work, we denote AlOx and Al2O3 for layers with a thickness of less than 2 nm and more than 2 nm, 

respectively. Interestingly, the high oxygen-to-aluminum ratio at the AlOx/c-Si interface is probably 

one important part of the formation of the high negative charge density within the ALD-AlOx layers 

[31]. The high negative charge density is one major reason for the excellent passivation properties of 

ALD-AlOx layers. 

Werner et al. [32] showed a non-stoichiometric growth during the first ALD-AlOx cycles. Prior to the 

ALD deposition, a native silicon oxide layer of ~1 nm was measured on the silicon surface. Therefore, 

we assume the final AlOx layer thickness equals 1 nm SiOx plus 0.12(1) nm AlOx × amount of ALD 

cycles. For simplicity, we mention only the AlOx layer with a thickness corresponding to the number 

of ALD cycles. In the following, we apply ALD-AlOx with a varying thickness between the 

phosphorus-diffused n
+
-emitter and the metal contact of our laboratory-scale PERC solar cells. 
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3.2.1 Experimental details 
 

 

Figure 14: Process-flow diagram of our passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) solar cell with AlOx tunneling contact. 
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Figure 14 shows the process-flow diagram of our PERC devices with implemented AlOx tunneling 

layer between the n
+
-emitter and the Al front contact grid. We start with a (100)-oriented boron-doped 

float-zone (FZ) silicon wafer with a resistivity of 0.5 Ωcm and an initial thickness of 300 µm. After 

damage etching in a KOH solution and standard RCA cleaning, a 100 nm thick SiNx protection layer 

(refractive index n = 1.9 at a wavelength λ = 632 nm) is deposited on both surfaces by plasma-

enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, Roth & Rau SiNA). After SiNx deposition, a 2 × 2 cm
2
 

window is opened by laser ablation (λ = 532 nm, pulse duration 9 ps, frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 

SuperRapid Lumera Laser GmbH). The laser-ablated side defines the front side. Next, the front 

surface is random-pyramid-textured in a KOH/2-propanol solution. KOH-damage etching and 

texturing reduces the final wafer thickness to a value of 275 µm. After texturing, an n
+
-emitter with a 

sheet resistance of (100 ± 4) Ω/ is formed in a quartz-tube furnace at 855°C in a POCl3/O2 

atmosphere. Next, the PSG and the SiNx protection layers are removed in a diluted hydrofluoric acid 

(HF) solution. Subsequently, we passivate the rear surface with a 30 nm thick ALD-Al2O3 layer in a 

lab-type ALD reactor (FlexAL™, Oxford Instruments). Subsequently, a 100 nm thick PECVD-SiNx 

capping layer [n = 2.05 at λ = 632 nm] is deposited at 400°C in a microwave-remote PECVD reactor 

(Oxford Instruments, Plasmalab 80
+
) on the Al2O3 layer. Next, we locally open the Al2O3/SiNx stack at 

the rear by ps-laser ablation. The opening geometry consists of squares with a size of 420 × 420 µm² 

rectangularly arranged with a pitch of 2.1 mm and an totally opened area of 4%. After a standard RCA 

cleaning with a short HF dip of ~15 sec (to prevent a substantial etch off of SiNx), we deposit a 10 µm 

thick aluminum layer on the entire rear side by electron beam evaporation (BAK 600, Oerlikon 

Balzers AG). Subsequently, the cell batch is split into several groups, where AlOx tunneling layers 

with nominal thicknesses between 0 and 0.96 nm are deposited on the n
+
-emitter layer using plasma-

assisted ALD. Thermally grown SiOx tunneling layers are formed as a reference in a quartz-tube 

furnace at 500°C in O2 atmosphere [36]. After the tunneling layer formation, a 20 µm thick Al grid is 

evaporated through a nickel shadow mask by electron-beam evaporation (BAK 600, Oerlikon Balzers 

AG). After evaporation, a short ~8 sec dip in a 70°C Al-etching bath [25 : 5 : 1; H3PO4 (85%) : 

CH3COOH (100%) : HNO3 (70%)] is performed in order to remove residual aluminum. During Al-

etching, the AlOx layer on the non-metallized area is removed. Note that under the Al front metal grid 

the AlOx layer is not affected. Finally, we deposit a microwave-remote PECVD-SiNx anti-reflection 

coating (ARC) at 300°C consisting of a 10 nm thick Si-rich SiNx layer [n = 2.4 at λ = 632 nm] and a 

70 nm thick stoichiometric SiNx layer [n = 1.9 at λ = 632 nm] on the entire cell front. 

 

3.2.2 Solar cell results and discussion 
 

The illuminated current density - voltage (J-V) characteristics are measured under a diode array field at 

100 mW/cm² at a temperature of 25°C with a commercial tool LOANA (pv-tools GmbH, Hameln). 

The solar cell results denoted by an asterisk (*) have been independently confirmed under standard 

testing conditions at Fraunhofer ISE CalLab (Freiburg, Germany). Table 2 summarizes the measured 

solar cell parameters with a thermally grown SiOx tunneling layer with a thickness of ~1.5 nm [36] as 

reference process and an ALD-AlOx layer with a nominal thickness ranging between 0 and 0.96 nm. 

The results are provided for solar cells before and after annealing. Median values, annealing times and 

standard deviations among equally processed solar cells are also provided. Annealing was performed 

on a hot plate in air at a temperature of 350°C. The optimal annealing time differs for different AlOx 

layer thicknesses. For each cell batch of the same AlOx layer thickness, the annealing time was 

successively raised until degradation in cell efficiency occurred, to determine the optimal annealing 

time. The annealing time where the maximum efficiency values were measured is given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Measured parameters of PERC solar cells with thermally grown SiOx and ALD-AlOx tunneling layers with nominal 

thicknesses of 0, 0.12 (1 cycle), 0.24, 0.48 and 0.96 nm. For each AlOx thickness the best results are presented before and 

after annealing at 350°C for 1-13 min. The median of all cells, the standard deviation (s. d.) and the annealing times are also 

provided. The aperture cell area is 4 cm². The cell parameters denoted by an asterisk (*) have been independently confirmed 

at Fraunhofer ISE CalLab (Freiburg, Germany). 

SiOx /  Annealing Voc Jsc FF η 

ALD cycles  time [min] [mV] [mA/cm²] [%] [%] 

SiOx best cell 0 662 38.5 80.0 20.4 

SiOx best cell 1 674 40.3 77.7 21.1 

SiOx med. + s. d. of 4 0 659 ± 3 39.0 ± 0.1 76.9 ± 2.3 19.8 ± 0.7 

SiOx med. + s. d. of 2 1 673 ± 1.4 40.3 ± 0 76.4 ± 1.2 20.7 ± 0.4 

- best cell 0 652 40.4 78.4 20.7 

- best cell 1 661 40.6 78.5 21.1 

- med. + s. d. of 7 0 646 ± 58 40.1 ± 0.1 69.1 ± 15.7 17.9 ± 4.9 

- med. + s. d. of 7 1 653 ± 124 40.0 ± 0.3 66.0 ± 17.9 17.5 ± 6.2 

1 best cell 0 665 40.1 79.1 21.1 

1 best cell 1 673 40.5 79.3 21.6 

1 med. + s. d. of 6 0 662 ± 3 39.9 ± 0.8 78.5 ± 9.3 20.6 ± 2.7 

1 med. + s. d. of 6 1 669 ± 1.5 40.4 ± 0.5 78.7 ± 9.2 21.3 ± 2.6 

2 best cell 0 666 40.1 79.3 21.2 

2 best cell 4 673* 40.3* 79.9* 21.7* 

2 med. + s. d. of 6 0 660 ± 3 39.9 ± 0.2 79.0 ± 1.1 20.6 ± 0.4 

2 med. + s. d. of 6 4 672 ± 1 40.3 ± 0.1 79.6 ± 0.7 21.5 ± 0.2 

4 best cell 0 661 40.1 64.7 17.1 

4 best cell 10 674 40.4 73.9 21.1 

4 med. + s. d. of 4 0 664 ± 2 39.9 ± 0.1 53.7 ± 4.6 14.2 ± 1.2 

4 med. + s. d. of 4 10 673 ± 1 40.4 ± 0.1 73.5 ± 0.5 19.8 ± 0.1 

8 best cell 0 658 9.7 23.4 1.50 

8 best cell 13 672 40.8 77.5 21.3 

8 med. + s. d. of 2 0 659 ± 1 8.8 ± 0.8 24.2 ± 0.8 1.4 ± 0.1 

8 med. + s. d. of 2 13 673 ± 0.8 40.8 ± 0.1 72.7 ± 4.8 20.0 ± 0 
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Figure 15: Median solar cell conversion efficiencies (η) for all solar cells before (blue symbols) and after (red symbols) 

annealing as a function of the number of ALD cycles. The error bars are defined by the maximal and minimal measured 

efficiencies. Dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye. 

 

Figure 15 shows median solar cell conversion efficiencies (η) for all solar cells before and after 

annealing as a function of the number of ALD cycles. The uncertainty range is defined by the maximal 

and minimal measured efficiencies. The highest solar cells conversion efficiencies (η) before 

annealing are 21.1% and 21.2% for an AlOx layer deposited by one and two ALD cycles, respectively, 

corresponding to nominal AlOx thickness values of 0.12 nm and 0.24 nm (i.e. excluding the interfacial 

SiOx thickness as previously discussed). The highest η before annealing for a solar cell with thermally 

grown SiOx layer is 20.6%. The thermally grown SiOx layer has a thickness of ~1.5 nm [36]. After 

annealing all median solar cell efficiencies increase except for the solar cells without a tunneling layer. 

After annealing we achieved our record efficiency of 21.7% for a solar with a 2-cycle ALD-AlOx 

tunneling layer. Note that our record solar cell was independently confirmed by ISE CalLab. The η 

gain after annealing increases with an increasing number of ALD cycles. The η gain is 0.9%abs for 2 

cycles ALD and 18.5%abs (!) for 8 cycles ALD. This tremendous increase in efficiency for 8 cycles 

might be explained by Al spike through the AlOx layer during annealing, enabling an electrical contact 

to the n
+
-emitter. The risk is that Al also spikes through the n

+
-emitter during annealing leading to a 

shunt. Nevertheless, the highest median efficiency and the highest efficiency were achieved with a 

solar cell made with a ALD-AlOx tunneling layer formed by two cycles of ALD-AlOx [38], [39]. 

The short-circuit current density Jsc shows the weakest dependence on the tunneling layer thickness. 

This fact is not surprising since a transparent ultrathin layer has practically no influence on the optical 

properties of the solar cell. Before annealing, the Jsc value of nearly all solar cells has a median value 

between 39.9 and 40.1 mA/cm
2
. The only exception are cells with a 0.96 nm thick AlOx layer where a 

median Jsc of 8.8 mA/cm² was measured before annealing due to a large series resistance Rs_dlt of 

53.5 Ωcm². Measurements of Rs_dlt were performed using the double-light method [40]. For thermally 

grown SiOx-passivated solar cells we obtain a median Jsc value of 39.0 mA/cm². After annealing the 

median Jsc value exceeds 40 mA/cm² for all solar cells. 
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Figure 16 (a) shows the fill factor (FF) for all solar cells before and after annealing as a function of the 

number of ALD cycles. The uncertainty range is defined by the maximal and minimal measured fill 

factors. The solar cells with a tunneling layer deposited by two ALD cycles show the highest median 

FF value of 79% (among 6 equally processed cells). Furthermore, these solar cells show better 

reproducibility with a standard deviation of only 1.1%abs (among 6 cells). For an AlOx layer deposited 

by less than two ALD cycles we observe decreasing median FF values and an increased scattering of 

the FF values. We obtain a median FF of 78.5% (among 6 cells) and 69.1% (among 7 cells) for one 

cycle and 0 ALD cycles, respectively, and a standard deviation of ±9.2%abs and ±15.7%abs for one 

cycle and 0 ALD cycles, respectively. The large scattering in FF with an AlOx layer less than 0.24 nm 

for cells before annealing is most likely caused by aluminum spiking during the anti-reflection-coating 

SiNx deposition at 300°C for ~ 6 mins on the front side. Additional thermal treatment during the post 

fabrication annealing increases the probability of aluminum spiking and therefore the scattering in 

efficiency. Figure 17 shows an scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of an evaporated Al layer 

on a planar silicon bulk without a tunneling layer. The SEM image shows two inverted pyramid-

shaped Al spikes. The Al-spike formation occurs during post-fabrication annealing at 350°C. A 

relatively shallow (thickness of ~400 nm) 100 Ω/ n
+
-emitter as typically implemented in this work 

would be severely shunted by such Al spiking formation. 

For solar cells with an AlOx layer larger than 0.24 nm the solar cell efficiency before annealing 

decreases significantly with increasing AlOx layer thickness, caused by an increasing FF. The decrease 

in FF with increasing AlOx layer thickness is likely caused by a reduced tunneling probability through 

the AlOx layer and therefore an increasing series resistance. Solar cells with thermally grown SiOx 

layer have a 2%abs lower FF value of 76.7% compared to a cell with an optimal ALD-AlOx thickness.  

After optimal annealing, the FF and therefore the efficiency of cells with an AlOx layer thicker than 

0.24 nm are improved, which can be attributed to a decrease in series resistance Rs_dlt. For cells with an 

AlOx layer of 0.24 nm before annealing we obtain an Rs_dlt of (1.1 ± 0.1) Ωcm² and for cells with an 

0.34 nm AlOx layer an Rs_dlt of (4.1 ± 0.9) Ωcm². After annealing we obtain for cells with an AlOx 

layer of 0.24 nm an Rs_dlt of (1.0 ± 0.1) Ωcm² and for cells with an 0.34 nm AlOx layer an Rs_dlt of 

(1.7 ± 0.2) Ωcm². 

 

Figure 16: Median (a) fill factor (FF) and (b) open-circuit voltages (Voc) for all cells before (blue symbols) and after (red 

symbols) annealing as a function of the numbers of ALD cycles. 
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Figure 16 (b) shows the median open-circuit voltages Voc of all cells before and after annealing. The 

uncertainty range is defined by the maximal and minimal measured Voc values. Before annealing a low 

median Voc of 646 mV (median of 7 cells) with a very large scatter of ±58 mV is achieved for cells 

without AlOx tunneling layer. After applying an AlOx layer deposited by only one ALD cycle we 

achieve a clearly higher median Voc of 662 mV (6 cells) and a clearly reduced scatter of ±3.4 mV. A 

further increase in AlOx layer thickness has no significant effect on the Voc due to an apparent 

saturation of the passivation quality under the aluminum contacts. Comparing the median Voc values of 

the solar cells with 0 and 2 cycles of ALD-AlOx we observe an improvement of 14 mV. This result 

shows a clear passivation effect of our optimal ALD-AlOx layer.  

 

 

Figure 17: SEM-image of an evaporated Al layer on a silicon surface. Al spikes are visible as inverted pyramid-shaped 

structures penetrating the silicon surface. 

 

Annealing at 350°C improves the median Voc of all solar cells by 7 - 12 mV. This effect can be 

partially attributed to an improved passivation of the non-metallized emitter area (Chapter 3.1.2.1) 

where an improvement of 7 mV was determined. 

The AlOx layers show a clear passivation effect due to significantly higher Voc values of 668 mV to 

675 mV of all 24 solar cells with an AlOx layer compared to Voc values of 321 mV to 661 mV of all 7 

solar cells without AlOx layer. The highest efficiency of (21.7 ± 0.4)%, independently confirmed at 

Fraunhofer ISE CalLab, was achieved for a solar cell with a 0.24 nm thick AlOx layer. 

For a decreasing solar cell volume the surface recombination becomes more dominant. We 

implemented our optimal ALD-AlOx layer deposited by 2 cycles in a 43 µm-thin PERC solar cell. The 

achieved solar cells efficiency of 19.1% [41] was at that time the world record for a thin-film transfer 

solar cell [42]. 

To determine the shunt resistance Rsh and the saturation current density J0_total of all cells without AlOx 

layer and with 0.24 nm thick AlOx layer, we fit a one-diode model [equation (2.2.)] to the measured J-

V curves shifted by Jsc into the fourth quadrant. Thereby, Rs is the series resistance obtained from 

double-light measurements [40], VT = 25.69 mV is the thermal voltage and Jph ≈ Jsc is the photo-

generated current density obtained from the J-V curve. Furthermore, the ideality factor of the solar cell 

is assumed to be 1. Figure 18 shows an example of a semi-logarithmic plot of the measured one-sun J-

V curves and model fits for a typical solar cell from the batch without tunneling layer (circles) and for 

an 0.24 nm thick AlOx tunneling layer (squares) deposited using two ALD cycles before (blue 

symbols) and after (red symbols) annealing at 350°C. 
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Figure 18: Jsc - shifted J-V curves of a solar cell without tunneling layer (circles) and with a AlOx tunneling layer (squares) 

deposited by two ALD cycles before (blue symbols) and after (red symbols) annealing. Black lines show fit to the measured 

data. 

 

The analysis of the shifted J-V curves reveals an shunt resistance Rsh between 1.3 kΩcm
2
 and 

4.1 kΩcm
2
 for the solar cells with a 0.24 nm thick AlOx layer and Rsh < 0.87 kΩcm

2
 for solar cells 

without AlOx tunneling layer [38]. The nearly 8 times lower average values of Rsh for solar cells 

without AlOx layer can be explained by aluminum shunts and this causes a reduced FF, as was 

indicated in Figure 17. After optimal annealing, Rsh decreases to values between 0.58 kΩcm
2
 and 

2.7 kΩcm
2
 for solar cells with 0.24 nm thick AlOx and to Rsh < 0.67 kΩcm

2
 for solar cells without an 

AlOx layer. This shows that the AlOx layer can successfully reduce the aluminum spiking through the 

n
+
-emitter during annealing. 

The analysis of the shifted J-V curves reveal an overall J0_total value of (326 ± 75) fA/cm
2
 for solar cells 

with a 0.24 nm thick AlOx layer and J0_total = (410 ± 47) fA/cm
2
 for solar cells without AlOx layer. 

After the optimal annealing, the J0_total values decrease to (174 ± 11) fA/cm
2
 for solar cells with AlOx 

layer and to (320 ± 41) fA/cm
2
 for solar cells without an AlOx layer. The J0_total value of 

(174 ± 11) fA/cm
2
 clearly indicates a contact passivation effect of the AlOx layer, reported for the first 

time within this thesis. 
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3.3  Efficacy of AlOx contact passivation 
 

 

Figure 19: Metallization of our lab-type PERC devices at the front (left) and at the rear (right). 

 

Figure 19 shows the metallization at the front and the rear surface of our PERC devices. Each area 

contributes a specific part to the total saturation current density J0_total of our PERC solar cells. In this 

Section, we determine the effectiveness of the AlOx contact passivation of the saturation current 

density of the non-passivated metal contact J0_cont_unpass and the saturation current density of the 

passivated metal contacts J0_cont_pass. As a figure of merit we use the ratio: 

𝐽0_cont_unpass

𝐽0_cont_pass
=

𝐽0_total_unpass − 𝐽0_bulk − 𝐽0_rear − (1 − 𝑓)𝐽0 

𝐽0_total_pass − 𝐽0_bulk − 𝐽0_rear − (1 − 𝑓)𝐽0 
,  (3.3.2) 

where f = 2% is the metallization fraction of the front metal grid. J0_rear, J0_bulk, J0, and J0_cont are J0 

contributions of the rear, the bulk, the non-metallized emitter, and at the emitter contacts, respectively. 

The quotient J0_cont_unpass / J0_cont_pass represents the improvement due to the implementation of the ALD-

AlOx tunneling layer. 

The saturation current density of a solar cell is determined from the J-V plot analysis in the previous 

Section. For the solar cell with passivated front metal contact a value of J0_total_pass = (174 ± 11) fA/cm
2
 

was determined. For the solar cell with non-passivated front metal contact a value of 

J0_total_unpass = (320 ± 41) fA/cm
2
 was extracted. 

Saturation current density in the bulk is calculated using following equation: 

𝐽0_bulk = 𝑞
𝑛𝑖

2 𝑊

 𝑁𝐴 𝜏int
  , (3.3.3) 

where W = 275 µm is the silicon thickness and NA = 3.25 × 10
16

 cm
-3

 is the doping concentration. The 

FZ-Si bulk lifetime bulk is assumed to be limited by intrinsic recombination. Therefore, applying the 

recent Auger parameterization of Richter et al. [12], we calculate a int = 1.3 ms and using equation 

(3.3.3) we obtain a J0_bulk value of 8 fA/cm². 

The rear surface of our PERC solar cells have two distinct areas, either passivated by an Al2O3/SiNx 

stack or directly metallized by evaporated aluminum as depicted in Figure 19. Each area is described 

by different SRV values Smet or Spass, for metallized and passivated areas, respectively. Therefore, the 

solution for a lumped SRV S is a two-dimensional problem. A one-dimensional approximation is 

described using the equation [43]: 
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𝑆 =
𝐷𝑒

𝑊
[

𝑝

2𝑊√𝜋𝑓
arctan (

2𝑊

𝑝
√

𝜋

𝑓
) − 𝑒

−
𝑊
𝑝 +

𝐷𝑒

𝑓𝑊𝑆met
]

−1

+
𝑆pass

1 − 𝑓
 . (3.3.4) 

For the metallized area we assume Smet = 1 × 10
7
 cm/s, which is the thermal velocity of electrons in 

silicon, and Spass = 14 cm/s has been determined in Section 3.1.2.2. De = 23 cm²/Vs is the electron 

diffusion coefficient for p-type silicon with a doping concentration of NA = 3.25×10
16

 cm
-3

, 

W = 275 µm is the solar cell thickness, p = 2.1 mm is the pitch, f = 4% is the rear metallization 

fraction. Using equation (3.3.4) and assuming low-level injection we obtain an S value of 86 cm/s for 

the rear surface. Using equation (2.22) we obtain: 

𝐽0_rear = 𝑞
𝑛𝑖

2

𝑁𝐴
𝑆  ,  (3.3.5) 

where ni = 8.6×10
9
 cm

-3
 is the intrinsic carrier concentration of silicon. Using equation  (3.3.5) we 

calculate a J0_rear value of 31 fA/cm
2
. 

The saturation current density of the non-metallized passivated emitter J0 is determined from a lifetime 

sample, as previously described in Chapter 3.2.2. For our calculations we consider the J0 value of 

(171 ± 47) fA/cm² among 5 equally processed samples after annealing. The minimum J0 value is 

124 fA/cm² and the maximum J0 value is 192 fA/cm². Compared to the saturation current densities at 

the rear and in the bulk the recombination at the emitter is the major limiting factor for the open-circuit 

voltage of our lab-type PERC solar cells. 

 

 

Figure 20: Relative J0_cont_unpass /J0_cont_pass quotient (solid line) as function of the passivated J0 value. The uncertainty range 

of the J0 values is marked by a horizontal arrow. Allowed J0_cont_unpass /J0_cont_pass values range is highlighted by the hatched 

area. 
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Figure 20 shows the J0_cont_unpass /J0_cont_pass quotient (solid line) as a function of the passivated emitter 

J0. The uncertainty range of the J0_cont_unpass /J0_cont_pass quotient originates from the uncertainty of the 

J0_total values and is marked by the dashed lines. Another value with a relative high uncertainty are the 

J0 values which is in the range between 124 fA/cm² and 192 fA/cm². The uncertainty range of the J0 

values is marked by a horizontal arrow starting at 124 fA/cm². The J0_cont_unpass /J0_cont_pass values which 

are within the allowed uncertainty range are highlighted by the hatched area. The J0_cont_unpass /J0_cont_pass 

values describes the increased saturation current density on the non-passivated metal contacts 

comparing to the ALD-AlOx passivated metal contacts. 

The relatively high uncertainty range of the saturation current densities J0_total_unpass, J0_total_pass and J0 

results in a high uncertainty in the ratio J0_cont_unpass /J0_cont_pass. The uncertainty range for the minimum 

J0 value ranges from 4.8 to 86. For increased J0 values the ratio even further increases. We conclude 

that by introducing an ultrathin AlOx layer deposited by only two ALD cycles between the n
+
-emitter 

and the Al metal grid the recombination at the contact is reduced by at least a factor of 4.8. 

 

3.4  Comparison with other groups 
 

In this Chapter, passivation properties of our ALD-AlOx tunneling layers are compared with later 

results achieved by other research groups. 

Loozen et al. [44] used a thermal ALD system (NanoTech, Savannah) for AlOx deposition. Thermal 

ALD system uses H2O vapor (instead of O2 plasma compared to the plasma-assisted ALD) in the 

second half-reaction. Passivation was determined on lifetime samples. The front surface (light facing 

side) of the lifetime samples was passivated by PECVD-SiNx. The rear surface consisted of an n
+
 

phosphorus-diffused emitter/AlOx tunneling layer/metal stack. The emitter had a sheet resistance of 

~100 Ω/. The metallization was performed using evaporated Ti/Pd/Ag. The lifetime was determined 

through photoluminescence measurements. Loozen et al. [44] measured an effective lifetime of 

eff < 7.5 µs for a non-passivated metal contact and a eff value > 15 µs for an ALD-AlOx passivated 

metal contact with a thickness of 1.5 – 3 nm. In the 1.5 – 2 nm range they observed an increased 

lifetime by a factor of almost 3. Furthermore, J-V characteristics were measured on planar n
+
-emitters 

with Rsheet = 120 Ω/. They observed an ohmic behavior for layers with a thickness of less than 1.5 nm. 

For AlOx layers with a thickness > 2 nm a deviation from the strict ohmic behavior was observed. An 

optimal AlOx thickness of 1.5 nm (15 cycles) was determined [44]. 

Deckers et al. [45] used thermal ALD (spatial ALD system, SoLayTec) for AlOx deposition. 

Passivation was determined on lifetime samples. An n
+
-phosphorus emitter on planar surface with a 

Rsheet value of 45 Ω/ and with a surface concentration of 3×10
19

 cm
-3

 active phosphorus atoms was 

passivated with 1 to 15 cycles of ALD-AlOx. The metallization was realized by sputtering of an 

Al : 1% Si alloy. The lifetime measurement was performed by PCD and the saturation current density 

J0 was determined using the method of Kane and Swanson [15]. The contact resistance was 

determined by TLM measurements. A decrease in J0_cont with increasing numbers of ALD cycles was 

observed. Non-passivated metal contacts showed a J0_cont of ~ 320 fA/cm
2
. After 7 cycles J0_cont value 

of ~ 250 fA/cm
2
 were measured. After 7 cycles, a sharp increase of the contact resistance by two 

orders of magnitude was observed. 7 cycles of ALD corresponded to a thickness of 0.6 nm SiOx + 

0.96 nm AlOx. 

Bullock et al. [46] used thermal ALD (Beneq, TFS200 ALD) for the AlOx deposition. The passivation 

was determined on symmetrical lifetime samples. An etched-back n
+
-phosphorus emitter on a planar 

surface with an Rsheet of 103 Ω/ and a surface concentration of 3 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 active phosphorus atoms 
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was passivated with 1 to 35 cycles of ALD-AlOx. Only 10 nm thick Al metal films were evaporated on 

both surfaces. These thin Al layers provide a sufficient light transparency necessary for PCD lifetime 

measurements. Symmetrical lifetime samples were measured using the WCT-120 Sinton tool and the 

J0 values were determined after the method of Kane and Swanson [15]. Non-passivated metal contacts 

showed a J0_cont_unpass of 1250 fA/cm
2
. A severe decrease in J0_cont values was observed for AlOx 

thicknesses exceeding 1.5 nm. J0_cont_pass values saturated at 85 fA/cm² at an AlOx thickness of 3 nm. 

The resulting J0_cont_unpass /J0_cont_pass ratio was 14.7 ± 0.4. Furthermore, TLM measurements where 

performed to determine the contact resistances. In the AlOx thickness range 1.5 nm to 2.7 nm, a sharp 

increase of the ρcont value by three orders of magnitude was measured. The optimal AlOx thickness of 

~2.2 nm (22 cycles) was determined with a relatively low ρcont value of 0.3 mΩcm² and a J0_cont_pass 

value of 300 fA/cm². The resulting J0_cont_unpass /J0_cont_pass ratio is 4.2 ± 0.2. Assuming a front grid 

metallization fraction of 5%, a Voc gain of 15 mV due to contact passivation was calculated. 

All authors observed a tradeoff between a minimal amount of cycles required for improved passivation 

and a maximal amount of cycles which still allows for a sufficiently good ohmic contact with suitably 

low contact resistance. Saturation currents of all authors are within the same order of magnitude. The 

main difference between the results of the different authors is the optimal amount of ALD cycles: 2 in 

this work, 7 in the study of Deckers et al., and 22 in the work of Bullock et al. For calculations in this 

thesis we use saturation current density values determined by Bullock et al. In their work, a reliable 

approach based on the PCD method is used. 

Discrepancies between the authors are the different ALD reactor types, different surfaces texturing, 

different metals as contact, different cleaning sequence prior to the AlOx deposition and different 

doping surface concentrations. Regarding the ALD system, only in this work plasma-assisted ALD 

was implemented. The growth rate per cycle is smaller for the thermal ALD compared to the plasma-

assisted ALD for depositions up to 40 cycles [47]. In contrast to plasma, ALD thermal ALD has 

shown an island growth behavior for the first 10 cycles ALD [48]. This island-like growth at the 

beginning of every deposition may explain a reduced GPC for thermal ALD. Therefore, depending on 

the ALD reactor type, on whether thermal or plasma-assisted ALD is used and depending on the 

silicon surface preparation more or less cycles are required to achieve an AlOx thickness which is 

optimal for contact passivation. However, up to now ours is the only work implementing the ALD-

AlOx tunneling passivation layer into actual solar cells. 

 

3.5  Chapter summary 
 

We have demonstrated the application of ultrathin ALD-AlOx as a contact-passivating-layers between 

the n
+
-emitter of a solar cell and the front metal grid. We identified an optimal ALD-AlOx layer 

thickness of 0.24 nm, which passivates the Al-contacts, prevents the Al-spiking and allows for a good 

current transport from the n
+
-emitter into the Al-metal contact. Increasing the AlOx thickness above 

0.24 nm led to a drastic increase in series resistance, and hence a reduced conversion efficiency caused 

by a decreasing tunneling probability. The best PERC solar cell with implemented AlOx tunneling 

layer fabricated in this work showed an independently confirmed record-high efficiency of 21.7% and 

a Voc of 673 mV. Importantly, the solar cells with implemented AlOx layers showed an improved 

reproducibility and only small variations in the cell parameters. A 0.24 nm thick AlOx layer leads to a 

nearly 8 times larger Rsh value compared to cells without AlOx layer, preventing aluminum to spike 

through the n
+
-emitter during the SiNx deposition at 300°C and annealing at 350°C. The very low 

J0_total values of (171 ± 47) fA/cm
2
 clearly demonstrate an effective contact passivation. Comparing the 

J0_total values of PERC solar cells calculated from our solar cell results and J0 values of test samples we 
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have determined the efficacy of the AlOx contact passivation. Applying our ultrathin AlOx layer 

deposited by only two ALD cycles between the n
+
-emitter and the Al metal grid, we were able to 

reduce the recombination under the contact by at least a factor of 4.8. For the first time, we have hence 

successfully reduced the recombination at the metal contact of an electron contact region by 

introducing a passivation layer based on ALD-AlOx. 
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4 PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunctions 
 

The interest in combining organic and inorganic materials for photovoltaic applications has 

skyrocketed in recent years. A tremendous attention was paid to perovskite materials, where 

methylammonium is incorporated into an inorganic matrix of lead and iodide. Within only a few years 

an impressive efficiency of 20.1% [49], [50], [51] has been achieved. However, those remarkable 

results were obtained on extremely small areas of 0.1 cm
2
. Further limitations are implementation of 

lead, degradation in air and a hysteresis in the J-V curve. A very attractive organic-inorganic 

alternative is the combination of the hole-conducting polymer poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) : poly(styrenesulfonate) [PEDOT:PSS] with crystalline silicon to form a new 

type of heterojunction. First promising results of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction were presented 

by Avasthi et al. in 2011 [52] and He et al. in 2012 [53], [54]. They achieved energy conversion 

efficiencies of around 10% by implementing a PEDOT:PSS layer on the planar front surface of an n-

type silicon wafer. 

In this Chapter, we give a brief introduction into the chemistry of conductive polymers and 

particularly that of PEDOT:PSS. We then estimate the reasonable short-circuit current density (Jsc) 

using ray-tracing simulation and demonstrate the advantages of implementing the polymer on the rear 

side of the solar cell. Moreover, we propose a novel solar cell architecture with the organic-silicon 

junction on the rear: the so-called ‘BackPEDOT’ solar cell and demonstrate its potential for highly 

efficient solar cells. For the first time, we characterize the organic-silicon junction in terms of 

saturation current densities (J0) and contact resistances (RC). We also optimize the PEDOT:PSS 

composition and the surface pre-treatment of silicon towards reduced J0 and RC values. We apply the 

adapted PEDOT:PSS composition and silicon pre-treatment on p-type and on n-type BackPEDOT 

solar cells and show that our BackPEDOT approach has the potential to provide comparable 

efficiencies to industrial PERC solar cells, however, with a simplified fabrication sequence. With this 

novel solar cell architecture we demonstrate an efficiency of 20.6%. 
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4.1 Organic conductive polymers 
 

 

Figure 21: (a) Energy levels of electrons in a carbon atom. (b) Molecular orbitals (MO) of an ethylene molecule. (c) 

Structural formula of polyacetylene. (d) The energy levels of MOs are split in a conjugated polymer with an increasing 

interaction between MO (taken from [55]). 

 

A polymer is a large molecule consisting of repeated subunits called monomers. Organic monomers 

are based on carbon atoms. In the ground state of a single carbon atom, the electrons are in the 

1s
2
2s

2
2p

2
 energy configuration. In a chemical bond, the energy state of the carbon electrons alters – 

hybridizes – compared to the ground state. For example, in the diamond structure, electrons are 2sp
3
 

hybridized. In this hybridization, carbon atoms form the diamond cubic crystal structure. In polymers, 

the 2sp
2
 hybridization is typical. Figure 21 (a) shows the energy levels of the ground state and the 2sp

2
 

hybridization. Figure 21 (b) shows a schematic of the 2sp
2
 orbitals in an ethylene molecule. In the 2sp

2
 

hybridization, three of the valence electrons are at equal energy level. The 2p orbital of the forth 

electron is perpendicular to the 2sp
2
 plane. The overlap of two 2sp

2
 orbitals of two different atoms is 

called σ bond. The overlap of two 2p orbitals of two different atoms is called π bond. A σ bond of 

carbon atoms is depicted in a chemical structure as C-C and called a single bond. A σ+π bond of 

carbon atoms is depicted in the chemical structure as C=C and called a double bond. 

A polymer chain with alternating single and double bonds is called conjugated polymer. Figure 21 (c) 

shows the most simple conjugated polymer chain: polyacetylene [56]. After the molecular orbital 

(MO) theory, the 2p orbitals form a bonding π and an antibonding π* MO. The electrons in the π MO 

are in an energetically lower state as the electrons in the π* MO. The π orbitals of alternating single 

and double bonds form a mesomeric structure where the double bonds overlap with the single bonds. 

The electrons in the π bond can move from one bond to another via hopping. Figure 21 (d) shows the 

energy levels of MO orbitals in a conjugated polymer. With increased interaction between MO the 

energy levels are split after the Peierls distortion [57]. The highest occupied MO is called HOMO and 

the lowest unoccupied MO is called LUMO, similar to the valence and conduction bands in inorganic 

semiconductors with the corresponding energy gap EG. A conjugated polymer with an EG between 

HOMO and LUMO is an organic semiconductor. 
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The electrical conductivity (σ) of a pristine organic semiconductor is relatively low with σ values 

ranging from of 10
-11

 to 10
-7

 S/cm [58]. However, the conductivity of organic semiconductors can be 

increased by orders of magnitude through primary and secondary doping. Primary doping is a 

chemical reaction where the conjugated polymer is oxidized or reduced by a doping additive creating a 

p-doping or n-doping, respectively. Secondary doping further increases the conductivity of the 

primary-doped conjugated polymer. Secondary doping may be a structural modification of the organic 

matrix which improves the conductivity or/and incorporation of secondary doping-agents. Secondary 

doping is irreversible and after the removal of the secondary doping agents the increased conductivity 

remains. 

A tremendous progress towards conductive polymers was achieved in 1977 by the successful doping 

of polyacetylene. The significance of the work of Heeger, MacDiarmid, and Shirakawa [58] was 

recognized in the year 2000 with the Noble Prize in chemistry ‘for the discovery and development of 

conductive polymers’. Further materials where investigated through the 1980s like polypyrrole [59], 

polythiophene [60] and polyaniline [56]. However, the electrical conductivity of those materials 

demonstrated an insufficient stability. An enormous progress was achieved by the invention of 

polymers based on 3,4-ethylenedioxithiophene. 

 

The hole-conductive polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 

 

 

Figure 22: (a) Chemical structures of PEDOT and PSS. Shown is the oxidation of sulfur (S+) in the PEDOT polymer (b) 

PEDOT staking on PSS molecule and (c) incorporation of PEDOT:PSS network (taken from Ref. [61]). 

 

The synthesis and application of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) was patented by BAYER 

AG in 1988 [62]. Polymerization with poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) as a counter-ion forms a stable 

and water soluble PEDOT:PSS complex. PSS provides also the doping source in form of metallic ions. 

A positive charge is found every three to four thiophene rings [56]. Secondary dopants like dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO) increase the conductivity to values of up to 1000 S/cm. DMSO slows down the 

polymerization reaction and increases the interconnection between PEDOT molecular strains. Figure 

22 (a) shows the chemical structure of PEDOT and PSS molecules, (b) a schematic of the 

PEDOT:PSS complex and (c) a PEDOT:PSS network. As a result, short PEDOT polymers are 

attached to long PSS chains. The PEDOT:PSS chains form gelled particles (size of 10 nm to 1 µm) in 
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water. The typical water concentration in a PEDOT:PSS dispersion is 98%. The following properties 

made PEDOT:PSS so far the only mass-produced conductive polymer [56]: 

 Conductivity of up to 1000 S/cm 

 Long-term stability of the film properties 

 Thermal stability of up to 200°C  

 Transparency over 80% in the visible wavelengths spectrum 

 Adjustable work function in the range between 4.7 and 5.6 eV 

 Water-based non-toxic dispersion 

 Vast variety of deposition methods, such as: spin-coating, spray-coating, dip-coating, slot-die-

coating, screen-printing, and ink-jetting 

Today, PEDOT:PSS is commercially applied as antistatic coating on plastic surfaces and as anode 

material in low equivalent series resistance electrolytic capacitors. The market leaders and patent 

holders for various PEDOT:PSS dispersions are Heraeus Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG (Leverkusen, 

Germany) and Agfa-Gevaert Group E. N. (Mortsel, Belgium) . 

 

4.2  Deposition of PEDOT:PSS from the aqueous solution 
 

 

Figure 23: Deposition of PEDOT:PSS using spin-coating. (a) Positioning of the dispersion on the silicon wafer, (b) 

acceleration of the stage, (c) definition of the film thickness by a rotation velocity, (d) evaporation of the residual solvents on 

a hot plate [63]. 

 

Figure 23 schematically shows the deposition of a thin polymer film from an aqueous solution using 

the spin-coating method (SUSS SM 240, KarlSuss, Germany). First, the silicon sample is mounted on 

a stage. Next, the aqueous PEDOT:PSS solution is injected on the middle of the sample. The stage 

with the adjusted sample is accelerated to an angular velocity ω. Through centripetal force the 

dispersion is spread over the entire surface of the sample. The major part of the polymer dispersion is 

centrifuged out of the samples surface. The thickness of the deposited film depends mainly on the 

viscosity of the dispersion and ω. Finally, solvents are evaporated from the dispersion in an annealing 

step on a hot plate. We study the resulting PEDOT:PSS thickness after spin-coating and drying on 

silicon wafers with the commercially available PEDOT:PSS composition F HC Solar (Heraeus 

Deutschland, Germany). 
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Figure 24: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measured thickness of spin-coated PEDOT:PSS layer as function of the 

position on a silicon wafer. The distance of 0 cm and 1.25 cm correspond to the sample edge and center, respectively. The 

inset shows an SEM image of a PEDOT:PSS layer on a silicon wafer [64]. 

 

Figure 24 shows the PEDOT:PSS thicknesses determined from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

images on different positions along the sample. The PEDOT:PSS layer was spin-coated at 1000 RPM 

for 10 sec and 3000 RPM for 30 sec. After spin-coating, the sample was annealed at a temperature of 

130°C for 30 sec on a hot plate in air. The distance of 0 cm and 1.25 cm correspond to the sample edge 

and center, respectively. The PEDOT:PSS layer has a maximal thickness of ~60 nm in the sample 

center. The thickness decreases to a value of 40 nm close to the sample edge. This effect is caused by 

an increased centripetal force away from the center. At the samples edge the thickness increases 

slightly to a value of ~45 nm. This increased thickness is caused by a rough silicon edge which 

appears as the result of the laser cutting. The inset of Figure 24 shows a scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) image of a PEDOT:PSS layer spin-coated at 3000 RPM on top of a silicon wafer [64]. The 

SEM image reveals a closed and compact PEDOT:PSS layer. 
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4.3 PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction solar cells 
 

 
Figure 25: Schematic drawings of heterojunction organic-silicon solar cells with (a) front junction (the so-called 

FrontPEDOT solar cell) and (b) back junction (the so-called BackPEDOT solar cell). 

 

Figure 25 shows the schematic drawings of (a) a front junction organic-silicon heterojunction solar 

cell (the so-called FrontPEDOT solar cell) and (b) a back junction organic-silicon heterojunction solar 

cell (the so-called BackPEDOT solar cell). Both types of solar cells are made on crystalline silicon 

with random-pyramid (RP)-textured front. An electron-conducting phosphorus-diffused n
+
 region was 

either positioned on the front (‘front surface field’-FSF) or on the rear (‘back surface field’-BSF). The 

so-called ‘surface field’ forms an ohmic contact between the silicon base and the metal. In the case of 

an n
+
-BSF/FSF, hole concentration is strongly reduced at the silicon/metal interface and therefore 

carrier recombination is reduced. In-between the silicon wafer and the PEDOT:PSS layer, we 

introduced an ultrathin passivation layer. In this study, we used a silicon oxide (SiOx) layer grown in 

air at room temperature (‘native oxide’). The PEDOT:PSS layer was deposited either on the front 

surface creating a front junction or on the rear surface creating a back junction solar cell. The n
+
-BSF 

of the front junction solar cell was fully metallized by evaporated aluminum through a Ni shadow 

mask. The n
+
-FSF of the BackPEDOT solar cell was passivated by SiNx. Additionally, an ultrathin 

AlOx tunneling layer improves passivation between metal and silicon as discussed in Chapter 3.2. 

Front metallization of the front junction solar cell was realized by titanium/palladium/silver 

(Ti/Pd/Ag) evaporation through a Ni shadow mask, whereas the rear surface of the back junction solar 

cell was fully metallized with silver. 

 

4.4  Efficiency potential of PEDOT:PSS/c-Si solar cells 
 

In this Section, we examine the efficiency potential of organic-silicon solar cells. The optical 

properties of the PEDOT:PSS layer are measured using ellipsometry and transmission techniques. 

Using ray-tracing simulations of realistic solar cell geometries and measured optical properties of 

PEDOT:PSS as the input parameters, we determine the upper short-circuit current density (Jsc.max) limit 

for the FrontPEDOT and the BackPEDOT solar cell concepts. The passivation properties of the 

PEDOT:PSS layer are measured using the photoconductance decay (PCD) technique [19] on reference 

samples with planar and textured surfaces. Using the method of Kane and Swanson [15] we determine 

the saturation current density, corresponding to an open-circuit voltage limit (Voc.max). Combining 

Jsc.max and Voc.max we calculate a realistic energy conversion efficiency potential assuming typical series 

resistance. 
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4.4.1 Investigation of optical properties of the PEDOT:PSS layer 
 

 

Figure 26: (a) Cross section of the simulated structures of an organic-silicon solar cell with PEDOT:PSS layer on the back 

(left image) and on the front (right image). (b) Measured spectrally resolved n(λ) and k(λ) curves for a PEDOT:PSS (Clevious 

F HC Solar) layer and for a SiNx antireflection coating (ARC). 

 

We calculate the maximal achievable Jsc.max values of our organic-silicon solar cells by simulating the 

light absorption using the ray-tracing simulation tool Sunrays 1.3 [65]. The silicon bulk has a 

thickness of 300 µm. The pyramidal geometry is deduced from SEM images. Figure 26 (a) shows the 

simulated structure and dimensions of our FrontPEDOT (right) and BackPEDOT (left) solar cells. In 

our model, the base edge of a pyramid is 1.7 µm wide and the height of a pyramid is 1.2 µm. The 

index of refraction n(λ) and the extinction coefficient k(λ) of silicon as well as the dielectric layers 

have been measured on reference samples. We determine the optical constants of a 100 nm 

PEDOT:PSS layer (F HC Solar) using spectral ellipsometry (M-2000, J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.) and 

transmission measurements (Cary 5000, Varian Inc.). Additionally, the reflection and transmission of 

three PEDOT:PSS layers with different thicknesses on float-glass were measured and fitted 

simultaneously using the ellipsometry data and the WVASE software (J.A. Woollam Co., Inc., v. 

3.774). The model consisted of a dominant Gaussian oscillator in the UV region outside the 

measurement data range and a Lorentz oscillator in the IR region. Four additional very broad Gaussian 

oscillators were used in the visible and NIR to account for the measured absorption. Figure 26 (b) 

shows measured n(λ) and k(λ) curves of our PEDOT:PSS material and for comparison that of an SiNx 

antireflection coating [66]. 

In our, simulation we neglect any recombination losses and shading by the front metallization to 

estimate the upper Jsc.max limit given by our front- and back junction geometries. Since recombination 

is absent, the current density generated by absorbed light in silicon A(λ) equals the external quantum 

efficiency EQE(λ) of the solar cell. 
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Figure 27: Simulated relative absorption in silicon ASi(λ), front surface reflection Rfront(λ), escape reflection Resc(λ) and 

parasitic absorption Apar(λ) for the (a) FrontPEDOT and (b) BackPEDOT organic-silicon solar cells. 

 

Figure 27 shows the simulated relative absorption in silicon ASi(λ), the front surface reflection Rfront(λ), 

the escape reflection Resc(λ) and the parasitic absorption APar(λ) for (a) a FrontPEDOT and (b) a 

BackPEDOT organic-silicon solar cell. The total reflection is the sum of the front surface and the 

escape reflections. The simulated light source has a photon flux Φ(λ) at an intensity of 1000 W/m
2
 and 

an AM1.5G spectrum. We obtain our maximal short-circuit current density (Jsc.max) generated through 

absorption in silicon by integrating the Φ(λ) with the relative absorption: 

𝐽sc.max = ∫ dλ 𝐴Si(λ) × Φ(λ)
1200 𝑛𝑚

300 𝑛𝑚
.   (4.4.1.1) 

For the FrontPEDOT geometry, the Jsc.max loss due to the front surface reflection is 1.5 mA/cm
2
. The 

Jsc.max loss due to the escape reflection is 0.9 mA/cm
2
. The parasitic light absorption of the front 

junction geometry cell results in a total Jsc.max loss of 9.5 mA/cm
2
. This tremendous amount of parasitic 

light absorption is largely caused by higher extinction coefficient of the PEDOT:PSS layer compared 

to a SiNx antireflection coating, as shown in Figure 26 (b). This relatively large Jsc.max loss limits Jsc.max 

in the FrontPEDOT device to only 34.8 mA/cm
2
. 

For the BackPEDOT geometry, the Jsc.max loss due to the front surface reflection is 0.7 mA/cm
2
. The Jsc 

loss due to the escape reflection is 2.2 mA/cm
2
. The optimal anti-reflection coating of the BackPEDOT 

solar cell causes a 0.9 mA/cm² lower surface reflection loss compared to the FrontPEDOT solar cell 

where the thickness and refractive index of the PEDOT:PSS layer is not optimized as an anti-

reflecting-coating. The back junction geometry causes a 1.3 mA/cm² higher escape reflection loss 

compared to the front junction solar cell geometry caused by different rear surface metallization. So 

far, the PEDOT:PSS layer cannot be directly contacted by Al due to an oxidation effect of the acid 

component of the organic layer [56]. The parasitic light absorption of the back junction geometry cell 

results in a total Jsc.max loss of 2.6 mA/cm
2
. This substantially lower parasitic absorption loss of 

6.9 mA/cm² compared to the FrontPEDOT solar cell is a significant advantage of the BackPEDOT 

solar cell. For the BackPEDOT solar cell a maximal Jsc.max value of 41.3 mA/cm
2
 is reachable. As we 

can observe in Figure 27 (b) we still have a significant amount of parasitic light absorption in the 
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wavelength of over 1000 nm. One possible improvement in future development could be incorporation 

of back-reflecting nano particles into the PEDOT:PSS layer [67], [68]. 

Our solar cells has a metal grid on the front surface with a metallization fraction of 2%. Assuming a 

wavelength-independent loss of 2%, we obtain a realistic Jsc.max value of 34.1 mA/cm
2

 and 

40.5 mA/cm
2
 for the FrontPEDOT and BackPEDOT solar cells, respectively. 

 

4.4.2 Passivation properties of PEDOT:PSS on c-Si 
 

 

Figure 28: (a) Schematic cross section and SEM image of a textured and a planar lifetime test sample used for saturation 

current density (J0) measurements. (b) Inverse effective lifetime 1/eff minus the inverse intrinsic lifetime 1/int minus the 

surface-related lifetime on the SiNx-passivated surface SSiNx/W as function of excess carrier density Δn of PEDOT:PSS on the 

passivated textured (blue diamonds) and on the planar (green triangles) silicon surface. 

 

Figure 28 (a) shows the lifetime test structure used to extract the saturation current densities (J0) of the 

organic-silicon junctions on random pyramid (RP)-textured and planar surfaces, respectively. We use 

virtually undoped (~150 Ωcm) single-crystalline (100)-oriented 300 µm thick p-type float-zone (FZ) 

silicon wafers. After RCA cleaning of the silicon wafers, we deposit a 110 nm thick SiNx surface-

passivating layer by means of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, Oxford 

Instruments, Plasmalab 80+) on one side of the single-crystalline silicon (c-Si) wafer. Some c-Si 

wafers are then RP-textured on the bare wafer side in an anisotropic KOH/2-propanol etching solution. 

In order to form a passivating tunneling layer between the organic layer and the c-Si wafer, a native 

oxide (SiOx) is then grown by storing the wafer for 24 hours in ambient air. Subsequently, the samples 

are coated with the PEDOT:PSS precursor (F HC Solar, Clevios Heraeus GmbH) by spin-on 

technique (SUSS SM 240, KarlSuss, Germany) and dried on a hotplate at 130°C for 30 seconds. 

Furthermore, we fabricate reference samples passivated with SiNx with a refractive index n of 2.4 (at 

λ = 632 nm) on both surfaces, where we measure an effective surface recombination velocity of 

SSiN = 14 cm/s (at an excess carrier density ranging between 10
14

 and 10
16

 cm
-3

) for the SiNx-passivated 

surface (see Chapter 3.1.2.1). Saturation current densities J0 are deduced from transient 

photoconductance decay (PCD) measurements using a WCT-120 lifetime tester from Sinton 

Instruments [19] and applying the method of Kane & Swanson [15]. 
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Figure 28 (b) shows the inverse effective lifetime 1/eff minus the inverse intrinsic lifetime 1/int minus 

the surface-related lifetime on the SiNx-passivated surface SSiNx/W as a function of the excess carrier 

concentration Δn of a planar and a textured silicon-PEDOT:PSS sample, respectively. We extract a 

saturation current density J0 of only 80 fA/cm
2
 for the planar sample [69]. Random-pyramid texturing 

of the silicon surface increases J0 to a value of 208 fA/cm
2
. We explain the increased J0 value for 

textured samples by the increased surface area and the fact that PEDOT:PSS does not completely 

cover the textured surface as shown in the SEM image in Figure 28 (a). 

 

4.4.3 Realistic Efficiency potential of PEDOT:PSS/c-Si solar cells 
 

Regardless of the cell architecture, we can calculate a Voc potential based on our J0 measurements and 

Jsc estimations presented in the previous Section. We can now calculate the highest reachable Voc.max of 

our organic-silicon solar cells using the equation: 

𝑉oc.max = 𝑉T × 𝑙𝑛 (
𝐽sc.max

𝐽0
+ 1) (4.4.2.2) 

where VT = 25.7 mV is the thermal voltage at a temperature of 25°C and Jsc.max equals 34.1 mA/cm
2
 

and 40.5 mA/cm
2
 for the FrontPEDOT and BackPEDOT solar cell, respectively. These Jsc.max values 

were determined in Section 4.4.1 based on our optical measurement of PEDOT:PSS properties and 

ray-tracing simulation considering the 2% front surface shading by the metal grid. In the following, we 

calculate the highest reachable Voc.max of our FrontPEDOT and BackPEDOT solar cells, respectively. 

The Voc of our FrontPEDOT solar cell is largely limited by the fully metallized n
+
-BSF rear side 

exhibiting a J0_cont_ unpass of 1250 fA/cm
2
 [46], whereas the Voc of our BackPEDOT solar is limited by 

the SiNx passivated n
+
 front exhibiting a J0 of 124 fA/cm

2
 (see Section 3.1.2.1). 

The total J0_FrontPEDOT of the FrontPEDOT solar cell is calculated by adding the recombination current 

contributions of the random-pyramid-textured PEDOT:PSS/c-Si front with J0_PEDOT_RP = 208 fA/cm
2
, 

the fully metallized n
+
-BSF rear with J0_cont_ unpass of 1250 fA/cm

2
 [46] and the saturation current 

density within the bulk J0_bulk = 8 fA/cm²: 

𝐽0_FrontPEDOT = 𝐽0_PEDOT_RP+ 𝐽0_bulk + 𝐽0cont_unpass
= 1466 

fA

cm2
 (4.4.2.3) 

 

The total J0_BackPEDOT of our BackPEDOT solar cell is calculated by adding the recombination current 

contributions of the planar PEDOT:PSS/c-Si rear surface with J0_PEDOT_pl = 80 fA/cm
2
, of the 

passivated metal contacts on the n
+
-FSF J0_cont_pass = 300 fA/cm

2
 [46], of the SiNx-passivated n

+
-FSF 

front with J0 = 124 fA/cm
2
, of the saturation current density within the bulk J0_bulk = 8 fA/cm² and the 

metallization fraction of the front grid f = 2%: 

𝐽0_BackPEDOT = 𝑓𝐽0_cont_pass + (1 − 𝑓)𝐽0 + 𝐽0_bulk + 𝐽0_PEDOT_pl = 218 
fA

cm2
 (4.4.2.4) 

 

Combining results of the equations (4.4.2.3) and (4.4.2.4) we calculate using equation (4.4.2.2) the 

maximum reachable open-circuit voltages Voc.max of 613 mV and 667 mV for our FrontPEDOT and 

BackPEDOT solar cells, respectively. 

To calculate the efficiency we need to determine the fill factor. At first we calculate the ideal fill factor 

FF0 using the empirical equation [70]: 
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𝐹𝐹0 =
𝑣OC − ln (𝑣OC + 0.72)

𝑣OC + 1
. (4.4.2.5) 

 

Thereby 𝑣OC is defined as: 

𝑣OC =
𝑞𝑉oc

𝑘B𝑇
. (4.4.2.6) 

 

Using the equation (4.4.2.5) we calculate FF0 of 83.1% and 84.1% for our FrontPEDOT and 

BackPEDOT solar cells, respectively. However, these FF0 values do not include any influence of the 

series resistance which is omnipotent in every device powered at room temperature. A reasonable 

area-weighted series resistance Rs value is 0.5 Ωcm² [71]. Using the FF0 values and this realistic Rs we 

can now calculate a realistic FF using following equation: 

 

𝐹𝐹 = 𝐹𝐹0 (1 −
𝑅s × 𝐽sc

𝑉oc
). (4.4.2.7) 

 

Finally, using the equation (4.4.2.7) we calculate FFs of 80.8% and 81.5% for our FrontPEDOT and 

BackPEDOT solar cells, respectively. 

Combining these Jsc, Voc and FF values we calculate an efficiency potential of 16.9% for the 

FrontPEDOT and 22.0% for the BackPEDOT solar cell, respectively. Our estimation highlights the 

high efficiency potential of our BackPEDOT solar cell approach. Of course, higher efficiencies would 

be achievable if one of the dominant recombination losses could be further reduced. In our 

BackPEDOT solar cell the recombination on the passivated n
+
-emitter is the major loss. The given 

solar cells efficiencies are not limited by the organic-silicon junction. 
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4.5  Fabrication of organic-silicon heterojunction solar cells 
 

In this Section, we present the fabrication sequence and results of our FrontPEDOT and BackPEDOT 

solar cells. We compare the results of both approaches with the estimated realistic efficiency potential. 

4.5.1 FrontPEDOT processing sequence 

 

Figure 29: Process flow diagram of a FrontPEDOT solar cell. 
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Figure 29 shows the process flow of the FrontPEDOT solar cell. In the cell process, we start with a 

300 µm thick phosphorus-doped (100)-oriented float-zone (FZ) n-type silicon wafer with a resistivity 

of 1.5 Ωcm. After RCA cleaning, the front surface is protected with a 100 nm thick SiNx layer. 

Subsequently, after RCA cleaning, a back surface field (BSF) is formed by phosphorus diffusion from 

a POCl3 source in a quartz-tube furnace at a temperature of 850°C. The resulting n
+
-BSF has a sheet 

resistance of (152 ± 9) Ω/. Next, the front SiNx protecting layer and the phosphorus silicate glass 

(PSG) are removed in diluted hydrofluoric acid (HF) and the wafer rear side is protected by a SiNx 

protection layer. After RCA cleaning, the front surface is RP-textured in a KOH/2-propanol solution 

and the SiNx is removed in a diluted HF solution. Subsequently, aluminum is deposited on the entire 

rear surface by electron beam evaporation. After rear side metallization, the samples are stored in air 

for approximately 30 hours to grow a native tunneling oxide on the front side. Next, a PEDOT:PSS 

(F HC Solar) layer is deposited by spin-coating on the entire front surface at 1000 revolutions per 

minute (rpm) for 10 seconds and subsequently 2000 rpm for 30 seconds, which results in a thickness 

of approximately 100 nm. The thickness is measured on a planar glass reference sample by scratching 

a trench into the PEDOT:PSS layer. The depth of the trench is measured using a profilometer (Dektak 

150, Veeco). Finally, a Ti/Pd/Ag grid with a finger spacing of 1 mm is evaporated onto the 

PEDOT:PSS through a Ni shadow mask by electron beam evaporation. 
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4.5.2 BackPEDOT processing sequence 

 

Figure 30: Process flow diagram of a BackPEDOT solar cell. 

 

Figure 30 shows the process flow of the BackPEDOT solar cell. In our process, we start with an n-type 

Czochralski (Cz) grown phosphorus-doped silicon wafer with a resistivity of 4-5 Ωcm and a thickness 

of 160 µm. After RCA cleaning, the wafer is protected on both surfaces with a 100 nm thick SiNx 

layer. On the front surface, a 2 × 2 cm
2
 diffusion window is opened by laser ablation (frequency-

doubled Nd:YVO4 laser, SuperRapid, Lumera Laser). Within the ablated window, the silicon surface 

is RP-textured in a KOH/2-propanol solution. After RCA cleaning, a phosphorus diffusion is 

performed from a POCl3 source in a quartz-tube furnace at 850°C forming a front-surface-field (FSF) 

with a sheet resistance of (114 ± 11) Ω/. After removing the protecting SiNx layer and the PSG in 
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diluted hydrofluoric acid, a 0.24 nm AlOx tunneling layer is grown by atomic layer deposition 

(FlexAL, Oxford Instruments) on the front surface. Next, a 20 µm thick aluminum grid with a finger 

spacing of 1 mm is deposited through a nickel shadow mask by electron beam evaporation. After 

metallization, the front surface is covered by a 10 nm surface-passivating SiNx layer with a refractive 

index n of 2.4 (at λ = 632 nm) and by a 75 nm SiNx antireflection layer with a refractive index n of 1.9 

(at λ = 632 nm) on top. Both SiNx layers are deposited at a temperature of 330°C using PECVD. Next, 

the rear surface is dipped in 1% diluted HF solution for 1 min. Afterwards, the samples are stored in 

air for 24 hours to form a native oxide at the rear surface. Next, a PEDOT:PSS layer with a thickness 

of (140 ± 7) nm (F HC Solar, Heraeus Deutschland) is deposited by spin-coating on the entire rear at 

500 revolutions per minute (RPM) for 10 seconds and subsequently 1500 rpm for 30 seconds. The 

sample is then dried on a hotplate in air at 130°C for 30 seconds. Finally, the entire rear surface is 

metallized by 2 µm thick electron-beam-evaporated silver. 

 

4.5.3 Solar cell results and discussion 
 

Illuminated current-voltage (J-V) characteristics at an illumination intensity of 100 mW/cm
2
, external 

quantum efficiency [EQE(λ)], and reflectance are measured using a commercial measurement system 

(LOANA System, pv-tools [6], Hamelin, Germany) with an aperture area mask of 2 × 2 cm². We 

correct the spectral mismatch by comparing the EQE(λ) of our solar cell with an EQE(λ) reference 

solar cell measured under standard testing conditions at Fraunhofer ISE CalLab. 

 

Table 3: Parameters of the FrontPEDOT and BackPEDOT organic-silicon solar cells calculated and measured at 

100 mW/cm² at a temperature of 25°C. The aperture area of the organic-silicon solar cells is 4 cm². 

Organic-silicon 

solar cell type 

Voc  

mV 

Jsc  

mA/cm2 

FF  

% 

pFF 

% 

η 

% 

pη 

% 

Rs_dlt 

Ωcm² 

FrontPEDOT 603 29.0 70.6 72.8 12.3 12.7 0.92 

FrontPEDOT 601 29.2 69.6 72.6 12.2 12.7 0.99 

BackPEDOT 653 39.7 67.2 82.0 17.4 21.2 2.88 

BackPEDOT 663 39.0 66.3 81.3 17.1 21.0 3.35 

 

Table 3 summarizes measured solar cell parameters of our FrontPEDOT and BackPEDOT organic-

silicon solar cells. The best FrontPEDOT solar cell shows a Voc of 603 mV and a Jsc of 29.2 mA/cm
2
. 

Note that despite the moderate series resistance of Rs = 0.92 Ωcm
2
 we obtain a relatively low fill factor 

FF of only 70.6% and a poor pseudo FF of only 72.8%. The achieved solar cell efficiency of 12.3% 

was amongst the highest FrontPEDOT organic-silicon solar cell efficiencies reported at that point in 

time [69]. 

In order to fully exploit the potential of combining organic photovoltaics with silicon-based 

photovoltaics, we apply the organic PEDOT:PSS layer to the planar rear of a c-Si wafer and 

implemented an n
+
-FSF plus an effective dielectric passivation. With this novel BackPEDOT solar cell 

concept, we achieve a remarkably high open-circuit voltage Voc of 663 mV and a very high short-

circuit current density Jsc of 39.7 mA/cm
2
. Despite the relative low fill factor FF of up to 67.2%, we 

achieve energy conversion efficiencies of up to 17.4%. By introducing the BackPEDOT concept, we 

improved the efficiency of organic-silicon solar cells by 5%abs compared to the best results reported at 

that time [66] for FrontPEDOT organic-silicon solar cells. 
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Figure 31: (a) Measured (symbol) and simulated (line) reflectance R(λ) of our FrontPEDOT solar cell. The inset shows an 

SEM image of our PEDOT:PSS layer covering a random-pyramid-textured silicon surface. (b) Measured (symbols) and 

simulated (lines) internal quantum efficiencies IQE(λ) of a FrontPEDOT organic-silicon cell (green line/symbols) and a 

BackPEDOT (blue line/symbols). 

 

Implementing PEDOT:PSS at the rear surface and passivating the n
+
-FSF with SiNx leads to a Voc 

improvement in the range of 50 to 62 mV. This improvement correlates well with our estimations 

made in the previous Section (4.4.3), where a Voc improvement between the FrontPEDOT and 

BackPEDOT solar cell architecture of 54 mV was calculated. The Jsc improvement in the range of 9.8 

to 10.7 mA/cm
2
, on the other hand, is larger than our simulated improvement of 6.4 mA/cm

2
. There 

are two reasons for this discrepancy. First, light reflection from the FrontPEDOT solar cell is larger 

compared to the simulation. Figure 31 (a) shows the measured and simulated reflection. The inset of 

Figure 31 (a) shows an SEM image of our PEDOT:PSS layer covering a random-pyramid-textured 

silicon surface. It is obvious that the PEDOT:PSS layer flattens the surface morphology and therefore 

increases the reflection. The difference between the measured and the simulated reflectance leads to a 

Jsc loss of 4.25 mA/cm
2
 for the FrontPEDOT solar cell. The second reason for the observed 

discrepancy is the increased surface recombination of our FrontPEDOT solar cell. Figure 31 (b) shows 

the measured and simulated IQE(λ) curves. Note that the IQE(λ) losses are not considered in our 

simulation. We observe a clear deviation between the simulated and measured IQE(λ) at higher 

wavelengths for the FrontPEDOT solar cell. Since high-purity float-zone silicon is used, this deviation 

can only be caused by an increased rear surface recombination. We are not surprised about high 

recombination at the rear surface since the n
+
-BSF is not passivated and fully metallized. Increased 

recombination at the rear surface of our FrontPEDOT solar cell leads to a decreasing IQE(λ) curve for 

wavelengths larger than 600 nm. The difference between the measured and simulated IQE(λ) leads to 

a Jsc loss of 2.78 mA/cm
2
 for our FrontPEDOT solar cell, compared to a Jsc loss of only 1.84 mA/cm

2
 

for our BackPEDOT solar cell. 
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Figure 32: Illuminated current density-voltage (J-V) (red squares), short-circuit current density - open-circuit voltage 

(Jsc-Voc) measurements (blue circles) and the local ideality factor nloc (open squares) of the Jsc-Voc curve for (a) a 

FrontPEDOT and (b) a BackPEDOT solar cell. 

 

Figure 32 shows illuminated current density-voltage (J-V) and Jsc-Voc measurements, as well as 

measurements of the local ideality factor nloc of the Jsc-Voc curve for our best (a) FrontPEDOT and (b) 

BackPEDOT solar cells, respectively. The ideality factor nloc is the inverse slope of the semi-

logarithmic Jsc-Voc curve. Values larger than unity are caused by low shunt-resistances and/or by 

injection-dependent recombination parameters in the bulk and/or at the surfaces. The influence of the 

series resistance on nloc can be avoided by analyzing the Jsc-Voc curve. 

For the FrontPEDOT solar cell, the ideality factor increases to nloc= 3 at the pseudo maximum power-

point voltage pVmpp = 512 mV limiting the pseudo fill factor pFF to a value of only 72.8%. For the 

BackPEDOT solar cell – where front and rear surfaces are passivated – we obtain a relatively low 

nloc = 1.5  at the pseudo maximum power-point voltage pVmpp = 565 mV allowing pFF values of 

82.0%. By comparing the Jsc-Voc and the J-V curve of our BackPEDOT solar cell one can clearly 

notice a shift of the J-V curve towards lower voltages caused by the series resistance. Measurements of 

the series resistance (Rs) at the maximum power-point of the J-V curve using the double-light method 

reveal a strong scattering in Rs values between 2.88 Ωcm² and 3.35 Ωcm
2
. For the lowest Rs value of 

2.88 Ωcm
2
 we measure a FF of 67.2% and an energy conversion efficiency of 17.4%, which was the 

highest reported value for organic-silicon heterojunction solar cells at the time of publication [66]. 

Analyzing the Jsc-Voc curve and, hence, neglecting the influence of the series resistance, we measure a 

pseudo fill factor of pFF = 82.0% and a pseudo efficiency of pη = 21.2% for our best BackPEDOT 

cell. 
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4.6  Optimizing the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface 
 

In the previous Section, we have shown that a PEDOT:PSS layer is capable of effectively passivating 

a crystalline silicon surface. This finding is quite surprising since the implemented commercial 

PEDOT:PSS dispersion F HC Solar was not developed for the application to crystalline silicon 

surfaces. To explore the full surface passivation potential of PEDOT:PSS, modified dispersions were 

created in a collaborative work with Heraeus Deutschland. Additionally, the silicon surface pre-

treatment is optimized towards reduced saturation current densities and reduced contact resistance of 

the organic-silicon interface. The optimized PEDOT:PSS dispersion combined with the optimized 

silicon pre-treatment are implemented into our BackPEDOT solar cell. 

 

4.6.1 Optimization of the PEDOT:PSS composition 
 

One essential criteria for the desired PEDOT:PSS layer is an excellent passivation of the silicon 

surface. Therefore, we examine the passivation quality of PEDOT:PSS layers of different 

compositions on test structures, as described in Chapter 4.4.2. In a collaborative work with Heraeus 

Deutschland a variety of different PEDOT:PSS dispersions was created. One major varied parameter 

was the ratio between PEDOT and PSS. Furthermore, ingredients like dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 

cross-linker, fluor-polymers and other components were partially added to the water-based solution. 

We were able to localize one type of PEDOT:PSS dispersion – which will be named ‘optimized’ in the 

following – with an improved passivation ability compared to the commercial F HC Solar dispersion. 

Due to an ongoing industrial collaboration with Heraeus Deutschland, we will not disclose the exact 

composition of the optimized dispersion in this work. 

Figure 33 shows the lowest measured saturation current density J0 for the commercial PEDOT:PSS 

solution F HC Solar and the J0 value for the newly developed optimized PEDOT:PSS dispersion. 

 

Figure 33: Inverse effective lifetime minus the inverse intrinsic lifetime as function of excess carrier dens1ity Δn of silicon 

wafers passivated by commercial F HC Solar (green triangles) and the optimized PEDOT:PSS dispersion (orange circles). 

Lines are linear fits to the measured data 
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The J0 values were determined after the method proposed by Kane and Swanson [15]. The lowest 

measured J0 value for the F HC Solar PEDOT:PSS is 80 fA/cm² [66] and the lowest measured J0 value 

for the optimized PEDOT:PSS is 46 fA/cm² [72]. Analogous to the calculations made in Chapter 4.4.2 

now implementing optimized PEDOT:PSS we obtain an ideal Voc.max increase of 16 mV compared to F 

HC Solar. 

 

4.6.2 Optimization of the silicon surface pre-treatment 
 

In this Section, the impact of different silicon surface pre-treatments before the PEDOT:PSS 

deposition on the saturation current density J0 is examined. We use the optimized PEDOT:PSS 

dispersion throughout this Section. 

We perform transient photoconductance decay (PCD) measurements on lifetime samples, as 

schematically shown in the inset of Figure 34 and extract the saturation current densities J0 according 

to the Kane and Swanson method [15]. We use virtually un-doped 150 Ωcm p-type FZ-silicon wafers 

with a thickness of 300 µm as base material for our lifetime samples. After RCA cleaning, we deposit 

a 100 nm thick well-passivating SiNx layer by means of PECVD at a deposition temperature of 400°C 

onto one side of the silicon wafer. 

After the SiNx deposition, we apply different treatments to the other side of the wafer [73] prior to the 

subsequent deposition of the PEDOT:PSS dispersion using spin-coating in ambient air and annealing 

at 130°C for 15 minutes. A first set of samples was (i) coated with PEDOT:PSS directly after the SiNx 

deposition on the other side without any further pre-treatment. For the next three sets of samples, the 

wafers were HF dipped (1% HF solution, 1 minute) and stored in ambient air for (ii) 10 minutes, (iii) 

20 hours, and (iv) 30 days prior to the PEDOT:PSS deposition. Furthermore, we included the 

following additional tunneling layers: (v) a chemically grown SiOx by omitting the last HF dip in the 

RCA cleaning sequence, (vi) an O2-plasma treatment of the silicon wafer surface using two cycles of 

plasma-assisted ALD (see Section 3.1.2.2) without using TMA, and (vii) a thermally grown SiOx layer 

(‘tunneling oxide’) of ~1.5 nm thickens [37]. To grow this ‘tunneling oxide’ we first chemically grew 

SiOx by omitting the last HF dip in the RCA cleaning sequence. Next, the chemically grown SiOx was 

annealed in a quartz-tube furnace at 500°C for 15 mins in O2 atmosphere. 
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Figure 34: Saturation current densities J0 of PEDOT:PSS passivated lifetime samples as function of different silicon surface 

pre-treatments. The inset schematically shows the lifetime test samples. 

 

Figure 34 shows the saturation current density J0 values of silicon samples with differently treated 

silicon surfaces. Each bar represents one lifetime sample. As a rule of thumb, for a successful 

application in solar cells, J0 should not exceed values of ~100 fA/cm². We measure J0 values of ~200 

fA/cm² for the samples coated with PEDOT:PSS directly after the SiNx deposition on the opposite 

surface. However, waiting for 10 minutes after an additional HF dip prior to the PEDOT:PSS 

deposition leads to significantly lower J0 values of (80 – 130) fA/cm². Note that 10 minutes in air is 

the minimal time between HF dip and PEDOT:PSS deposition limited by the accessible laboratory 

infrastructure. The lowest J0 values of below 50 fA/cm² are measured for the 30-days stored samples. 

The other three SiOx tunneling layers show much higher J0 values in the range of (400 – 1200) fA/cm² 

and are hence not suitable for the application to high-efficiency solar cells. Note that the measured J0 

values also include the non-negligible recombination losses of the SiNx-passivated surface of the 

samples, which is ~20 fA/cm². The reported J0 values are hence upper limits to the true J0 values of the 

PEDOT:PSS/c-Si junction. The lowest J0 value of 46 fA/cm² was achieved by storing the samples for 

~30 days in air. 

Re-passivated samples show J0 values in the range between 116 and 140 fA/cm² for all treatments 

except for the thermally grown SiOx, where the J0 values are the range between 320 and 440 fA/cm². 

Re-passivation is performed by removing the PEDOT:PSS in water. After an HF-Dip, PEDOT:PSS is 

spin-coated onto the silicon surface and subsequently annealed. 
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4.6.3 Contact resistance 
 

As shown in Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2, the optimal procedure towards low J0 are (i) application of our 

optimized PEDOT:PSS dispersion and (ii) the formation of a native SiOx as treatment prior to the 

PEDOT:PSS deposition. As described in Section 4.6.2, the saturation current density has lowest values 

for a native SiOx formed at least for 20 hours storage in air. However, the efficiency of our 

BackPEDOT solar cells is so far limited by the increased series resistance, as described in Chapter 

4.5.3. In the following, we examine the impact of the formation time of the native SiOx in air on the 

contact resistance RC. Native SiOx is grown in air for 10 mins, 1 day and 4 days after a 1% HF dip for 

2 mins. 

 

 

Figure 35: (a) Schematic drawing of the test sample and the measurement setup for the determination of the contact 

resistance RC. (b) SENTAURUS Device simulated sheet resistance (Rsheet) to determine the RC value. 

 

In order to extract the contact resistance RC, we apply the method introduced by Römer et al. [74]. 

Figure 35 (a) shows a schematic drawing of the RC test sample and the measurement setup for the 

determination of the contact resistance RC. The determination of an RC value, visualized by Figure 35 

(b) using an exemplary test structure, will be explained in following. 

First, we determine input parameters for our SENTAURUS Device simulation. These are the sheet 

resistance of the PEDOT:PSS layer Rsheet_PEDOT and the sheet resistance of the silicon wafer Rsheet_Si. To 

determine Rsheet_PEDOT we use reference test samples. The base of these test samples is virtually un-

doped p-type silicon with a resistivity of 150 Ωcm and a thickness of 300 µm. PEDOT:PSS is 

deposited on the rear surface of the silicon sample using a spin-coater. We measure Rsheet of our 

PEDOT:PSS/c-Si sample using a Sinton lifetime tester (WCT-120, Sinton instruments). The measured 

Rsheet equals the sheet resistance of the PEODT:PSS layer Rsheet_PEDOT, since the conductance of the 

PEDOT:PSS layer is two orders of magnitude larger compared to that of the 150 Ωcm silicon wafer. 

The sheet resistance Rsheet_Si of the p-type silicon wafer with a resistivity of 1.45 Ωcm and thickness of 

310 µm – which is used as the base material for our RC test sample – is measured using a 4-point-

probe setup (RT-70/RG-7, Napson Corporation). 
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Second, Rsheet of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si RC test sample – as it would be measured with 4-point-probe 

setup – is simulated with SENTAURUS Device [74]. Figure 35 (b) shows the simulated Rsheet value as 

a function of RC as a green line. Third, the sheet resistance Rsheet of our PEDOT:PSS/c-Si test sample is 

measured using a 4-point-probe setup as shown in Figure 35 (a). The measured Rsheet value is shown in 

Figure 35 (b) as a red circle. Fourth, the red circle is shifted horizontally along the black arrow until it 

crosses the simulated (green) line. Fifth, the crossover point of the measured Rsheet and simulated Rsheet 

value correspond to the sought RC value. The two limiting cases are: (i) RC ∞ => Rsheet ≈ Rsheet_Si ≈ 

47 Ω/ and (ii) RC  0 => Rsheet ≈ 1/(1/Rsheet_Si+1/Rsheet_PEDOT) ≈ 32 Ω/ assuming a typical Rsheet_PEDOT 

= 100 Ω/. 

 

Figure 36: Measured (green symbols) and simulated (red lines) 4-point-probe sheet resistance Rsheet measurements as a 

function of the contact resistance RC for three storage times in air after an HF dip prior to the PEDOT:PSS deposition. 

 

In order to determine the contact resistance RC of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface, we apply the method 

as described above. After an RCA cleaning and an HF dip (1% HF solution, 1 minute) we deposit 

PEDOT:PSS onto one side of the silicon wafers after (i) 10 minutes, (ii) 24 hours, and (iii) 4 days 

storage in ambient air. Afterwards, we measure the sheet resistance Rsheet with a 4-point-probe setup 

(RT-70/RG-7A, Napson Corporation) on the uncoated side of the wafer. The measured Rsheet values 

are shown as green symbols in Figure 36. The error bars represent the standard deviation of four 

measurements on the same sample. The 4-point-probe sheet resistance is simulated in dependence of 

the interface contact resistances RC using SENTAURUS device. The simulation results are shown as 

red lines in Figure 36 for typical sheet resistances of our PEDOT:PSS layers in the range of between 

100 and 110 Ω/. 

Comparing the measured with the simulated Rsheet values, we determine contact resistances Rc of 

(0.49 ± 0.21) Ωcm², (0.82 ± 0.27) Ωcm² and (3.3 ± 0.4) Ωcm² for the 10 minutes, 24 hours and 4 days 

stored samples, respectively [73]. It becomes obvious that the contact resistance between the silicon 

wafer and the PEDOT:PSS layer increases with an extended native SiOx formation time in air. 
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Consequently, for achieving a low series resistance the formation time of a native SiOx has to be 

chosen as short as possible. 

4.6.4 Optimized organic-silicon heterojunction solar cells 
 

In this Section, we implement the optimized PEDOT:PSS dispersion and our optimal silicon surface 

pre-treatment into the BackPEDOT solar cell. As base material we use n-type Czochralski-grown (Cz) 

phosphorus-doped silicon wafers with a resistivity of 5 Ωcm and thicknesses of 300 µm and 160 µm, 

as well as p-type Float-zone (FZ) boron-doped silicon wafers with resistivities of 0.5 Ωcm and 

1.5 Ωcm, and a thickness of 300 µm. More details on our BackPEDOT solar cell fabrication sequence 

were given in Chapter 4.5. As reference process we fabricate two PERC solar cells, as described in 

Chapter 3.2. As the base material for our PERC solar cells we use 0.5 Ωcm p-type FZ silicon. After 

the front surface of the BackPEDOT solar cells is finished, all samples are dipped in a 1% HF solution 

for 1 min. After the HF dip, some samples are processed within one hour while other samples are kept 

in air for ~ 48 hours. Next, a PEDOT:PSS layer is deposited via spin-coating onto the entire rear 

surface at 500 revolutions per minute (rpm) for 10 seconds and subsequently 1500 rpm for 30 seconds. 

Either optimized PEDOT:PSS or F HC Solar PEDOT:PSS dispersions were implemented into the 

BackPEDOT solar cells. The samples were then dried on a hotplate in air at 130°C for 15 mins to 

remove residual solvents. The resulting PEDOT:PSS thickness is in the range between 50 nm and 

200 nm. Finally, the entire rear surface is metallized with silver (BackPEDOT) (BAK 550, Oerlikon 

Balzers AG) or aluminum (PERC reference solar cell) by means of e-gun evaporation (BAK 600, 

Oerlikon Balzers AG). 
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Figure 37: Measured (a) open-circuit voltages (Voc), (b) short-circuit current densities (Jsc), (c) fill factors (filled symbols) 

(FF) and pseudo fill factors (open symbols) (pFF) and (d) energy conversion efficiencies (η) of BackPEDOT solar cells on p-

type (green squares) and n-type silicon (red circles) and a PERC reference cell (blue triangles). 
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Table 4: Measured BackPEDOT and PERC solar cell parameters. The aperture cell area is 4 cm². All measurements were 

performed at an illumination intensity of 100 mW/cm² and a cell temperature of 25°C. 

 

Table 4 summarize the parameters of our BackPEDOT solar cells and two PERC reference solar cells. 

Figure 37 (a) shows the measured open-circuit voltages Voc of our fabricated solar cells. Voc values in 

the range between 653 and 663 mV are achieved with our BackPEDOT solar cells. The highest Voc 

value of our BackPEDOT solar cell is comparable to the Voc of 662 mV and 668 mV of the PERC 

reference. The similar Voc values of our state-of-the-art Al2O3/SiNx rear-surface-passivated PERC solar 

cell and the BackPEDOT cells highlight the excellent passivation quality of our organic-silicon 

junction. Furthermore, no relevant differences are observable between n-type and p-type silicon wafers 

as well as between solar cells on silicon wafers of different doping concentrations. 

Figure 37 (b) shows the measured short-circuit current-densities Jsc of the fabricated solar cells. The 

PERC reference cell shows a high Jsc value of 39.7 mA/cm², whereas the Jsc values of our 

BackPEDOT cells is in the range between 36.6 mA/cm² and 39.7 mA/cm². We observe that Jsc 

depends on the type of pre-treatment and on the PEDOT:PSS composition. The highest Jsc values of 

39.0 mA/cm² and 39.7 mA/cm² are achieved with native SiOx grown for two days in combination with 

F HC Solar PEDOT:PSS. For BackPEDOT cells with native SiOx grown for two days and optimized 

PEDOT:PSS we measure slightly reduced Jsc values of 38.7 and 38.8 mA/cm². Optimally processed 

silicon in combination with the optimized PEDOT:PSS results in Jsc values between 36.6 and 

38.9 mA/cm², with a median value of 37.1 mA/cm² (9 BackPEDOT solar cells). The reason for the 

2 mA/cm² reduced Jsc values of the optimally treated silicon in combination with the optimized 

PEDOT:PSS compared to the native SiOx grown for two days with F HC Solar PEDOT:PSS is a topic 

of ongoing research. The differences in the adhesion properties between native SiOx and the optimally 

pre-treated silicon surface may cause different thicknesses of the final PEDOT:PSS layer, which acts 

as parasitic light absorber [66]. 

Figure 37 (c) shows the fill factors (FF) (filled symbols) and pseudo fill factors (pFF) (open symbols) 

of our solar cells. The lowest FF values of 66.3% and 67.2% are measured on solar cells with native 

SiOx plus F HC Solar PEDOT:PSS. The low FF is caused by increased series resistance (Rs) values of 

2.9 and 3.6 cm², respectively. By optimizing the PEDOT:PSS composition, the FF was increased to 

values of 73.1% and 73.9%. The highest FF values between 78.8% and 80.6% were achieved by 

combining the silicon surface with a native SiOx grown for less than 1 mins with the optimized 

PEDOT:PSS composition. On n-type silicon we observe lower FFs of 75.1% and 76.4% for our 

silicon surface with a native SiOx grown for less than 1 mins with the optimized PEDOT:PSS 

composition caused by lower pFF values of 78.7 and 79.8%. The most likely reason for the reduced 

Silicon wafer Cell type 

Time in air / PEDOT:PSS 

Voc  

[mV] 

Jsc  

[
mA

cm²
] 

FF  

[%] 

pFF 

[%] 

η  

[%] 

Rs_dlt 

[Ωcm²] 

0.5 Ωcm p-type FZ-Si  PERC Reference 662 39.7 79.8 82.8 20.9 0.6 

0.5 Ωcm p-type FZ-Si  PERC Reference 668 38.8 77.0 82.2 20.0 1.0 

0.5 Ωcm p-type FZ-Si <1 hour / optimized 659 36.6 78.8 83.3 19.0 0.9 

0.5 Ωcm p-type FZ-Si <1 hour / optimized 653 36.7 79.9 82.7 19.1 0.5 

0.5 Ωcm p-type FZ-Si <1 hour / optimized 655 37.1 80.1 83.3 19.5 0.7 

1.5 Ωcm p-type FZ-Si <1 hour / optimized 656 37.4 80.1 83.5 19.6 0.6 

1.5 Ωcm p-type FZ-Si <1 hour / optimized 657 38.9 80.6 83.2 20.6 0.5 

1.5 Ωcm p-type FZ-Si 2 days / optimized 656 38.8 73.9 83.2 18.8 2.1 

1.5 Ωcm p-type FZ-Si 2 days / optimized 657 38.7 73.1 83.2 18.6 2.2 

1.5 Ωcm n-type Cz-Si 2 days / F HC Solar 653 39.7 67.2 82.0 17.4 2.9 

1.5 Ωcm n-type Cz-Si 2 days / F HC Solar 663 39.0 66.3 81.3 17.1 3.6 

5.0 Ωcm n-type Cz-Si <1 hour / optimized 654 36.7 75.1 78.7 18.0 0.8 

5.0 Ωcm n-type Cz-Si <1 hour / optimized 654 36.6 76.4 79.8 18.3 0.7 
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pFF values are shunts within the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface. The p-type BackPEDOT and PERC solar 

cells show pFF values larger than 82.7%. Importantly, all 7 BackPEDOT solar cells with p-type 

silicon surfaces with a native SiOx grown for less than 1 hour in combination with the optimized 

PEDOT:PSS show Rs values < 1 Ωcm². 

Figure 37 (d) shows the measured one-sun energy conversion efficiency η of the fabricated solar cells. 

The efficiency follows the FF trend, where the shunted organic-silicon interface limits our n-type 

silicon BackPEDOT solar cells to η values of up to 18.3%. Consequently, for our optimally treated 

silicon surface with a native SiOx grown for less than 1 hour plus the optimized PEDOT:PSS 

composition, we achieve outstanding efficiencies in the range between 19.0% and 20.6% on p-type 

silicon wafers, which are by far the highest efficiencies for organic-silicon solar cells to date [72]. 

 

 

Figure 38: Measured spectrally resolved internal quantum efficiency IQE(λ) and reflectance R(λ) of our best p-type silicon 

BackPEDOT cell (green squares) in comparison with a PERC reference solar cell (red circles). 

 

Figure 38 shows the measured spectrally resolved internal quantum efficiency [IQE(λ)] and the 

reflectance [R(λ)] of our best BackPEDOT cell (green squares) in comparison with the PERC 

reference cell (red circles). In the wavelength (λ) range between 900 and 1000 nm our BackPEDOT 

solar cell shows a very similar performance as the Al2O3/SiNx-passivated PERC solar cell. In this λ 

range, the IQE(λ) curve is dominated by the rear surface recombination velocity Srear. Using a 

parameter-confidence-plot, we determined Srear values of (190 ± 60) cm/s and (165 ± 40) cm/s for the 

PERC and BackPEDOT cells, respectively. Note the relatively large uncertainty of the Srear values that 

mainly originates form the non-optimal fit of the reflectance curves. Lower IQE(λ) values for the 

BackPEDOT solar cell at λ > 1000 nm lead to a reduced Jsc value. We attribute the lower IQE(λ) 

values of the BackPEDOT cell compared to the PERC reference to the non-optimized PEDOT:PSS 

layer thickness and hence a pronounced parasitic absorption within the PEDOT:PSS.  
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4.7  Chapter summary 
 

We performed an in-depth investigation of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction. Using PCD 

measurements we determined for the first time the J0 values of PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunctions. We 

measured a J0 value of 208 fA/cm² on the RP-textured silicon surface, and a J0 value of 80 fA/cm² on a 

planar silicon surface, respectively. We have fabricated heterojunction solar cells with PEDOT:PSS on 

the n-type silicon wafers front surface and achieved a record efficiency at that time of 12.3%. This 

record-high efficiency was achieved by implementing an RP-texture on the front surface and an n
+
-

BSF on the rear surface. We have investigated the optical properties of the PEDOT:PSS layer via 

ellipsometry and transmission measurements. We performed ray-tracing simulations of a solar cell 

where the PEDOT:PSS layer is on the RP-textured front surface of a solar cell or on the planar rear 

surface. Optical measurements in combination with ray-tracing simulations have shown that the solar 

cell with PEDOT:PSS layer on the RP-textured front surface could realistically reach a Jsc of 

34.1 mA/cm², and the solar cell with PEDOT:PSS layer on the planar rear surface could realistically 

reach a Jsc of 40.5 mA/cm². We have hence introduced a novel solar cell concept – the so-called 

BackPEDOT solar cell – where the advantage of a PEDOT:PSS layer on the planar rear could 

realistically reach a Jsc of 40.5 mA/cm², a Voc of 667 mV and an efficiency of 22%. 

We have realized our first BackPEDOT experimental devices, which achieved a remarkably high Voc 

of 663 mV and a Jsc of 39.7 mA/cm
2
. The J-V curves showed a good pseudo fill factor of up to 82.0%. 

However, the actual fill factors were largely limited by a high series resistance which was in the range 

between 2.88 Ωcm² and 3.35 Ωcm
2
. By optimizing the PEDOT:PSS dispersion and the silicon surface 

pre-treatment we were able to achieve J0 values of 46 fA/cm² and RC values of 490 mΩcm². We 

successfully implemented our optimal silicon treatment which is a native SiOx grown for less than 10 

mins and the optimized PEDOT:PSS composition to BackPEDOT solar cells and achieved Rs values < 

1 Ωcm² and Voc values between 653 and 659 mV. Our lowest series resistance of 0.5 Ωcm² resulted in 

a FF of 80.6%. Combining the high FF value with a short-circuit current density of 38.9 mA/cm², an 

outstanding efficiency of 20.6% was experimentally achieved, which is by far the highest efficiency 

for any organic-silicon heterojunction solar cell to date. 

Figure 39 shows published solar cell efficiencies (η) of PEDOT:PSS/c-Si solar cells based on silicon 

wafers over the time period from 2011 to 2015. Details on the published results are given in Table 5. 

Hybrid solar cells with efficiencies exceeding 10% [52] were realized for the first time in 2011 when 

PEDOT:PSS was deposited onto the front of n-type silicon wafers. Further optimization of the 

PEDOT:PSS dispersion [75] and/or implementation of an interfacial layer between silicon and 

PEDOT:PSS layer [54] resulted in a constant improvement in efficiency over the following years. 

However, parasitic light absorption of the PEDOT:PSS layer on the front and recombination losses at 

the insufficiently passivated rear surface limited the efficiency typically to values below 14%. Within 

this thesis, a substantial boost in the efficiency was achieved in 2014 by implementing the 

PEDOT:PSS layer at the planar rear surface, the so-called BackPEDOT concept [66]. In this thesis, 

efficiency of BackPEDOT heterojunction solar cells was very recently further increased from 17.4% 

[66] to 20.6% [72] by (i) adopting the PEDOT:PSS dispersion [63] and (ii) optimizing the silicon 

surface pre-treatment [73]. 
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Figure 39: Reported solar cell efficiencies of PEDOT:PSS/c-Si solar cells based on n-type (green squares) and p-type (red 

circles) silicon wafers. 

 

Table 5: Evolution of PEDOT:PSS/c-Si solar cells over time. 

Authors Innovation Year Voc  

[mV] 

Jsc  

[
mA

cm²
] 

FF  

[%] 

η  

[%] 

Avasthi et al. [52] Silicon wafer as base material  2011 590 29.0 59.0 10.1 

He et al. [54] Native SiOx as passivating interface between silicon 

and PEDOT:PSS  

2012 600 26.3 70.9 11.3 

Schmidt et al. [69] Random-pyramid-textured front surface and back-

surface-field 

2013 603 29.0 70.6 12.3 

Avasthi et al. [76] TiO2 passivating layer on the rear surface 2014 620 29.0 72.1 12.9 

Zielke et al. [66] BackPEDOT concept with PEDOT:PSS on planar 

rear 

2014 653 39.7 67.2 17.4 

Zielke et al. [72] BackPEDOT with optimal pre-treated p-type silicon 

surface and optimized PEDOT:PSS 

2015 657 38.9 80.6 20.6 
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5 PEDOT:PSS junction: degradation and 

stabilization 
 

In this Chapter, we discuss the long-term stability of PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunctions. The stability 

of organic-silicon solar cells in air and in a humidity-free environment is investigated on a time scale 

of up to three years. During this time span, J-V measurements are performed to monitor the 

degradation behavior of the solar cells. We observe that our organic-silicon solar cells show a rapid 

degradation in air. However, the absence of humidity drastically improves the stability. For the first 

time, we propose encapsulation methods and demonstrate long-term stability of encapsulated organic-

silicon heterojunction solar cells. Finally, we discuss different possible degradation mechanisms. 

 

5.1  Evolution of efficiency 
 

In this Section, we examine the long-term stability of FrontPEDOT and BackPEDOT solar cells in 

terms of the relative energy conversion efficiency. For this purpose, we store the solar cells in air at 

approximately 23°C and 65% relative humidity. 

 

 

Figure 40: Relative efficiency of two FrontPEDOT (green squares) and of two BackPEDOT (black circles) solar cells stored 

in air. The black line is an exponential decay fit. 
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Figure 40 shows the relative energy conversion efficiency η of two FrontPEDOT (green squares) and 

two BackPEDOT (black circles) solar cells as a function of storage time. The efficiency is stable for 

both types of solar cells for up to 20 hours in ambient air. After this period we observe a rapid 

degradation in the efficiency for all cells. After ~ 3000 hours in ambient air the efficiency drops to 

zero. This degradation can be fitted by a simple exponential decay 𝜂relative(𝑡) = 𝑒−𝑡 𝑡deg⁄  as shown by 

the black line in Figure 40 with an average time constant of tdeg = (28 ± 1.6) days. As will be discussed 

further below in more detail, the humidity plays a major role in the observed degradation during 

storage. 

 

Figure 41: Photograph of the rear side of a BackPEDOT solar cell with the total size of 2.5 × 2.5 cm². PEDOT:PSS is 

deposited on the entire rear surface. The evaporated silver do not completely covers the entire PEDOT:PSS layer.  

 

Surprisingly, the observed decay behavior is similar for both types of solar cells: FrontPEDOT and 

BackPEDOT solar cell, which means that the metal layer covering the PEDOT:PSS on the rear surface 

of the BackPEDOT solar cells has no beneficial effect concerning the stability. This might be 

explained by the fact that in our present BackPEDOT solar cells design, the metal layer does not 

completely cover the PEDOT:PSS layer. Figure 41 shows a photograph of the rear side of a 

BackPEDOT solar cell. We observe that at the edge the PEDOT:PSS layer is not covered by the Ag 

layer due to our metallization setup. Therefore, the PEDOT:PSS layer at the edge is exposed to the 

ambient air. As known from the literature [56] PEDOT:PSS is highly hygroscopic. Therefore, 

exposing one part of the PEDOT:PSS layer to a humid environment leads to an immediate saturation 

of the entire PEDOT:PSS bulk. Furthermore, the reduced light exposure during the illuminated J-V 

measurement of the BackPEDOT solar cell compared to the FrontPEDOT device has no significant 

effect on the degradation behavior and the doping of the c-Si wafer does not affect the degradation 

behavior as well. 
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Figure 42: Illuminated J-V characteristics measured at STC of a FrontPEDOT solar cell as a function of storage time in 

ambient air. 

 

Figure 42 shows the measured illuminated J-V curves of a FrontPEDOT solar cell as a function of the 

storage time in ambient air. A so-called ‘S-shaped’ J-V curve forms during degradation. The hump in 

the S-shaped J-V curve shifts to lower voltages with progressing degradation. Consequently, the 

apparent series resistance at maximum power point increases drastically from 0.99 Ωcm² to 6.17 Ωcm
2
 

after 1011 hours of storage in ambient air, reducing the fill factor from 69.6% to 28.4%. Note that S-

shaped J-V curves have also been reported for other organic solar cells [77], where they have been 

attributed to the formation of interface dipoles between the PEDOT:PSS and the absorber [78], [79] or 

with the increased recombination caused by an increased density of interface states [80], [81]. 

Additionally, S-shaped J-V curves are frequently associated with barriers at a-Si:H/c-Si interfaces [82]. 

Therefore, in this thesis we will propose a new model of the degradation mechanism of the 

PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction (see Section 5.3). Another degrading solar cell parameter is the open-

circuit voltage Voc. The Voc value degrades from initially 601 to 505 mV after 1001 hours of storage in 

ambient air. For BackPEDOT solar cells we observe a comparable long-term behavior regarding the 

shape of the J-V curve. 

The increased series resistance can be a result of an increased sheet resistance (Rsheet) of the 

PEDOT:PSS layer and/or an increased contact resistance (RC) of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface. In the 

following, we hence determine both resistance values as a function of the storage time in air.  
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Figure 43: (a) Measured contacts resistance (RC) between PEDOT:PSS and silicon as a function of time in air. (b) Measured 

sheet resistance (Rsheet) of the PEDOT:PSS layer as a function of time in air. Dashed lines are guide-to-the-eyes. 

 

The contact resistance is determined as described in the Section 4.6.3. After an RCA cleaning and an 

HF dip (1%, 1 minute) we deposit PEDOT:PSS onto one side of the silicon wafers within 10 minutes. 

After PEDOT:PSS deposition the sample is annealed at 130°C for 15 mins in air. Rsheet and RC values 

are measured after storing the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si samples for 10 minutes, 16 hours, and 88 hours in 

ambient air. The error bars represent the standard deviations of four measurements on the same 

sample. 

Figure 43 (a) shows RC values as a function of time in air. The RC values of PEDOT:PSS/c-Si samples 

are (82 ± 5) mΩcm², (110 ± 50) mΩcm², and (545 ± 50) mΩcm² after 10 minutes, 16 hours 

and 88 hours storing in ambient air, respectively [63]. The contact resistance between the silicon wafer 

and the PEDOT:PSS layer increases by a factor 8 after 88 hours in ambient air. Figure 43 (b) shows 

measured Rsheet values as a function of time in air. The Rsheet values of the PDOT:PSS layer are 

(102 ± 6) Ω/, (113 ± 8) Ω/, and (91 ± 7) Ω/ after 10 minutes, 16 hours and 88 hours storage in 

ambient air, respectively [63]. The sheet resistance of the PEDOT:PSS layer decreases by a only 

12%rel after 88 hours in ambient air, which is well within the experimental scatter. We conclude that 

the degradation of the organic-silicon solar cells is caused by an increasing contact resistance between 

at the PEDOT:PSS and the silicon wafer. 
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5.2  Effect of encapsulation and storage in a humidity-

reduced environment 
 

In this Section, we compare the degradation behavior of solar cells in ambient air and in a 

dehumidified environment and propose cell encapsulation using ALD-Al2O3 or a metal foil. 

 

 

Figure 44: Measured one-sun efficiencies of FrontPEDOT solar cells of comparable initial efficiency as a function of storage 

time in darkness. The cells are stored in air (green squares) and in a desiccator in humidity-reduced air (red circles). The 

stability is improved by encapsulating the cells with ALD-Al2O3 (blue diamonds). The lines are exponential fits to the 

measured decay curves. 

 

Figure 44 shows the measured efficiency evolution of 3 representative organic-silicon front junction 

solar cells with a comparable initial efficiency of 11% during storage in darkness at room temperature. 

A pronounced degradation in the cell efficiency is observed for the cell which is stored in air (green 

squares), whereas the cell which is stored in a humidity-reduced air in a desiccator does not show 

degradation for a time scale for up to 3000 hours (red circles). Please note that each measurement 

requires removal of the samples from the desiccator. Therefore, an exposure of the samples to ambient 

air during the measurement is inevitable. Degradation after 3000 hours is hence probably caused by 

absorbing moisture during each measurement. This experimental finding suggests that the observed 

degradation is caused by the interaction of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si junction and/or PEDOT:PSS bulk 

material with water molecules from the atmosphere [69]. 

In order to improve the stability of our organic-silicon solar cells, we have encapsulated the devices 

with a 30 nm thick Al2O3 film deposited by plasma-enhanced ALD at 30°C (see Chapter 3.1.2.2). 
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ALD is known to result in highly conformal, very dense, pin-hole-free layers and Al2O3 deposited by 

ALD had already been successfully applied for the encapsulation of organic solar cells [83]. Indeed, 

we observe a pronounced improvement in stability after encapsulation of our organic-silicon solar 

cells with ALD-Al2O3, as can be seen in Figure 44 (blue diamonds). Exponential fits η(t) = η0×exp(-

t/tdeg), where η0 is the initial efficiency and t is the time, to the measured efficiency decay curves in 

Figure 44 (lines) result in degradation time constants tdeg of 28 days for the cell without encapsulation 

and tdeg = 203 days for the Al2O3-encapsulated cell. This result demonstrates that the applied ALD-

Al2O3 encapsulation is protecting the device against humidity. The solar cell stored in a desiccator 

show an tdeg of 1615 days. However, further optimization of the encapsulation layer is required to fully 

stabilize the organic-silicon devices. 

Therefore, we propose a new encapsulation method based on a metal foil. This encapsulation method 

is suitable for our BackPEDOT solar cells.  

 

Figure 45: First long-term stable BackPEDOT solar cell with metal foil on the rear [84]. The inset shows a schematic of a 

BackPEDOT solar cell encapsulated with a metal foil on the rear. The edges of the solar cell are sealed with glue. 

 

The inset in Figure 45 shows one possible encapsulation method of our BackPEDOT solar cells using 

a metal foil and glue to seal the edges. We use a copper foil covering the rear surface of our 

BackPEDOT cell. The glue was distributed at the edge of solar. Figure 45 shows first results regarding 

the stability of the efficiency in air. We observe a stable efficiency within 600 hours of our 

BackPEDOT solar cell encapsulated with a metal foil compared to a BackPEDOT solar cell without a 

metal foil. Optimization of encapsulation methods is the topic of an ongoing research [84]. 
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5.3 Degradation mechanisms 
 

In the previous Section, we have discovered a humidity-related degradation of the efficiency of our 

organic-silicon solar cells. An increased contact resistance was identified as the most affected solar 

cell parameter in the course of degradation. Based on this observation we conclude that the carrier 

transport between PEDOT:PSS and silicon alters during the degradation process. In the following, we 

will discuss two possible mechanisms which alter the charge carrier transport and therefore Rs and FF. 

 

 

Figure 46: Band diagrams of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface (a) at thermodynamic equilibrium, (b) with a SiOx layer between 

PEDOT:PSS and silicon and (c), (d) with an altered PEDOT:PSS/c-Si band configuration due to a shift of the PEDOT:PSS 

work function. The filled forms represent the band gaps (EG) of silicon (grey form with EG = 1.12 eV) and PEDOT:PSS (blue 

form with EG = 1.6 eV). The green dots symbolize holes. 

 

Figure 46 (a) shows the band diagram of the rear surface of our BackPEDOT solar cell in the initial 

state at thermodynamic equilibrium. The difference between HOMO and LUMO levels (the bandgap) 

of PEDOT:PSS is 1.6 eV [56]. The work function WA of PEDOT:PSS is ~5 eV [56]. p-type silicon has 

an electron affinity χ = -4.05 eV and a band gap EG = 1.12 eV. Since the PEDOT:PSS has a metal-like 

behavior, the Fermi level EF is approximately at the HOMO level. Jäckle et al. [85] measured an offset 

between the Fermi-level und HOMO level of 80 meV. The filled forms represent the band gaps of 

silicon (grey form with EG = 1.12 eV) and PEDOT:PSS (blue form with EG = 1.6 eV). Using the 

equation: 

𝐸V − 𝐸F = 𝑞𝑉T𝑙𝑛 (
𝑁A

𝑁V
), (5.3.1) 

 

with the thermal voltage VT = 25.7 mV and effective density of states in the valence band 

NV = 3.1 × 10
19

 cm
-3

 and the acceptor concentration in silicon NA, we can calculate the difference 

between EF and EV. For p-type silicon with a resistivity of 1.5 Ωcm (NA = 1 × 10
16

 cm
-3

) – as typically 

used in this work – we calculate using equation (5.3.1) an EF - EV difference of 206 meV at 25°C. The 

resulting band diagram is shown in Figure 46 (a). This diagram is favorable for the hole extraction 

from silicon into the PEDOT:PSS layer. In the following we discuss two possible mechanisms which 

might be responsible for the observed degradation in the contact resistance. 

One possible effect might be an interfacial SiOx growth between the PEDOT:PSS and the silicon. SiOx 

formation on the silicon surface during the solar cell fabrication sequence is unavoidable. Figure 46 

(b) shows the band diagram of the rear surface of the BackPEDOT solar cell with an assumed 
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interfacial silicon oxide layer. The different band offsets between Si and SiOx are 3.2 eV for 

conduction band and 4.7 eV for valence band [86]. Therefore, tunneling through SiOx is less efficient 

for holes due to the larger barrier height. The increased SiOx layer thickness can reduce the tunneling 

probability of holes and therefore be harmful to the transport property between silicon and 

PEDOT:PSS. 

Another possibility would be an altered band configuration a the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface. We can 

exclude silicon as the material which is affected during degradation. PEDOT:PSS – as an organic layer 

– could be easily affected. It is well known that long-term stability is a predominant issue in organic 

solar cells [87]. It is also known that the work function WA of PEDOT:PSS can be adjusted in the 

range of 4.7 eV to 5.6 eV [56] e.g. by varying the PEDOT:PSS ratio and by incorporation of additives. 

Therefore, we conclude that a drift in the work function of the PEDOT:PSS layer is a more likely 

reason for the observed degradation.  

Figure 46 (c) and (d) show band diagrams of the rear surface of our BackPEDOT solar cell with a band 

bending caused by a hypothetical change in the work function of the PEDOT:PSS. Figure 46 shows 

band diagrams with (c) a decreased and (d) an increased WA by the value of 200 meV, respectively. In 

the case of an increased WA, we observe a band alignment which is favorable for hole extraction. In 

contrast, in the case of a decreased WA, we observe the formation of a potential barrier for holes. We 

conclude, that a WA ≥ 5 eV is suitable for a barrier-free hole transport. A decreasing WA of the 

PEDOT:PSS during degradation would lead to the formation of a potential barrier for holes. This 

barrier would hinder the transport of holes and would consequently increase the contact resistance. 
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5.3.1 First hypothesis: silicon oxide at the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface 
 

Carrier transport through an ultrathin (few nm) insulating SiOx layer can be realized by quantum-

mechanical tunneling. An increased SiOx thickness reduces the tunneling probability of holes (and 

electrons) and therefore, increases the series resistance. To confirm a possible degradation caused by 

oxidation of the silicon surface beneath the PEDOT:PSS layer, a SiOx layer has to be detected. 

Therefore, we evaluate images made with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the degraded 

PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface. 

 

 

Figure 47: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface stored in air for approximately 3 

months. 

 

We examine a p-type silicon wafer with a resistivity of 1.45 Ωcm and a thickness of 310 µm. After 

RCA cleaning, a PEDOT:PSS layer is deposited on one surface of the silicon sample using a spin-

coater. The time between the last HF dip (after RCA cleaning) and the PEDOT:PSS deposition was 

kept below 30 mins. Next, the sample is annealed in air at 130°C for 15 mins. After annealing, the 

sample is stored in air for approximately 3 months. This relatively long time ensures the complete 

electrical transport degradation of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface.  

Figure 47 shows a transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai G2 F20 TMP, FEI™) image 

representing a cross-section of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface. The silicon area is identified by the 

monocrystalline arrangement of the silicon atoms. The varying brightness within the silicon area is 

caused by the TEM sample preparation. The PEDOT:PSS area is identified in the TEM image as an 

amorphous material. Although SiOx has also an amorphous structure, we expect a different brightness 

in the TEM image between PEDOT:PSS and a possibly present SiOx layer since both materials have 

different elemental compositions. Based on our TEM images we were not able to identify a closed 

SiOx layer at the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface. We conclude that no closed SiOx layer was formed at the 

PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface during the storage in air for nearly 3 months. 
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5.3.2 Second hypothesis: drift in the PEDOT:PSS work function 
 

As mentioned above, another possible mechanism leading to the degradation in the transport 

properties would be change in the band alignment due to drift in the work function of the 

PEDOT:PSS. To examine the validity of this hypothesis, we measure the work function of the 

PEDOT:PSS as a function of the storage time in ambient air. 

 

Figure 48: Schematic of the Kelvin-probe measurement setup. 

 

Figure 48 shows a schematic of the Kelvin-probe setup (TREK 320C) to measure the potential 

difference Vpot between the vibrating tip at angular velocity ω and the sample [88], [89]. The tip is 

positioned in a distance of 1-2 millimeters above the sample and forms a capacitor with a capacitance 

C. The alternating distance changes the capacitance, which causes an alternating current i(t) as a 

function of time t [90]: 

𝑖(𝑡) = (𝑉
pot

− 𝑉ex)𝜔∆𝐶 cos 𝜔𝑡 ,  (5.3.2.2) 

 

where ΔC is the change in capacitance. To extract the work function difference between tip and the 

sample, an external voltage Vex is applied until i(t) = 0 at any given point in time. This is the case were 

Vex equals Vpot. Please note that using this method only relative change in the work function of the 

sample can be measured. 

The left inset in Figure 49 shows our PEDOT:PSS/c-Si test sample. We use 6’’ Float-Zone (FZ) 

boron-doped (100)-oriented silicon wafer with a doping concentration of NA = 1×10
16

 cm
-3

 and a 

thickness of 300 µm. First, the wafer is laser-cut into 2.5 × 2.5 cm² samples followed by an RCA 

cleaning. Next, samples are dipped in 1% diluted hydrofluoric acid (HF) for 1 min. Within 10 mins 

after the HF dip PEDOT:PSS is spin-coated onto the silicon sample front surface. As PEDOT:PSS 

dispersion we use the optimized solution as described above. Spin coating parameters are 500 RPM for 

10 secs followed by 1500 RPM for 30 secs. After PEDOT:PSS deposition the sample is annealed on a 

hot plate in air at a temperature of 130°C for 15 mins. This PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface of our sample 

corresponds to the interface in our organic-silicon solar cells. 

The right inset in Figure 49 shows a PEDOT:PSS/Ag test sample. We cut silver foil into 

~2.5 × 2.5 cm² samples and spin-coat PEDOT:PSS onto one surface of the foil. As PEDOT:PSS 

dispersion we use the optimized solution. Spin coating parameters are 500 RPM for 10 secs followed 

by 1500 RPM for 30 secs. After PEDOT:PSS deposition the sample is annealed on a hot plate in air at 

a temperature of 130°C for 15 mins. 
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Directly after annealing, the sample is placed on the grounded stage of our Kelvin-probe setup. The 

PEDOT:PSS-covered surface faces towards the vibrating tip. The external voltage signal Vex was 

acquired every two minutes. The measurements were performed at room temperature in ambient air. 

 

Figure 49: Work function difference between tip and PEDOT:PSS/c-Si (red symbols) and PEDOT:PSS/Ag (green symbols) 

test samples as a function of time in ambient air. The uncertainty represents the minimal and maximal measured values 

within the time interval of two minutes. 

 

Figure 49 shows measured work function difference Vpot between the PEDOT:PSS and the vibrating 

tip as a function of time in ambient air. In the graph we set Vpot = 0 V at the time t = 0. For the sample 

where PEDOT:PSS is on top of the silicon surface (red symbols) we observe in the first 12 h a 

decreasing Vpot signal to - (39 – 50) mV compared to the initial value. In the following 14 h we 

observe a rise in the Vpot to + (119 – 150) mV compared to the initial value followed by an abrupt 

saturation. For the sample where PEDOT:PSS is deposited on the top of the silver foil we observe in 

the first 20 h a decreasing Vpot signal to - (67 – 86) mV compared to the initial value. In the following 

40 h we observe an increase in Vpot to + (91 – 122) mV compared to the initial value followed by 

saturation. 

We observe a qualitatively similar behavior for the work function differences as a function of time in 

ambient air for PEDOT:PSS/c-Si and PEDOT:PSS/Ag samples. Based on our observation we 

conclude that the change in the work function difference as a function of time in air is an intrinsic 

effect of the PEDOT:PSS. 

In our above considerations we concluded that a reduction in the work function of PEDOT:PSS would 

cause a barrier for the hole transport in our BackPEDOT solar cells. Combining this consideration with 

the findings made in this Section, we conclude that the work function of our PEDOT:PSS decreases 

during storage in ambient air, which is also fully consistent with results based UPS measurement 

published in the literature [91]. 
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Figure 50: Energy-band alignment of a BackPEDOT solar cell (a) at the maximum power point (MPP) before degradation 

and (b) at the MPP after degradation. The dark green bar marks the quasi-Fermi level splitting which equals qVmpp. The red 

bar marks the height of the energy barrier for holes created during the drift of the work function WA of the PEDOT:PSS. 

 

Figure 50 (a) shows a simplified drawing of the band diagram of a BackPEDOT solar cell at the 

maximum power point (MPP). At MPP, the quasi-Fermi-energy splitting (marked by a dark green bar) 

equals Vmpp = 535 mV which is typical for a BackPEDOT solar cell. The ‘x-axis’ is not to scale. 

Figure 50 (b) shows a band diagram at MPP with an introduced WA reduction of the PEDOT:PSS of 

150 mV as observed by our Kelvin-probe measurements. Figure 50 (b) shows the resulting band 

bending (marked by a red bar) at the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface. The band bending creates a barrier 

for the hole transport from c-Si into the PEDOT:PSS. 

This unfavorable band diagram change as a function of storage time in ambient air is a clear indication 

towards a deeper understanding of the increased series resistance after the degradation. One weakness 

of our work function theory is the time scale. We observe an abrupt saturation of the WA difference 

after ~ 20 h, while the FF degradation of our BackPEDOT solar cells occurs on the time scale of a few 

weeks. This discrepancy might be due to the fact that in our BackPEDOT solar cells the PEDOT:PSS 

is covered by a metal layer preventing the water molecules to rapidly interact with the PEDOT:PSS. 

Further investigations are necessary to develop a complete understanding of the degradation 

mechanisms and industrially feasible encapsulation techniques. 
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5.4  Chapter summary 
 

We have observed a pronounced degradation of our PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction solar cells. 

Storage was performed in air at approximately 23°C and 65% relative humidity. We observed 

efficiency degradation behavior for FrontPEDOT and BackPEDOT solar cells. The relative efficiency 

degradation could be described by a simple exponential decay with characteristic degradation time 

constant tdeg of (28 ± 1.6) days. The illuminated J-V curves showed an ‘S-shape’ curve form with 

increasing time in air, indicating a barrier formation for the carrier transport. By storing the solar cells 

in a humidity-reduced environment (in a desiccator) tdeg was drastically increased to 1615 days, 

suggesting that humidity in the major cause of degradation. We have encapsulated a FrontPEDOT 

solar cell by a 30 nm thick ALD-Al2O3 layer increasing the tdeg to 203 days in ambient air. We have 

proposed a novel encapsulating method for BackPEDOT solar cells implementing a metal foil to the 

cell rear, leading to an improved stability. Based on TEM images of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface we 

were not be able to detect a SiOx layer which would explain the degradation. However, using the 

Kelvin-probe technique we measured a decreasing work function of the PEDOT:PSS as a function of 

time in air. After 26 hours in air the work function difference reaches a value of + (119 – 150) mV 

compared to the initial state, which we attributed to a decrease in the PEDOT:PSS work function. We 

presented a model, where a decreasing work function of the PEDOT:PSS with time in air alters the 

band configuration, forming a barrier for the hole transport from the silicon into the PEDOT:PSS. 

With our investigations of the fundamental cause of the degradation and with our approaches towards 

effective encapsulation method, we made an important step towards the development of fully long-

term stable BackPEDOT solar cells. 
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6 Efficiency potential of multicrystalline silicon 

wafers 
 

 

Today, block-cast multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) is the most common material with a market share of 

65% of the total solar cell production in 2015 [24]. The benefits of using mc-Si are lower production 

costs, full-square format, and lower oxygen content compared to Czochralski-grown monocrystalline 

silicon. However, the electronic quality of the mc-Si bulk material frequently is limited by 

crystallographic defects decorated with metallic impurities [92], [93], [94], [95]. In this Chapter, we 

determine the efficiency potential of mc-Si solar cells grown in (non-industrial) highest-purity 

crucibles with purified coatings [96]. To minimize the impact of crystallographic defects, we select 

wafer areas with very high lifetimes and accordingly reduced defect concentrations. We fabricate solar 

cells on non-industrial mc-Si, industrial mc-Si, and FZ-Si wafers and compare the results with 

SENTAURUS device simulations. 

 

6.1 Block casting of multicrystalline silicon 
 

 

Figure 51: Schematic of a silicon casting setup with directional solidification. 

 

Figure 51 shows a schematic of a silicon casting setup with directional solidification [97]. First, the 

quartz-crucible is spray-coated with silicon nitride powder (Si3N4). After a thermal treatment a 

crystalline Si3N4 layer is formed, which prevents a direct contact of the silicon melt with the quartz-

crucible. Next, polycrystalline silicon chunks and boron – the doping material – are filled into the 

crucible. The polycrystalline silicon is melted and then directionally solidified. The solidification starts 

at the bottom initialized and supported by a heat exchanger at the bottom of the crucible. After 

crystallization, the quartz-crucible is detached. The casted silicon crystal is called ingot. The casted 

multicrystalline ingot is sliced into N rectangular blocks. Each block has a volume of (15.6 × 15.6 × Z) 

cm³, where Z is the height of a block. The square root √𝑁 defines the generation (G) of an ingot, 

which achieved dimensions of up to G7 in the year 2015 [98]. Such casted ingots have masses of up to 

1000 kg. Each block is sliced into (15.6 × 15.6 × 0.018) cm³ wafers using a wire saw. 
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To increase the quality of mc-Si material, the defect concentration and the level of metal 

contamination in the bulk needs to be decreased. Possible sources of contamination may originate 

from the quartz crucible, the silicon nitride coating, the silicon chunks and boron. The best technical 

conditions are created to realize the most pure environment for silicon block-casting, to demonstrate 

the high-quality potential of mc-Si material. However, no effort was made towards the reduction of the 

crystallographic defect concentration. To minimize the impact of crystallographic defects, we select 

wafer areas of very high lifetimes and accordingly reduced defect concentrations for solar cell 

fabrication. 

Our high-quality mc-Si wafers were casted in a G1 crucible at the silicon material technology research 

center (SiMTEC) at Fraunhofer ISE in Freiburg, Germany and at the Leibniz-Institut für 

Kristallzüchtung (IKZ) in Berlin, Germany. The crucible walls are made from high-purity quartz glass 

and are coated with a high-purity silicon nitride (Si3N4) double layer in order to reduce the diffusion of 

impurities into the silicon during the casting process. More details on the crystallization can be found 

elsewhere [96]. Si3N4 powder was supplied from HC Stark AG. High-purity polycrystalline silicon 

feedstock material for casting was supplied by Wacker Chemie AG. The commercially available (in 

this Chapter referred to as ‘standard’) mc-Si wafers are chosen from the middle block of a G5 crucible. 

Suppliers were two companies: GREEN ENERGY TECHNOLOGY Inc., Taiwan (GET) and Sino-

American Silicon Products Inc., Taiwan (SAS). 

 

6.2 Impact of phosphorus gettering 
 

Each multicrystalline silicon wafer has a unique spatial carrier lifetime distribution, which is 

particularly affected by the phosphorus diffusion step. During the phosphorus diffusion, metal 

impurities agglomerate in the phosphorus-diffused region due to the higher solubility than in the bulk 

[99]. This ‘cleaning’ of the silicon bulk is called ‘phosphorus gettering’ [95], [100]. 

To demonstrate the effect of phosphorus gettering on our high-purity mc-Si material, we use two 

neighboring wafers. The wafers were cut into 5 × 5 cm² samples. Next, both mc-Si wafers were 

damage-etched and RCA-cleaned. One wafer was phosphorus-diffused at 850°C in a quartz-tube 

furnace. After phosphorus diffusion the emitter was removed by chemical etching. Then, both wafers 

were RCA-cleaned and subsequently passivated by ALD-Al2O3. The lifetime of both wafers was 

measured by an infrared lifetime mapping (ILM) [20] at an illumination intensity of 0.27 suns. 
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Figure 52: Infrared lifetime mapping (ILM) of a passivated mc-Si wafer (a) before and (b) after phosphorus gettering, (c) 

interstitial iron concentration measured using the PC-PLI method [101], (d) effective lifetime after the phosphorus gettering 

as function of the effective lifetime before phosphorus gettering. Effective lifetime values which do not change during the 

phosphorus gettering are shown as a dashed red line. 

 

Figure 52 shows spatially resolved effective lifetime images of a passivated mc-Si wafer (a) without 

and (b) with phosphorus gettering. Please note the scale which ranges from 0 µs to 40 µs and 0 µs to 

550 µs for the wafers before and after phosphorus gettering, respectively. We observe that the 

effective lifetime increases by one order of magnitude after the phosphorus gettering. One 

characteristic is the lower lifetime region at the right edge of the mc-Si sample before phosphorus 

gettering. This region – the so-called ‘red zone’ – is contaminated with interstitial iron (Fei) from the 

crucible wall . Figure 52 (c) shows the Fei concentration measured with the PC-PLI method [101] 

without phosphorus gettering. As can be observed in Figure 52 (b), the Fei contamination is 

successfully reduced in the ‘red zone’ after the phosphorus gettering. 
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Figure 52 (d) shows a plot of the effective lifetime after phosphorus gettering as a function of the 

effective lifetime before phosphorus gettering. Each point corresponds to one pixel-pair of the Figure 

52 (a) and (b). Effective lifetime values which do not change in phosphorus gettering are shown as a 

dashed red line in Figure 52 (d). We observe that the spatially distributed effective lifetime increases 

for each pixel after the phosphorus gettering. However, no correlation between the effective lifetime 

before and after phosphorus gettering can be observed. Therefore, the selection of the best suited area 

for our solar cell process has to be performed on the phosphorus gettered mc-Si wafers. 

We select a 1 × 1 cm² region out of a 15.6 × 15.6 cm² mc-Si wafer for our solar cells process. Criteria 

for the selected region are (i) a high local effective lifetime of a phosphorus gettered mc-Si wafer and 

(ii) a (100) crystal orientation to allow implementation of a random-pyramid texture. 

 

 

Figure 53: (a) Photoconductance-calibrated photoluminescence lifetime image (PC-PLI) of a 156 × 156 mm² phosphorus-

gettered and ALD-Al2O3-passivated mc-Si wafer. (b) Photograph of a random-pyramid-textured wafer. Wafers shown in (a) 

and (b) are neighbours. A suitable region for high-efficiency solar cell processing is marked by (a) a black square and (b) a 

green square. 

 

The most important criteria for selecting the area is the high local lifetime after phosphorus gettering. 

First, we apply a phosphorus diffusion to the complete 15.6 × 15.6 cm² mc-Si wafer. Next, the 

phosphorus-doped silicon region is removed by chemical etching. After RCA cleaning the wafer 

surface is passivated by atomic-layer-deposited Al2O3. Afterwards, we perform photoconductance-

calibrated photoluminescence lifetime imaging (PC-PLI) measurements [23] to identify the best 

suitable areas for our high-efficiency solar cell process. Figure 53 (a) shows the phosphorus-gettered 

and ALD-Al2O3-passivated mc-Si wafer. One suitable region for a high-efficiency solar cell with an 

area of 1 × 1 cm² is marked by a black square. 

The second selection criterium is to find an area with (100) crystal orientation. Therefore, we apply 

KOH/2-propanol etching to the entire mc-Si wafer. Using light microscopy we determine wafer areas 

where upright random pyramids (RPs) are formed. Figure 53 (b) shows a photograph of an RP-

textured wafer. One suitable region for a high-efficiency solar cell with an area of 1 × 1 cm² is marked 

as a green square. 
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Wafers shown in Figure 53 (a) and (b) are neighbours. By overlapping both images we determine 

areas which fulfill both criteria. For the solar cell processing, we cut out the best-suited areas using a 

laser.  

6.3 Fabrication of multicrystalline silicon solar cells 
 

In the following Section, we apply our lab-type PERC process to FZ-Si, high-quality mc-Si and 

industrial type mc-Si wafers. We compare our solar cell results with SENTAURUS device 

simulations. 

Figure 54 shows a schematic of our lab-type PERC solar cell. In the following, we briefly describe the 

PERC process applied in this study. We use 15.6 × 15.6 cm² mc-Si wafers with a thickness of 200 µm 

and a resistivities (ρ) of 1 Ωcm, 1.7 Ωcm and 2 Ωcm. For reference cells, we use 6’’ FZ-Si wafers with 

a thickness of 300 µm and a ρ of 0.5 Ωcm and 1.5 Ωcm. First, the mc-Si wafers are damage-etched 

and the FZ wafers are thinned in a C2H4O2/HNO3/HF (chemical polishing) solution. FZ wafers are 

thinned to a thickness of ~180 µm which is comparable to those of the mc-Si wafers. The final wafer 

thickness is ~180 µm. Two FZ silicon samples are processed without chemical polishing and have a 

thickness of 300 µm. These samples are processed as reference solar cells. After RCA cleaning, both 

surfaces of the wafers are protected by a 100 nm thick SiNx layer deposited by plasma-enhanced 

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Then, a 1 × 1 cm² or a 2 × 2 cm² (only reference solar cells) 

window is opened on the front side by picosecond laser ablation of the silicon nitride. Subsequently, 

the silicon surface within the ablated windows is random-pyramid-textured in a KOH/2-propanol 

solution. After texturing, the samples are phosphorus-diffused in a quartz-tube furnace at 850°C. The 

resulting n
+
-emitter has a sheet resistance of (89 ± 9) Ω/. After the phosphorus glass and the SiNx 

protecting layers are removing in a 5% HF-diluted solution, the rear surface is passivated by an 

atomic-layer-deposited Al2O3 / PECVD-SiNx stack [33]. The Al2O3 / SiNx stack is structured by laser 

contact opening (LCO) and the entire rear surface is metallized by electron beam evaporation of 

aluminum. Subsequently, after the deposition of an 0.24 nm thick AlOx tunneling layer on the n
+
-

emitter [39], an Al front grid is electron beam evaporated through a nickel-shadow mask. After 

evaporation, a short ~8 sec dip in a 70°C Al-etching bath removes residual aluminum. Finally, the 

entire front surface is coated with a 10 nm SiNx passivating layer (refractive index of n = 2.4) and a 

75 nm SiNx anti-reflection coating (refractive index of n = 1.9). Note that our solar cell process does 

not include a hydrogen passivation step [102], [103], which might be capable of further improving the 

bulk quality of the mc-Si materials. 

 

Figure 54: Schematic of our lab-type PERC solar cell. Simulation parameters are labeled red. 

A three-dimensional device simulation is performed using SENTAURUS Device. The simulated solar 

cell parameters mark the upper limit, which can be achieved with our solar cell geometry when the 

effective lifetime in the bulk is only limited by the intrinsic recombination. As input parameters we 

use a wafer thickness of 180 µm. The intrinsic effective lifetime (int) is calculated using the 
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parameterization of Richter et al. [12], resulting in a int value of 1.3 ms for a resistivity ρ = 0.5 Ωcm, 

int = 5 ms for ρ = 1.0 Ωcm, int = 10.3 ms for ρ = 1.5 Ωcm, int = 12.8 ms for ρ = 1.7 Ωcm, and 

int = 16.7 ms for ρ = 2.0 Ωcm. The rear surface metallization fraction is 5%. The contact resistance 

between aluminum and emitter is assumed to be 2 mΩcm
2
, and between base and aluminum is 

assumed to be 3 mΩcm² [104]. The emitter saturation current density J0 of 124 fA/cm² on the 

SiNx-passivated emitter was estimated from measurements on test samples using the Kane and 

Swanson method [15]. For the metallized area fraction of the emitter, we assume J0_met = 1054 fA/cm² 

[46]. The rear surface recombination velocity is assumed to be Spass = 4.8 cm/s on the passivated rear 

surface and Smet = 2×10
4
 cm/s in the metallized fraction of the rear surface [104]. The different 

recombination parameters taken into account for our SENTAURUS Device simulations are labeled red 

in Figure 54. Table 6 shows the results of the simulated solar cell parameters. 

 

 

Figure 55: (a) Open-circuit voltages Voc, and (b) energy conversion efficiencies η of FZ-Si solar cells with (blue squares) and 

without (green diamonds) chemically polished silicon surface, and mc-Si solar cells fabricated on commercially available 

mc-Si (pink circles) and casted in high-purity crucible mc-Si (red stars), and SENTAURUS device simulations (black 

triangles) as a function of bulk resistivity ρ. 

 

Table 6: Measured and simulated PERC solar cell parameters. Solar cells with the highest measured Voc among each group 

are shown. The bulk lifetime of the simulated solar cells is Auger-limited. 

Material ρ 

[Ωcm] 

W 

[µm] 

Area 

[cm²] 

Voc 

[mV] 

Jsc 

[mA/cm²] 

FF 

[%] 

η 

[%] 

FZ-Si 0.5 300 1 667 40.6 80.2 21.7 

FZ-Si 0.5 187 1 663 39.4 80.2 20.9 

simulated 0.5 180 - 668 41.4 81.2 22.5 

FZ-Si 1.5 195 1 651 40.0 78.8 20.6 

simulated 1.5 180 - 653 41.5 79.5 21.5 

mc-Si, purified 1.0 167 4 659 37.6 77.1 19.1 

mc-Si, purified 1.0 172 1 647 39.5 78.0 20.0 

simulated 1.0 180 - 660 41.4 80.2 21.9 

mc-Si, industrial 1.7 160 1 641 39.2 78.1 19.6 

simulated 1.7 180 - 650 41.48 78.7 21.2 

mc-Si, industrial 2.0 169 4 638 37.6 78.2 18.8 

simulated 2.0 180 - 646 41.52 78.0 20.9 
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Table 6 shows measured and simulated PERC solar cell J-V parameters. Figure 55 (a) shows the 

measured open-circuit voltages (Voc) of our PERC solar cells with an aperture area of 1 × 1 cm² and 

2 × 2 cm², respectively, as a function of the bulk resistivity for the different materials investigated in 

this work. The reference solar cells made on 0.5 Ωcm FZ silicon with a thickness of 300 µm show the 

highest Voc values of up to 667 mV (green diamonds). The experimentally achieved highest Voc is 

5 mV below the simulated Voc value (black triangles). On the same FZ material, however with a 

chemically polished surface, we achieve Voc values of 662 mV and 663 mV (blue squares). We 

attribute the lower Voc values - compared to the reference solar cells - to a surface modification of the 

silicon surface during chemical polishing. For the 1.5 Ωcm FZ silicon the experimental Voc values are 

646 mV and 651 mV. 

For the standard industrial mc-Si material (pink circles) we achieve relatively low Voc values of 

635 mV - 641 mV on the 1.7 Ωcm material and 628 mV - 638 mV on the 2.0 Ωcm material, 

respectively. Due to the reduced bulk quality, the experimental Voc values of standard mc-Si are 

between 8 and 18 mV below the SENTAURUS-calculated Voc values for the Auger-limited bulk 

lifetime. 

For the high-quality 1.0 Ωcm mc-Si material (red stars), a high maximum Voc of 659 mV is achieved. 

To our knowledge, this was the highest Voc value of any mc-Si solar cell reported at that time of 

publication [106] for a ≥2 × 2 cm² mc-Si solar cell. More important, the highest Voc value of the high-

quality mc-Si is only 1 mV below the calculated Voc value for the Auger-limited case. Based on these 

finding, we conclude that the bulk quality of the best high-quality mc-Si areas are in fact comparable 

to the best possible monocrystalline silicon material. 

Please note that the highest Voc of 638 mV for standard mc-Si and 659 mV for high-quality mc-Si, 

respectively, are achieved on phosphorus-gettered wafers. After the diffusion the n
+
-region was 

removed in a chemical polishing solution. During the solar cell process, the wafers are phosphorus-

diffused for the second time to form an n
+
-emitter. Phosphorus gettered drastically improves the bulk 

quality of the mc-Si wafers. On the high-quality mc-Si wafers that are not phosphorus-gettered, we 

achieve a Voc difference of 6 mV compared the simulated Voc values even for the high-quality mc-Si 

wafers. On the standard mc-Si wafers that are not phosphorus-gettered we obtain a maximum Voc 

which is 9 mV below the simulated maximum value. 

Figure 55 (b) shows the energy conversion efficiencies η of our lab-type PERC solar cells as a 

function of the bulk resistivity ρ for the different materials examined in this work. Both FZ reference 

solar cells achieved an efficiency of 21.7%. On a selected mc-Si area of 1 × 1 cm² we achieve a very 

high solar cell efficiency of 20.0% [106], which was during the time of publication only slightly below 

the record value of 20.4% [105]. Compared to the device simulation, all measured solar cell 

efficiencies are reduced by at least 0.75%abs. This deviation is partially attributed to a reduced fill 

factor due to series resistance losses, as we neglect the series resistance within the front metallization 

grid in our simulations. Furthermore, we observe a pronounced difference between the efficiencies 

measured on FZ silicon and mc-Si solar cells. The deviation between FZ silicon and mc-Si is caused 

mainly by two factors, as depicted in Figure 53: (i) an inhomogeneous distribution of the bulk lifetime, 

reducing Voc and Jsc and (ii) an imperfect random-pyramid texture for the mc-Si samples, which 

reduces the Jsc. 

The spatial homogeneity of the effective lifetime examined by PC-PLI and the surface texture of our 

best mc-Si solar cell with the efficiency of 20% are shown in Figure 56. 
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Figure 56: (a) PC-PLI lifetime image of a phosphorus-gettered 1 cm2 area of an mc-Si wafer. (b) Voc image calculated from 

an electroluminescence image of the PERC solar cell made on the area shown in (a). (c) Photograph of the mc-Si solar cell. 

From the photo it can be seen that different crystallites are present in the active cell area. 

 

Figure 56 (a) shows the PC-PLI image of a phosphorus-gettered 1 cm
2
 area of an mc-Si wafer. Figure 

56 (b) shows the spatially distributed open-circuit voltage that is calculated from an 

electroluminescence image of the finished solar cell at an applied voltage of 644 mV [the cell was 

processed on the area shown in Figure 56 (a)]. We find an excellent correlation between the 

photoluminescence image of the wafer prior to the solar cell processing and the Voc image of the 

finished solar cell, demonstrating that our pre-selection procedure was successful. Figure 56 (c) shows 

a photograph of the processed solar cell. The photograph illustrates a variation in the RP texturing at 

the top left and top right corners, caused by varying crystal orientations. 
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6.4  Chapter summary 
 

Float-zone silicon, multicrystalline block-cast silicon from an industrial supplier and mc-Si from a 

laboratory-scale high-purity crucible were compared on solar cell level. On the multicrystalline 

material from the high-purity crucible, we achieved Voc values of up to 659 mV, which was a record-

high value at that time of publication [106]. The open-circuit voltage of our best multicrystalline 

silicon solar cell is only 1 mV lower compared to SENTAURUS Device simulations, where the bulk 

lifetime is only limited by Auger recombination. For commercially available standard multicrystalline 

silicon material, however, the highest measured open-circuit voltages are 8 – 9 mV lower compared to 

the simulations. Accordingly, the efficiency of today’s multicrystalline silicon solar cells is 

predominantly limited by regions of high defect and impurity concentrations. Our cell results based on 

multicrystalline silicon material casted in high-purity crucibles show that the reduced bulk quality 

commonly observed in standard multicrystalline silicon material is largely avoidable using a high-

purity crucible during casting and by extending the area of monocrystallinity. On a selected area of 

1 × 1 cm², we achieved a solar cell efficiency of 20% on the high-purity mc-Si material. 
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7  Laser-texturing of multicrystalline silicon 
 

Texturing of the silicon wafer surface is performed to reduce the front reflection and increase the light 

absorption within the silicon wafer via light trapping. State-of-the-art industrial texturing is realized by 

anisotropic etching of the (100) oriented silicon surface in a KOH/2-propanol alkaline solution. 

Unfortunately – as shown in the previous Chapter – this texture is only applicable to a fraction of a 

multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) wafer surface with predominant (100) crystalline orientation. In this 

Chapter, we hence develop a novel texturing method suitable for mc-Si solar cells. 

 

7.1  Random-pyramid texturing 
 

 

Figure 57: Plan view of an SEM image of a random-pyramid-textured (a) monocrystalline silicon and (b) multicrystalline 

silicon. Due to the varying crystal orientation of the mc-Si surface random pyramids are of different sizes and tilted. 

 

The standard texturing process in the production of monocrystalline silicon solar cells is alkaline 

texturing also referred to as random-pyramid texturing. The alkaline solution is based on potassium 

(K) or sodium (Na) hydroxide and 2-propanol as a wetting agent. The fundamental mechanism behind 

the alkaline texturing process is the different etching rate in different crystal orientations. The (100)-

oriented silicon surface has a 35× larger etching rate in alkaline texturing solutions based on KOH 

compared to the (111)-oriented silicon surface [107]. During alkaline texturing randomly sized 

pyramids with a facet angle of 54.74° are formed on the silicon surface, which is the angle between the 

(100) and the (111) crystal planes. Figure 57 (a) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image 

of a plan view of a random-pyramid-textured silicon surface. In contrast, multicrystalline silicon (mc-

Si) typically consists of randomly oriented grains with grain sizes up to a few square centimeters. 

Alkaline texturing of a surface with an orientation other than (100) results in tilted pyramids and less 

optimal optical properties than upright pyramids. Figure 57 (b) shows a plan view of an SEM image of 

a mc-Si surface with three grains with orientations other than (100). This is the reason why the 

texturing of mc-Si wafers requires an alternative technique.  
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7.2  The honeycomb texture 
 

 

Figure 58: SEM image of a honeycomb texture of silicon. 

 

An ideal isotropic texturing process forms hemispherically shaped tubs within the silicon surface. The 

smallest fraction of untextured silicon is achieved by a hexagonal arrangement of the tubs, resulting in 

the so-called honeycomb texture [108]. Figure 58 shows an SEM image of a honeycomb-textured 

silicon surface. Various techniques have been reported in the literature to fabricate honeycomb 

textures in silicon using: lithography [108], [109], [110], masked reactive ion etching [111], [105], 

ink-jet masking [112], nanoimprint lithography [113], [114], masked laser texturing [115], [116], 

[117], and direct laser texturing [115], [118], [119]. 

Laser techniques have the advantage of non-contact processing and are already well established in a 

couple of industrial solar cell processes, such as edge isolation, selective emitter formation and 

dielectric layer ablation. Laser texturing of silicon solar cells was first demonstrated by Zolper et al. in 

1989 [120]. More recently, the applicability of laser texturing to high-efficiency solar cell processes 

was studied [116], [118], [121]. While energy conversion efficiencies of up to 19.3% were achieved 

on mc-Si using masked laser texturing [121], there is still a necessity to demonstrate the high 

efficiency potential of the simpler (and therefore more industrially relevant) direct laser texturing 

(DiLaT) on mc-Si material. Another important advantage of DiLaT over masked laser texturing is the 

absence of two additional process steps for the deposition and removal of a masking dielectric layer on 

the silicon surface. 
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7.3 Direct laser texturing (DiLaT) 
 

In this Section, we develop and implement DiLaT into lab-type small-area (2 × 2 cm²) PERC cells on 

mono- and multicrystalline silicon wafers. We compare the solar cell results obtained on both 

materials with planar, alkaline textured and DiLaT surfaces. 

7.3.1 Direct laser texturing process 
 

 

Figure 59: Schematic of our DiLaT process. 

 

In our DiLaT process we use a frequency-converted q-switched Nd:YVO4 laser (AviaX, Coherent 

Inc.). All relevant laser parameters of our DiLaT process are summarized in Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Laser parameters as used for DiLaT texturing in this work. 

Wavelength 355 nm 

Repetition rate 50 kHz 

Pulse duration 30 ns 

Pulse energy 6 µJ/shot 

Pitch p 7 µm 

Laser mode ‘on the fly’ 

Spot positioning X/Y-Table 

Beam shape Gaussian 

M2 factor 1.3 

 

The aspect ratio is defined as the structure depth-to-diameter ratio. Higher aspect ratios will generally 

be favorable for a reduced reflection. The depth of the structures (tubs) should be kept smaller than the 

metallization layer thickness (in this work 20 µm) to avoid additional resistance losses. To achieve a 

low structure depth and high aspect ratio at the same time, the diameter of the tubs has to be as small 

as possible. With the optical setup used in this work we achieve a minimum laser diameter of ~7 µm. 

At a laser pulse energy of 6 µJ we obtain tubs with a diameter of d ~ 7 µm (measured with a Leica 328 

optical microscope, Leica Microsystems GmbH) at an estimated structure depth of 4 µm [122]. In 

order to reduce overlapping, we choose a pitch of p = 7 µm between the neighboring spots. To further 

enhance the aspect ratio and therefore the light trapping, we create deeper structures by applying up to 

four laser pulses at the same position on the same sample. The positioning of the laser spots is 
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achieved in the ‘on the fly’ mode by moving the sample on an X/Y-table, as schematically shown in 

Figure 59. ‘on the fly’ mode is defined by a continuous moving of the sample relative to the laser 

beam. The distance between two laser shots is defined by the repetition rate of the laser and the 

relative velocity. Subsequently, to apply more laser shots on the same position, the laser process has to 

be repeated. Another mode is the ‘burst’ mode where the desired amount of laser shots is applied 

sequently on the same position. The advantage of the ‘on the fly’ mode is a shorter process time 

compared to the ‘burst’ mode which is on the other side more accurate. Even with the ‘on the fly’ 

mode, the positioning of the wafer using an X/Y-table has the disadvantage of being a very slow 

process, which is not compatible with the required high throughput in an industrial solar cell 

production line. The DiLaT process as described above takes about 10 minutes for texturing an area of 

one square centimeter. It is possible, however, to speed up the process by several orders of magnitude 

using a beam splitting system and applying diffractive optical elements. We expect the main challenge 

in combining available high-energy and high-beam-repetition laser systems with a suitable diffractive 

optics. Such a system would be conceivable in an industrial solar cell production process. 

 

7.3.2 Laser damage removal by wet chemical treatment 
 

 

Figure 60: SEM images of a direct-laser-textured silicon surface (a) before and (b) after wet chemical etching. The effect of 

an increased etching depth on the DiLaT-textured silicon surface is shown in (c). 

 

To remove the debris and the laser-damaged silicon region after laser texturing we have developed a 

two-step wet chemical etching process [123]. In the first step, we remove the amorphous debris by 

etching the sample in a 25%wt NaOH alkaline solution at a temperature of 40°C for 3 mins. In the 

second step, we remove the laser-damaged silicon region by etching the sample in a 40%vol 

HF : 100%vol HNO3 (1 : 30) acidic solution. We measure the weight difference before and after the 
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etching to determine the average etching depth as a parameter for the amount of removed silicon. The 

etching depth is a more accurate parameter than etching time, since silicon reacts with HF/HNO3 

solution exothermally [124] and no active cooling is available in our experimental setup. 

Consequently, the exact etching depth cannot be determined before the complete etching process is 

finished. The term ‘etching depth’ may cause irritation since it may be thought as a measure for the 

depth of the tubs. Etch depth is however, referred to the removal of a planar surface. As shown in 

Figure 60 (c), an increasing depth flattens the surface texture. Therefore, there is a tread-off to be 

determined between removal of the laser-induced damage and the texturing profile. 

 

Figure 61: Confocal microscopy image of a direct-laser-textured silicon surface. 

 

Next, we characterize the structure of our DiLaT-textured silicon surface. Figure 61 shows a confocal 

microscopy (Leica DCM3D, Leica Microsystems GmbH) image of a DiLaT mc-Si surface after the 

two-step chemical etching, showing the honeycomb pattern of the tubs. The confocal microscopy 

image confirms that the depth of the tubs is below 10 µm. 

 

Figure 62: Photograph of (a) alkaline textured and (b) DiLaT mc-Si PERC solar cells. The size of the aperture cell area is 

2 × 2 cm2 while the total size of the cell is 2.5 × 2.5 cm². Please note that the inactive edge is not diffused and not textured. 

 

Figure 62 shows photographs of two mc-Si PERC solar cells with (a) an alkaline textured surface in a 

KOH/2-propanol solution at 80°C and (b) a DiLaT surface. We have selected an mc-Si wafer area with 

different but few grains to achieve an optimal result of the alkaline texturing. The DiLaT cell shown in 

Figure 62 (b) contains a larger number of crystallites of various orientations. Despite the latter, the 

surface of the DiLaT mc-Si cell appears more homogeneous compared to the cell with the alkaline 

textured surface, highlighting the isotropic nature of our DiLaT process. Reflectance and quantum 

efficiency measurements of these solar cells will be discussed in the next Section. 
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7.4 Application of direct laser texturing to solar cells 
 

We apply our newly developed DiLaT texture to our lab-type PERC solar cells on multicrystalline and 

monocrystalline silicon wafers. As references we fabricate PERC solar cells with random-pyramid-

textured and planar surfaces. We compare the solar cell results based on illuminated current-voltage 

characteristics and compare internal quantum efficiencies of our best random-pyramid-textured and 

DiLaT-textured solar cells. 

7.4.1  Solar cell structure and processing sequence 
 

 

Figure 63: PERC solar cell with DiLaT front surface as processed in this study. 

 

A schematic of the passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) with DiLaT front surface is depicted in 

Figure 63. As substrate materials we use 0.5 Ωcm p-type boron-doped float-zone silicon (FZ-Si) as 

well as 1.3 Ωcm and 1.8 Ωcm p-type boron-doped block-casted multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si). The 

mc-Si samples originate from different, non-neighboring positions of wafers and have therefore 

different grain distributions. For the mc-Si wafers we start with a Puraton cleaning, then perform an 

isotropic damage etching and subsequently an RCA cleaning. For the FZ-Si wafers we only perform 

an RCA cleaning, as the delivered wafers had already been damage-etched. Next, a 110 nm thick 

silicon nitride (SiNx) (refractive index n = 1.9 at λ = 632 nm) diffusion barrier is deposited on both 

sides of the wafers by microwave-remote plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD, 

Oxford Instruments, Plasmalab 80+). We then define a 2 × 2 cm² diffusion window with a frequency-

doubled Nd:YVO4 laser (λ = 532 nm, pulse duration 9 ps, SuperRapid, Coherent Inc.). The diffusion 

window is a part of our small-area lab PERC process and is not required for the DiLaT process in 

general. At this step, we split the cell batch into three different groups. One group does not receive any 

texture, the second group receives an alkaline texture, and the third group is DiLaT-textured. The 

texturing is performed within the laser-opened diffusion windows only. For random-pyramid texturing 

we use a KOH/2-propanol solution at 80°C, which is our standard process for random-pyramid 

texturing of (100)-oriented silicon wafers. For DiLaT we apply three laser pulses at the each wafer 

position and etch the samples in the two-step process, as described above, to remove the debris and the 

laser-damaged silicon. We vary the etching depth in order to optimize the DiLaT process. After RCA 

cleaning, phosphorus is diffused into the textured regions at 850°C from a POCl3 source in a quartz-

tube furnace, resulting in an n
+
-emitter with a sheet resistance in the range between 80 Ω/ and 

120 Ω/. After diffusion the phosphorus silicate glass and the SiNx diffusion barrier are removed in a 

40%wt HF solution. For the rear surface passivation we use a 30 nm thick Al2O3/100 nm thick SiNx 

stack [33]. The Al2O3 layer is deposited at 200°C by plasma-assisted atomic layer deposition (FlexAL, 
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Oxford Instruments), followed by an annealing step in a quartz-tube furnace at 425°C for 15 minutes 

in a nitrogen atmosphere. The Al2O3 layer is coated with a 100 nm thick SiNx layer (n = 2.05 at 

λ = 632 nm) deposited by microwave-remote PECVD in an Oxford Instruments Plasmalab 80+ reactor 

at 400°C. Subsequently, we define contacts in the Al2O3/SiNx stack by laser contact opening (LCO) 

using a Lumera laser (Coherent Inc.). The optimum opening geometry depends on the bulk resistivity 

ρ and the wafer thickness W. We calculate the optimum geometry using an analytical model [125]. For 

material with ρ = 0.5 Ωcm and W = 275 µm we use a rectangular pattern of square pads with a pitch p 

of 2.2 mm and a total area coverage fraction f of 4%. For material with ρ = 1.3 Ωcm and W = 130 –

 140 µm we use a rectangular pattern of square pads with p = 1.9 mm and f = 5.4%. For material with 

ρ = 1.8 Ωcm and W = 170 – 180 µm we use p = 1.2 mm and f = 13.7 %. After contact opening, 10 µm 

aluminum is evaporated by electron-beam evaporation (BAK 600, Oerlikon Balzers AG) onto the 

entire rear. Next, we deposit an AlOx tunneling layer on the top of the n
+
-emitter [38] in an FlexAL 

(Oxford Instruments) reactor. We then evaporate a 20 µm thick aluminum grid through a shadow mask 

on top of the AlOx layer using electron-beam evaporation (BAK 600, Oerlikon Balzers AG). After 

evaporation, a short ~8 sec dip in a 70°C Al-etching bath 25 : 5 : 1 H3PO4 (85%) : CH3COOH (100%) 

: HNO3 (70%) is performed in order to remove residual aluminum. During Al-etching AlOx on the 

non-metallized area is removed. Note that under the Al front metal grid, the AlOx layer is not affected. 

Finally, we deposit an anti-reflection coating at 300°C on the entire cell front in a microwave-remote 

PECVD Plasmalab 80+ reactor, consisting of 10 nm SiNx (n = 2.4 at λ = 632 nm) and 70 nm SiNx 

(n = 2.05 at λ = 632 nm). Before characterization each cell is annealed on a hot plate in ambient 

atmosphere at 330°C for 1 to 4 minutes. 
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7.4.2 Solar cell results 

 

Figure 64: (a) Short-circuit current density Jsc, (b) open-circuit voltage Voc, (c) fill factor FF, (d) Series resistance Rs, (e) 

pseudo fill factor (pFF), and (f) energy conversion efficiency η of FZ-Si (red circles) and mc-Si (blue triangles) PERC solar 

cells with planar, alkaline textured, and DiLaT surfaces, respectively. The solar cell parameters that have been independently 

measured at ISE CalLab are shown as stars. The damage etch depth is varied for the DiLaT process. 
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Table 8 summarizes the FZ-Si and mc-Si PERC solar cell results with planar, alkaline textured and 

DiLaT surfaces. Figure 64 (a) compares the measured short-circuit current densities (Jsc) of PERC 

solar cells with differently textured front surfaces. The Jsc values of solar cells with a planar surface 

are 35.5 mA/cm² for mc-Si and 35.8 mA/cm² for FZ-Si PERC solar cells. The corresponding weighted 

reflectance (Rwgh) values (weighted reflectance with AM 1.5G spectrum in the range of 340 nm to 

1200 nm) are 15.3% and 16% for mc-Si and FZ-Si PERC solar cells, respectively. By applying the 

alkaline texturing process, the Jsc value increases to 37.6 mA/cm² for mc-Si and to 40.7 mA/cm² for 

FZ Si PERC solar cells. The increase in Jsc can be attributed to a decreasing Rwgh to 11.1% for mc-Si 

and to (5.6 – 6.9)% for the FZ-Si PERC solar cells. We observe a clear Jsc trend for our DiLaT PERC 

cells: the Jsc values decrease with increasing etching depth. This decrease in Jsc can be explained with 

a flattening of the texture profile with increasing etching depth. By applying DiLaT and an etching 

depth of 3.2 µm we achieve an independently confirmed Jsc value of 39.3 mA/cm² for mc-Si and 

40.6 mA/cm² for FZ-Si PERC solar cells. Corresponding Rwgh values of DiLaT surfaces with an 

etching depth of 3.2 µm are in the range of (5.7 – 7.3)% for both materials. These values are 

comparable to the Rwgh values of alkaline textured FZ-Si surfaces. To our knowledge the Jsc of 

39.3 mA/cm² was the highest reported value at the time of publication [123] for any boron-doped mc-

Si solar cell, highlighting the enormous potential of our novel DiLaT process. 

Figure 64 (b) compares the measured open-circuit voltages (Voc) of the processed cells with different 

surface textures. The highest Voc value on FZ-Si of 679 mV is obtained without texturing. Reduced Voc 

values between 660 mV and 674 mV are achieved with alkaline textured front. The Voc values of 

DiLaT FZ-Si PERC cells are between 662 mV and 671 mV and are hence comparable with the 

alkaline-textured FZ-Si cells. For the mc-Si solar cells, our best Voc results are 649 mV for the alkaline 

textured and 647 mV for DiLaT surfaces. The larger scatter in Voc values between different mc-Si solar 

cells result from different bulk lifetimes of the mc-Si samples, which originate from different, non-

neighboring positions of the initial mc-Si wafers. 

Figure 64 (c) shows the fill factors (FF) for solar cells with different surface texture. We obtain an 

average FF value of (75.6 ± 0.8)% for planar and alkaline textured FZ-Si and mc-Si cells. The DiLaT 

cells have a decreased average FF value of (72.5 ± 1.5)% for FZ-Si and mc-Si cells. The DiLaT 

process decreases the FF. 

Figure 64 (d) shows the series resistance (Rs) for solar cells with different surface texture. The Rs value 

is – with one exception – in the range of 1 to 2 Ωcm². The average Rs value of (1.62 ± 0.28) Ωcm
2
 does 

not dependent on the surface texture. 

Another parameter which has a direct impact on the FF is the pseudo fill factor pFF. A reduced pFF 

might be a result of recombination in the space charge region and/or an injection dependent minority 

carrier lifetime and/or a shunt. Figure 64 (e) shows the pFF for the solar cells with different surface 

textures. We observe that for each type of texture the pFF of mc-Si solar cells is 1%abs lower 

compared to that of the FZ-Si solar cells. This observation can be explained with the injection 

dependence of the carrier lifetime in the multicrystalline silicon. After applying DiLaT with an etching 

depth of 3.2 µm we observe an additional drop of ~1%abs for mc-Si and FZ-Si solar cells. Interestingly, 

the pFF decreases further with an increasing etching depth. The pFF decreases from (82.2 ± 0.1)% to 

(80.9 ± 0.1)% for FZ-Si with a DiLaT texture with an etching depth of 3.2 µm and 3.8 µm, 

respectively. The pFF decreases from (80.2 ± 0.4)% to (79.8 ± 0.5)% for mc-Si with a DiLaT texture 

with an etching depth of 3.2 µm and 3.8 µm, respectively. We would expect a laser-induced damage in 

the silicon bulk close to the surface. Since the emitter is at the textured surface, the laser-damaged 

region could cause recombination within the space-charge region and consequently reduce the pFF. 

Therefore, an increased etching depth would remove the laser-induced damage and increase the pFF. 

Surprisingly, we observe the opposite trend. The pFF decreases with increased etching depth. Based 
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on our result the laser-induced damage must have a minor effect on recombination and the major 

effect is caused by the extended time of the silicon surface to the etching solution itself. An optimized 

etching solution might solve the problem. 

Figure 64 (f) shows the energy conversion efficiencies (η) of the fabricated PERC solar cells. For mc-

Si wafers, the best efficiency for a DiLaT solar cell is 17.9%, which is achieved at an etching depth of 

3.2 µm. For FZ-Si, an independently confirmed efficiency of 19.9% is achieved. 

 

Table 8: FZ-Si and mc-Si PERC solar cell results with planar, alkaline textured and DiLaT surfaces. Values marked with an 

asterisk (*) have been independently measured at ISE CalLab, Germany. 

Substrate Surface/ 

Etching depth 

Jsc 

[mA/cm²] 

Voc 

[mV] 

FF 

[%] 

pFF 

[%] 

η 

[%] 

Rs 

[Ωcm²] 

FZ-Si Planar 35.8 679 75.3 82.9 18.3 1.88 

mc-Si Planar 35.5 626 75.3 81.8 16.7 1.43 

FZ-Si alkaline texture 40.6 660 77.5 83.1 20.8 1.1 

FZ-Si alkaline texture 40.7 674 75.2 83.4 20.6 1.73 

mc-Si alkaline texture 37.6 649 74.8 82.1 18.3 1.64 

FZ-Si DiLaT / 3.2 µm 40.3 662 74.2 82.1 19.8 1.6 

FZ-Si DiLaT / 3.2 µm 40.6* 665* 73.6* 82.2 19.9* 1.53 

mc-Si DiLaT / 3.2 µm  38.9 611 73.4 79.8 17.5 1.2 

mc-Si DiLaT / 3.2 µm 39.3* 618* 73.6* 80.7 17.9* 1.19 

FZ-Si DiLaT / 3.8 µm 38.7 671 73.4 80.7 19.1 1.6 

FZ-Si DiLaT / 3.8 µm 40.4 666 73.1 81.0 19.7 1.77 

mc-Si DiLaT / 3.8 µm 36.7 647 69.1 79.1 16.4 2.6 

mc-Si DiLaT / 3.8 µm 37.9 624 71.4 80.2 16.9 1.9 

mc-Si DiLaT / 3.8 µm 38.2 618 74.2 80.2 17.5 1.23 

mc-Si DiLaT / 5.8 µm 35.0 620 71.0 79.4 15.4 1.89 
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Figure 65: Measured reflectance R and internal quantum efficiency IQE as a function of the wavelength λ of an alkaline-

textured FZ-Si (blue squares) and a DiLaT mc-Si (red triangles) PERC solar cell. The lines show the fitted IQE(λ) and R(λ) 

curves. 

 

Figure 65 shows the measured spectral internal quantum efficiency IQE(λ) and reflectance R(λ) of a 

180 µm thick mc-Si solar cell (Jsc = 39.3 mA/cm²) with a DiLaT surface and that of a 275 µm thick 

FZ-Si solar cell (Jsc = 40.6 mA/cm²) with an alkaline-textured surface. Both cells are covered with an 

anti-reflection coating. The DiLaT mc-Si cell shows a lower reflectance compared to alkaline-textured 

FZ-Si cell in the wavelength range between 360 nm and 650 nm. However, in the wavelength range 

from 650 nm to 1050 nm, the DiLaT mc-Si cell shows an increased reflectance, probably due to the 

position-dependent surface angles with respect to the wafer normal, resulting in varying position-

dependent thicknesses of the anti-reflection coating. In order to model the wavelength-dependent 

IQE(λ) and reflectance R(λ), we use the software LASSIE [6] and our in-house developed software for 

solar cell analysis SCAN [126], [127]. For the FZ-Si solar cell we obtain a minimum minority-carrier 

diffusion length of Lmins = 803 µm and a maximum rear surface recombination velocity 

Smax = 132 cm/s. For the wavelength enhancement factor Z [128] we determine a value in the range 

between 18 and 21 at λ = 1200 nm. For the mc-Si solar cell we obtain a reduced Lmins value of 265 µm 

and an increased Smax value of 1054 cm/s. The reduced IQE(λ) of the DiLaT mc-Si solar cell is mainly 

due to the increased contribution of recombination in the bulk and/or at the rear of the mc-Si solar cell, 

which leads, however, to a still excellent Jsc of 39.3 mA/cm². The wavelength enhancement factor Z of 

the mc-Si solar cell is in the range between 22 and 23 at λ=1200 nm, which is comparable to that of 

the alkaline-textured random-pyramid FZ-Si solar cell. 
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7.5 Chapter summary 
 

In this Chapter, we have implemented our direct laser texturing (DiLaT) process into PERC solar cells 

fabricated on mono- and multicrystalline silicon wafers. We have optimized the DiLaT profile by 

applying different etching depths of 3.2 µm, 3.8 µm and 5.8 µm and found that the smallest applied 

etching depth of 3.2 µm results in the best cell performance. On FZ-Si substrates, we have obtained 

similar cell parameters for the DiLaT as compared to random-pyramid texturing, with best Voc and Jsc 

values of 671 mV and 40.6 mA/cm² for DiLaT as compared to 674 mV and 40.7 mA/cm² for random-

pyramid texturing, respectively. By modeling the reflectance curves, we have obtained average light 

path enhancement factors Z in the range of 22 to 23 for DiLaT and in the range of 18 to 21 for 

alkaline-textured cells. DiLaT resulted in independently confirmed energy conversion efficiencies of 

19.9% on FZ-Si and 17.9% on mc-Si material. On mc-Si, we have achieved an independently 

confirmed Jsc value of 39.3 mA/cm² by our novel DiLaT process, which was the highest achieved Jsc 

value at the time of publication [123], highlighting the enormous potential of DiLaT for the application 

to mc-Si solar cells. 
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8 Summary 
 

In this thesis, we have demonstrated the application of ultrathin ALD-AlOx as a contact passivating 

tunneling layer between the phosphorus-doped n
+
-emitter and the Al-evaporated front metal grid of a 

PERC solar cell. We have identified an optimal nominal ALD-AlOx layer thickness of 0.24 nm, which 

effectively passivates the Al contact, prevents the Al-spiking and allows for a suitable current 

transport from the n
+
-emitter into the Al metal contact. Increasing the AlOx thickness above 0.24 nm 

led to a drastic decrease in fill factor, and hence a reduced conversion efficiency. The FF decreased 

from a median value of 79.3% to a median value of 53.7% for PERC solar cells with a nominal AlOx 

thickness of 0.24 nm and 0.48 nm, respectively. The best PERC solar cell fabricated in this work 

showed an independently confirmed record-high efficiency of 21.7% and a Voc of 673 mV. 

Importantly, the solar cells with implemented AlOx tunneling layers showed an improved 

reproducibility and only small variations in the cell parameters. An 0.24 nm thick AlOx tunneling layer 

led to a nearly 8 times larger Rsh compared to cells without AlOx layer, preventing aluminum to spike 

through the n
+
-emitter during the SiNx deposition at 300°C and subsequent annealing at 350°C. The 

J0_total values of (174 ± 11) fA/cm
2
 of a PERC cell with ALD-AlOx passivated contact compared to the 

J0_total values of (320 ± 41) fA/cm
2
 of a PERC cell with non-passivated contact clearly demonstrated a 

highly effective contact passivation of our ALD-AlOx tunneling layer. Applying our ultrathin AlOx 

layer deposited by only two ALD cycles between the n
+
-emitter and Al metal grid, we reduced the 

saturation current density of the metallized area by at least a factor of 4.8. For the first time, we have 

successfully reduced the recombination at the metal contact of an electron contact region by 

introducing a passivating tunneling layer based on ALD-AlOx. 

We have performed an in-depth analysis of organic-silicon heterojunctions based on the hole-

conducting polymer PEDOT:PSS. Using photoconductance decay lifetime measurements we have 

determined for the first time the J0 value of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction. We have measured J0 

values of 208 fA/cm² on RP-textured silicon surface and J0 values of 80 fA/cm² on planar silicon 

surfaces, respectively. The surprisingly low J0 value of 80 fA/cm² was the first hint towards the high 

efficiency potential of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction solar cells. We have realized 

heterojunction solar cells with PEDOT:PSS on c-Si n-type silicon wafers front surfaces and achieved a 

record-high efficiency at the time of publication of 12.3%. This efficiency was achieved by 

implementing an RP-texture on the front surface and an n
+
-BSF on the rear surface of our solar cell 

architecture. We have investigated the optical properties of PEDOT:PSS layers via ellipsometry and 

transmission measurements and performed ray-tracing simulations of a solar cell where the 

PEDOT:PSS layer is on the RP-textured front surface or on the planar rear surface. Our optical 

measurements in combination with the ray-tracing simulations have shown that the solar cell with 

PEDOT:PSS layer on the RP-textured front surface could realistically reach a Jsc of 34.1 mA/cm², and 

solar cell with PEDOT:PSS layer on the planar rear surface could realistically reach a Jsc of 

40.5 mA/cm², respectively. We have introduced a novel solar cell concept – the so-called BackPEDOT 

solar cell – where the advantage of a PEDOT:PSS layer on the planar rear could realistically reach a 

Jsc of 40.5 mA/cm², a Voc of 667 mV and an efficiency of 22.0%. 

We have realized first BackPEDOT experimental devices, which achieved a remarkably high Voc of 

663 mV and a Jsc of 39.7 mA/cm
2
. The J-V curves showed a high pseudo fill factor of up to 

pFF = 82.0%. However, the actual fill factors were largely limited by a high series resistance which 

was in the range between 2.88 and 3.35 Ωcm
2
. By optimizing the PEDOT:PSS dispersion and the 

silicon surface pre-treatment we were able to achieve J0 values of 46 fA/cm² and contact resistance 

values of RC = (490 ± 210) mΩcm². We successfully implemented our optimal silicon treatment, 
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which is a native SiOx grown for less than 10 mins, and the optimized PEDOT:PSS composition to 

BackPEDOT solar cells and achieved series resistance values of Rs < 1 Ωcm² and Voc values of (653 –

 659) mV. Our lowest series resistance of 0.5 Ωcm² resulted in a FF of 80.6%. Combining the high FF 

value with a short-circuit current density of 38.9 mA/cm², an outstanding efficiency of 20.6% was 

achieved, which is by far the highest efficiency for a PEDOT:PSS/c-Si solar cell to date. 

Organic-based devices are well known to be prone to the degradation. Here, we have performed 

degradation experiments on our PEDOT:PSS/c-Si heterojunction solar cells. Storage was performed in 

air at approximately 23°C and 65% relative humidity. We observed a comparable degradation 

behavior of the efficiency for FrontPEDOT and BackPEDOT solar cells. The relative efficiency 

degradation followed a simple exponential decay with the corresponding degradation time constant tdeg 

of (28 ± 1.6) days. The illuminated J-V curves showed an ‘S-shaped’ form with increasing time in air, 

indicating a barrier formation for the charge carrier transport. The contact resistance RC has been 

identified as the most affected solar cell parameter during degradation. The RC value increased by 

factor of 8 after storing the RC samples in ambient air for 88 hours. By storing organic-silicon solar 

cell in dehumidified environment (in a desiccator) the tdeg was extended to 1615 days, showing that 

humidity is the major source of degradation. In our first approach, to stabilize the cells, we have 

encapsulated a FrontPEDOT solar cell by a 30 nm thick ALD-Al2O3 layer, extending the tdeg to 

203 days. Second, we applied a novel encapsulation method for BackPEDOT solar cells by putting a 

metal foil on the rear surface. With this encapsulating method the efficiency was stable for 600 hours 

so far. We have discussed possible degradation mechanisms: (i) the formation of an SiOx layer at the 

PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface and (ii) alternation of the band alignments of the PEDOT:PSS layer caused 

by storage in humid environment. Based on TEM images of the degraded PEDOT:PSS/c-Si interface 

we have excluded the formation of a closed SiOx layer. However, using Kelvin-probe measurements, 

we detected a decreasing work function WA difference of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si samples stored in air. 

After 26 hour in air the WA difference reaches a value of + (119 – 150) mV. On the PEDOT:PSS/Ag 

samples stored air, the WA difference reaches a value of + (91 – 122) mV after 60 hours. Comparing 

the Kelvin-probe measurements of the PEDOT:PSS/c-Si and the PEDOT:PSS/Ag, samples we were 

able to attribute the observed degradation to the change of the PEDOT:PSS work function. We 

developed a model, where a decreasing WA of the PEDOT:PSS with time in air alters the band 

configuration, forming a barrier for hole transport from silicon into PEDOT:PSS. With this detailed 

analysis of the degradation mechanism and with our novel approaches towards effective encapsulation, 

an important step has been made towards fully stabilized BackPEDOT solar cells. 

We have fabricated lab-type PERC solar cells on float-zone silicon, block-cast multicrystalline silicon 

(mc-Si) from an industrial supplier and mc-Si from a laboratory-scale high-purity crucible. On the 

multicrystalline material from the high-purity crucible we achieved record-high Voc values of up to 

659 mV. The open-circuit voltage of our best multicrystalline silicon solar cell was only 1 mV lower 

compared to SENTAURUS Device simulations, where the bulk lifetime was assumed to be limited by 

Auger recombination. For commercially available standard multicrystalline silicon material, however, 

the highest measured open-circuit voltages are 8 mV – 9 mV reduced compared to our simulations, 

implying that the efficiency of today’s industrial multicrystalline silicon solar cells is predominantly 

limited by regions of high defect and impurity concentrations. Our cell results based on 

multicrystalline silicon material casted in high-purity crucibles show that the reduced bulk quality 

commonly observed in standard multicrystalline silicon material is largely avoidable using a high-

purity crucible during casting and by extending monocrystalline areas. On a selected area of 1 × 1 cm² 

we have achieved a very high solar cell efficiency of 20% on the mc-Si high-purity mc-Si material. 

Note that during the time of publication this efficiency was only slightly below the record value of 

20.4% [111], [123] for a 1 cm² solar cell. 
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In the last part of this thesis, we have implemented a direct laser texturing (DiLaT) process into PERC 

solar cells fabricated on mono- and multicrystalline silicon wafers. The advantage of the DiLaT 

texture is its applicability to any crystal orientation and the absence of any masking layer. We have 

optimized the DiLaT profile by applying different etching depths of 3.2 µm, 3.8 µm and 5.8 µm and 

found that the smallest applied etching depth of 3.2 µm resulted in the best cell performance. On FZ-Si 

substrates we have obtained similar cell parameters for the DiLaT as compared to random-pyramid 

texturing, with best Voc and Jsc values of 671 mV and 40.6 mA/cm² for DiLaT as compared to 674 mV 

and 40.7 mA/cm² for random-pyramid texturing, respectively. By modeling the reflectance curves, we 

have determined average light path enhancement factors in the range of 22 to 23 for DiLaT and in the 

range of 18 to 21 for alkaline-textured solar cells. DiLaT resulted in independently confirmed energy 

conversion efficiencies of 19.9% on FZ-Si and 17.9% on mc-Si material, respectively. On mc-Si, we 

have achieved an independently confirmed Jsc value of 39.3 mA/cm², which is the highest reported Jsc 

value at the time of publication for any mc-Si solar cell, highlighting the enormous potential of DiLaT 

for the application to mc-Si solar cells. 
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